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ABSTRACT. 

The principal structural pattern of the Leadhills

;1anlockhead district, imposed by the Caledonian Orogeny, is 

characterised by complex folding, striking N.Eo-S.W., crossed 

by a series of intersecting jOints, whose average strike is 

1J • I~ • U ., and who se rela ti ve age of formation was adduced from the 

relationships of the Caledonian minor intrusives. Reorientation 

of the Caledonian stress towards a "Hercynian " direction would 

effect sinistral movement along the joint pattern, resulting 

in the production of open spaces on the more north westerly 

trending members of the joint system. Later deformation is 

evidenced by slight displacement of the veins, and by W.N.W. 

trending monchiquite and tholeiite dykeso 

Investigation of the mineralisation revealed the 

presence of sixty minerals. Fifteen of these had not been 

previously recorded from the district, including one new mineral, 

akin to chromium bearing lanarkite, one new variety, chram1an 

leadhilli te, one mineral previously recorded only as an artif'icia1~: 

product, lead hydro~patite, and two minerals, phoenicochroite 

and rammelsbergite, not previously confirmed from Britain. 

Two periods of mineralisation were distinguished, the 

first consisting of quartz veins with which are associated small 

amounts of gold, pyrite, and muscovite, tentatively assigned to 
" ~. . 

the Caledonian Orogeny, an~. :~h~ second comprising the lead-zinc , .. ' . 

mineralisation. The parage,.net·tcal relationships of the primary 

minerals of the latter mineralisation indicate two generations of 

sulphides, of which the second is accoWlted for by reprecipltatlon~ 



of elements derived from the replacer.:tent of the first generation 

sulphides by late stage quartz. A study of·the distribution 

of eler:J.ents through the paragenesis suggests that some elements 

\"lere derived from other than a magmatic source, and that 

contamination has probably played a considerable role in the 

control of the character of the gangue minerals. 

Evidence of a deep-seated origin of the mineralising 

solutions is given by mineral zones and the geochemical character 

of the deposit. Emplacement of the minerals took place at a 

ter:lpera ture of the order of 1430 -2810 C., and a depth of the 

order of 2000 ' -4000 ' below the surface.. 

The Leadhills-Uanlockhead area is related to other 

lead-zinc districts in Britain, and on the basis of geochemical 

assemblage and the relation to igneous activity, it is concluded 

that the deposits were probably derived from the top of the 

tholeiitic layer and the base of the granitic layer, and were 

genetically connected to the Hercynian Orogeny. 
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~late 1, (opposite). 

A Tiew of Glengonnar Mine looking in a 

north-westerly direction from near the 

Lanarkshire-Dumfriesshire County 

.bounciary. 

'rhe i1hotograph was t.aken prior to 1929 

when mining operations were in presress. 

At the present. day only a few derelict 

buildings remain. 
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INTHODUCTION. 

Leadhills and llanlocJ:rJlead are si tua ted in the Southern 

Uplands of Scotland, on the northern lm"er slopes of the Lowther 

Hills, which stretch between the Nith Valley and the head of the 

Clyde Valley. The two villages are separated by the Dumfriesshire

Lanarkshire county boundary which follows the watershed of the 

Lowther Hills. 

As is suggested by the name IILeadhills", the area is 

rich in lead, one competent authority (a mining expert), going 

so far as to say that the value of the lead raised would suffice 

to completely pave the surface of the district with gold guineas, 

set on edge (Nitchell, 1919). 

It is not proposed to discuss in detail the mining 

history of the district, as this has been ably summarised by 

several authors (Brown, 1918, 1925; Hitchell, 1919; \'!ilson, 

1921; Watson, 1937). However, it may be pointed out that the 

original incentive for the investigation of the area was gold, 

which is associated with stone age implements in the south of 

Scotland, the focal point of the distribution being Leadhil1s 

(oral communication, Curator of the Dumfries Natural History 

!1useum). The more signi:ficant history commenced in the latter 

part of the sixteenth century with the discovery of alluvial gold 

by Bevis Bulmer and Cornelius Hardskins, in Leadhil1s and Wanlock

head respectively. The intense search for a gold lode revealed 

several lead veins, which were worked by Thomas Fou11is and Sir 

John Stampfield. Other veins were later discovered, and the 
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The mining operations \vere almost continuous from 

the end of the sixteenth century to the closing down which took 

place in 1929 in Leadhills, and 1931 at 'ilanlockhead. Recently 

(1950), investigations \-lere instigated by the Siamese Tin 

Syndicate, and at the end of 1952 the Rio Tinto lIining Company 

stepped in, and the Lowland Lead l'lining Company was formed. 

The work in the past year has consisted mainly of clearing out 

several old adit levels, and in commencing the opening of the 

Glencrieff IUne, Wanlockhead. 
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I. THE GEOLOGY OF THE 1EADHILLS-~-1ANLOCKHEAD DISTRICT. 

THE STRATIGRAPHY. 

The district is situated in the Southern Uplands of 

Scotland within an area of Ordovician rocks which have been 

intensely folded along north-east to south-west axes. The 

general succession comprises volcanic rocks, successively over

lain by radiolarian cherts, black shales, and greywackes of the 

Lowther Group. The volcanic rocks have been assigned to the 

Arenig, and the black shales and Lowther Group to the Caradocian 

and the Ashgillian respectively (Pringle, 1948, po18). However, 

discrepancies between the ideas of the age of the cherts occur, 

due to absence of fossils. Pringle (1948, p.14) regarded the 

cherts as 4renig in age, a marked stratigraphical break separating 

the Arenig and the Caradoc, with the total absence of the Llanvir.m 

and Llandeilo. Peach and Horne (1899) regarded the radiolarian 

cherts as abyssal deposits accumulated with great slowness, and 

claimed that in much of the Southern Uplands they are conformably 

succeeded by Nemagraptus gracilis shales, with interbedded chert. 

The latter view was more acceptable to Bailey (Bailey and Holte

dahl, 1938), and confi~ation of the transitionary passage between 

chert and black shales exists in the Leadhills-Wanlockhead area. 

The four groups of rocks are of such marked lithological 

dissimilarity that identification is readily possible. For this 

reason, together with the paucity of fOSSils, the dating of the 

rocks by the fossil content was not attempted. 

Throughout the district expo.ures are poor, and confined 
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to discontinuous stre~l sections. 

by heather, grm-ling on thin peat. 

restricted to the valleyso 

~. The Volcanic Rocks. 

The hillsides are obscured 

Boulder clay is largely 

Two outcrops of the Arenig Volcanic Series occur in the 

Leadhills-~'lanlockhead area, one on the south-west side of Hunt Law 

by the side of the Leadhills path near the old dressing plant, the 

other on the south of Niddle Huir. The latter exposure was 

described by Peach and Horne (1899, Po329) as "ophitic dolerite 

or gabbro". The exposure on the south-west side of Hunt Law was 

also recorded by Peach and Horne (1899, Po293). The rock is 

highly altered and consists mainly of carbonate, in "Ihich outlines 

of felspar phenocrysts are visible. The rock can be classified 

as a diabase porphyrite. No contact with the overlying chert 

is visible. 

Ro Radiolarian Cherts. 

The chert outcrops in two distinct belts to the nor.th 

and south of Leadh1lls and Wanlockhead. The northern belt runs 

from Cog Burn north-eastwards through Sowen Burn, Snar Water, 

Glenk~p Burn, to the Glengonnar Water, and provides the majority 

of the chert outcrops in the district. The width of the belt 

varies, but is of the order of half to one mile, and consists of 

chert, overlying black shale, and infolds of the Lowther Group, 

with occasional occurrences of the Arenig Volcanic Series. Out

crops are lugel, restricted to d1scGnt1nuGus stream sections. 
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The southern belt is of limited extent, o.nd the chert 

is restricted to outcrops in ilermock Hater and its tributaries, 

and further to the north-east to the Leadburn Valley, and a small 

outcrop in Glen Aise Durn, a southerly tributary of the Elvan 

Vater. 

On the south-vlest side of Hunt Law, near the old 

dressing plant, a sL1all cliff section ShO\,IS banded cherts to be 

underlain by black shales with numerous intercalated chert bands 

and lenticles, '\'/hieh probably represent the lm"est zones of the 

chert. The exposure occurs directly aligned in strike with the 

Arenig Volcanic outcrop, and forty-three yards to the south-west. 

Over most of the area the chert presents a uniform 

banded appearance of blue-black chert in bands varyine fron one 

to four inches in thickness, and separated by narrow bands of 

black shaleo Occasional detrital quartz grains occur in the 

chert; Radiolaria are common. 

soft shaley rock. 

The chert weathers to a grey 

s. Black Shale (Glenkiln and Lower Hartfell). 

The black shales outcrop with the cherts in the two 

belts described above. As the black shales overlie the cherts, 

they have a wider outcrop, particularly marked in the southern 

belt, where there are outcrops of black shale on the strike of the 

belt in Glen Franka Burn and the Windgate Burn. 

The unweather~d shales are black in colour, well bedded, 

plastic, and often contain graptoli teso vlhen weathered the 

shales become bleached to a khaki, grey, or white colour. 
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In several areas the jilllction of the chert 1.vi th the 

overlyine rocks can be observed, and althouch in nany places a 

normal chert-black shale sequence is present, discrepancies due 

to faul tint; and to local tlllconformi ty are com.Llon. 

The normal chert-blacl~ shale jilllction is \vell exposed 

in a small scar drainine westwards into Glenkip burn, vIhere the 

basal black shale contains irregular chert nodules which become 

less munerous with increasing distance from the massive banded 

chert. In Black Grain (CoG Burn), up to eighteen inches of the 

black shale is partly replaced by quartz at the jilllction, probably 

due to intrastratal solution of the chert and deposition in the 

black shale. A similar phenomenom is present in Hhitestone 

Cleuch, ,.,here a microdiori te dyke has been intruded along the 

chert-black shale bOillldary. 

The presence of discrepancies in the chert-black shale 

junction due to strike faulting has been widely recognized in the 

Southern Uplands (see Peach and Horne, 1899). In the Leadhills-

Vlanlockhead area two excellent examples are provided in Black 

Grain (Cog Burn), and in Glennarchhope Burn o In both localities 

the chert is in contact with fine grained greyvTaclce. 

Local unconformities, as evidenced by breccias over

lying the chert, were recorded by Peach and Horne from several 

localities (ppo296, 310, 325). A similar local· unconformity 

(fig.l) occurs to the east of Leadhills at the head of the small 

tributary of Glen Aise Burn which drains the south-west flank of 

Leadburn R1go The breccia is compos.d of angular chert fragments . . 
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up to several centimeters in length, with fragments of shale and 

greYVlacke in a quartz matrixo At the chert-breccia contact 905~ 

of the breccia fragnents are chert, this ruilOunt decreasin~ away 

from the contact • 

.9:. LOv/ther Group. 

The remainder of the area not covered by either of the 

three preceding formations is occupied by the Lowther Group, a 

series of greywackes and shales, estimated by the Geological 

Survey (Wilson, 1921, p.9) to be approximately 1000' in thickness. 

outcrops are largely restricted to discontinuous stre~~ sections, 

which, together with the absence of fossils, the rapid lateral 

variations, and the complicated structure, make it almost 

impossible to determine any vertical succession, the only datum 

line being the junction with the underlying black shale or chert. 

The basal members of the Lowther Group exhibit trans

itional characteristics from the black shale to the massive grey

wacke type of sedimentation. One expression of this is the 

gradation from black shale into fine grained shaley greywackes, 

which are grey-green in colour, and weather to a limonitic shale. 

This type of greywacke often includes small lenticles of coarser 

greywacke, and is made up of graded bedding units, a typical 

example having alternating bands, 2 mm. wide, of average grain 

sizes .02 andn75 mm. SuQb rocks are well displayed in Mennock 

Water near the mouth of Wee Black Carli, and in ;'1ell Grain. 

Weathered representatives of this type are common in the northern 

belt, in Cog Burn, Sowen Burn, Snar Head, and the head of Glenkip. 
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In the southern belt part of the course of :leikle Arthur Grain 

runs along the junction between blacl·: shales and Grey shaley 

fine greywackes. 

In several localities a larger type of IIgraded bedding 

unit" overlies the black shale. The section in Lennock ';later 

from slightly north of the en trance of ~,'hi testone Cleuch down to 

the black shale anticline south of the mouth of Hhitestone Cleuch 

shows massive greYVlacke beds, several feet in width, with inter

bedded black shale bands, varying from a fraction of an inch to 

several inches in width, the black shale bands becoming more 

numerous, and wider, on passing tOvlards the black shale. The 

actual contact of this series with the black shale is not visible. 

Similar series of alternating greywackes and black shales outcrop 

in the lUndga te Burn, ~fui tes tone Cleuch, and the upper reaches of 

Glendyne Burn. At the latter locality the series is aligned 

near the strike of the chert and black shale which outcrops in 

Glendyne below the junction with Rough Cleuch (Peach and Hone, 

1899, pp.30l, 302). 

The greywackes of the Lowther Group vary from coarse 

breccias to fine shaley greywackes, and are generally dark grey

green in colour. The most important constituent of the rocks is 

quartz, in angular or sub-angular grains, accompanied by telspar, 

which includes a little orthoclase, but consists, for the most 

part, of olicoclase and andeSine, and is often decomposed. 

Jragments of various rock types are common, including greywacke, 

slate, quartzite, and f1n~ grained igneous rocks. A notable 
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feature is the presence of a considerable runount of hornblende, 

accompanied by a little augite, both of which exhibit euhedral 

outlines and IIhacksaw" terr.1inations which, in other cases, are 

ascribed by Pettijohn (19~9, p.490) to intrastratal solution. 

Other constituents include white mica, chlorite, garnet, and 

zircon. These constituents are united by a dark chloritic cement 

with a considerable quantity of cryptocrystalline silica. Hany 

of the greywackes effervesce freely with acid, and the carbonate 

is present in irregular patches in the cement. Hany of the 

clastic quartz grains are fringed by an inter growth of quartz 

with the matrix, due to replacement of the detrital by the matrix 

(Pettijohn, 19~9, p.2~8). 

Other Southern Upland greywacke has been described by 

Kennedy and Head from Newmains (1936, p.119), and was found to be 

rich in carbonate. An analysis shov19d 6.60;Z carbon dioxide. 

For general description and purposes of comparison, 

the greywackes can be divided on average grain size into three 

groups; a) the fine greywackes, with an average grain size ~ mm. 

or less, in which individual fragments are not readily distinguish. 

able in hand specimen without the use of a lens; 

b) the medium greywackes, with an average grain size 

between 2 mm. and ! mm., in which the individual fragments are 

easily distinguishable in hand specimen, and 

c) the coarse greywackes, with an average grain size over 

2 mm., comprising very distinctive rocks, often with fragments 

several centimeters in length. 
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The distribution of coarse greyvracke is na.rked on the 

nap (enclosure 1). Al thouGh obscured b:y lack of exposure, there 

appears to be a fairly continuous belt of coarse gre),vlacke running 

slightly to the north of the southern chert-black shale belt, out

cropping on the south side of :.fiddle Nuir, in :·Iennock Ua ter, Glen 

Franka Burn, Glen Ea's Burn, and Glen ~iise Burn. Occasional 

thin bands of coarse greywacke outcrop to the east of Leadhills 

in the streans draining south'\vards into the Elvan Hater, whilst 

to the vrest of Hanlockhead outcrops of coarse grey'\vacke are more 

numerous in Glenclach Burn, 3ail Gill and Burgess Grain. The 

najority of the greywacke to the east of Leadhills is fine massive 

grey'\vaclte, with in tercala ted shaley fin£. greywackes, particularly 

vlell exposed in the strealJs draining southvlards into Elvan Hater. 

',i'O the west of 'ilanlockhead the predominating gre),,'lacke is a 

massive mediUr:1 grained variety, with occasional interbedded shaley 

fin .. greYv/ackes, typically exposed in Glendyne Burn for half a 

mile above the junction with Rough Cleuch. 

The comparison of greYvlackes to the east and to the 

Hest of Leadhills and ~'!anlocldlead indicates a tendency for a 

slight coarsenin,g in the sediments fro.1 east to \·lest. 

On the south side of the southern chert-black shale 

belt a series of finely laminated greywackes, the Lowther Shales, 

are exposed in the southern tributaries of Hennock T'Ta ter, and in 

all the s trear:1s draining the Lm/ther Hills. 'Ehe predominating 

rock type is a blue-grey, micaceous, finely lru~inated greywacke, 

which weathers to a brown colour. The rock has the composition 
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of a typical grey\vacke described above, and is nade up of units 

of varying grain size, a typical specimen having coarse bands 

with a width of 2 rom., and an average grain size of 0.09 run., 

alternating with slightly narrower bands of average grain size, 

0.04 mm. Gradations between the two sizes exist, and the rock is 

in effect made up of small graded bedding units. The rocks are 

slightly calcareous. The cement is very find grained quartz, 

which imparts the resistant quality giving rise to the distinctive 

"slatey" appearance. Interbedded in the finely laminated rocks 

are occasional beds of massive greywacke, generally of a medium 

to a coarse grain, which weather out as distinctive bands on the 

screes at the heads of most of the streams draining the serieso/ 

The stratigraphical position of the Lowther Shales is 

indica,ted by the relationship to the chert-black shale rocks. In, 

Big Black Carli, a southern tributary of hennock Nater, the dista-m 

between the Lowther Shales and the black shale is l6eo', and to 

the east of thiS, in the unnamed stream between Whitestone Cleuch 

and Wee Black Carli, the distance is only 500'. If the Lowther 

Shales' overlie the series of greywackes to the north, all the 

greywackes must be compressed into the small space between the 

black shale and the Lowther Shales. However, further to the 

south in Enterkin and Auchenlone Burns, cherts and black Shales 

are directly overlain by the Lowther Shales (Peach and Horne, 1899, 

p.332). The Lowther Shales therefore appear to represent part of 

a lateral v~riation from the greywacke series of Leadhills and 

Wanlookhead towards the Barren Mudstones of the Hart Fell district. 
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THE STRUCTURE. 

The principal structural elements of the Southern 

Uplands were caused by the Caledonian Orogeny, which gave rise to 

a series of folds and faults striking in a north-east to south-

west direction. In the Leadhills-v,Tanlockhead area the general 

strike is 540 E. of N., an average of 100 measurements o The 

uniformity of the strike is illustrated by the fact that 48% of 

the measured strikes are within 5% of the average, whilst the 

maximum deviation from the average is only 210 • 

.i.L Hinor Folds. 

Peach and Horne recognised (1899, p.71) three types of 

simple folds in the Southern Uplands, all of which occur in the 

Leadhills-Wanlockhead area. These comprise symmetrical folds, 

asymmetrical folds, and isoclinal folds. 

Because of the restrictions by lack of outcrop on the 

area of folds exposed, symmetrical folds are classified for this 

description as folds which have the axial plane inclined at less 

than 10° from the vertical, excluding isoclinal folds. Folds 

restricted by this description predominate in the Leadhills-

Wanlockhead area. The majority of the examples are in the chert-

black shale belt, where the variation in rock type gives rise to 

easily recognizable folds, whereas bedding planes are difficult to 

determine in the massive greywackes, unless marked by thin shale 

bands. Near the Snar Head dressing mill four distinct chert 

anticlines are exposed in a distance ot 800', the distance between 

the crests of the anticlines being of the order of 200'. In 
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SOvlen Burn, and in the southerly scar draining the south-west 

slopes of Hunt Law, the junction of the chert with the black 

shale is exposed on the crest of two anticlines, the competent 

chert is brecciated and the black shale is highly contorted, both 

being heavily veined with quartz. 

Asymmetric folds, characterized by an axial plane 
o inclined at more than 10 to the vertical, excluding isoclinal 

folds, are particularly well exposed in the Lowther Shales, and 

in the upper reaches of Glendyne Burn. In Glendyne Burn the 

folded rocks are a series of greywackes with interbedded shales, 

and the general dip of the axial planes of the folds is to the 

south, varying in magnitude from 700 to 2~ froe the vertical. 

The Lowther Shales also have a general dip to the south, and 

folding is illustrated by the rapid changes in dip on the screes 

at the head of the streams draining the Lowther Shales, and by 

the duplication of coarse bands in the shales, as at the head of 

Glen Franka Burn, and the head of Whitestone Cleuch. 

Isoclinal folds are characteristically developed in the 

incompetent black shales, though excellent examples of isoclinally 

folded .hert are visible in Glen Aise Burn, and in Groops Scar 

on the west of the Glenconnar Water to the south of the Leadhills 

smelting mill. In both localities the folding of the competent 

chert has caused some brecciation, accompanied by quartz veining. 

The dip ot the ~ial plane in Groops Scar is 700 to the south. 

Isoclinal folds with vertical axial planes are displayed in the 

black: shales at the head of the tributary ot Glenkip directly 
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west of Groops Scar. 

All the minor folds of the district are characterized 

by a considerable pitch, Hhich may cause apparent anomalies in 

the succession, when stratigraphically higher beds occur at a 

topographically lower level than the stratigraphically lower beds 

on the same strike. In Cog Burn, greywacke at the junction of 

Burgess Grain with Cog Burn is topographically lower than the 

chert and black shale exposed in Black Grain~ Similarly on the 

south-west side of Hunt Law at the old dressing mill, Volcanic 

rock is exposed on the side of the Leadhills path, whereas in the 

stream banded cherts outcrop. The inclination from the Volcanic 

rock to the lowest visible chert is l~o,which can be taken to 

represent a minimum figure for the pitch of the anticline. A 

similar figure is given by the exposures of chert in Neikle Arthur 

Grain. This minimum figure for the pitch of the folds in the 

Leadhills-Wanlockhead area compares favourably with the figures 
o 0 

of between 10 and 20 given by Jones (1922, p.7) for the folds 

in the Lower Palaeozoics of Cardiganshire. 

b, Regional Folding. 

The lowest stratigraphic zones in the Leadhills

Wanlockhead area are the northern and southern chert-black shale 

belts. The northern belt was described by Peach and Horne (1899, 

p.?4) as " ••••• a striking example of 'fan structure' where in 

the centre of the primary fold the strata are folded on vertical 

axes, while the axial planes dip inwards on the north-west and 

south-east sides, thus producing a pseudo syncline ••• along the 
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south-east side of the fan the Lowther Group (Upper Caradoc), 

plunge underneath the Arenig cherts and Glenkiln-Hartfell Shales 

with an inverted dip". 

The majority of the axial planes in the northern chert

black shale belt are almost vertical (fig.2), with occasional 

10\,ler inclinations in Groops Scar and Glenkip. To the west of 

Leadhills the axial planes of the folds are slightly inclined to 

the north, whilst to the north-east of Leadhills, between Lead

hills and Abington, an almost uniform southerly dip prevails. 

If a fan structure of the type described by Peach and 

Horne exists, its axial line may be traced along the Arenig out

crop, which swings slightly northward at Leadhills (enclosure 2), 

continuing north-eastwards, where it is truncated by the Southern 

Upland Fault, north of Peebles. This swing suggests a slight 

v1rgation, with the Leadhills-Wanlockhead area situated on the 

hinge of the virgation. 

In the chert-black shale belt north of Leadhills, 

although exposures are poor, there is no doubt that a northerly 

stepping of the outcrop has taken place. The outcrops of the 

chert are shown in Fig.3. The projection of the most southerly 

chert at the head of Snar Water, along the average direction of 

strike, "gives a discrepancy of half a mile with the most southerly 

chert in Glengonnar Water (determined in Gripps Level, oral 

communication by Mr. Borthwick). A similar displacement is shown 

by the Lowther Shales, although considerable uncertainty is 

introduced by poor exposure, and by the Lowther Shales being a 

facies Change of the grerwacke, which may be irregular with 
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respect to the strike. 

The northerly movement of the northern belt can be 

explained by a combination of pitch with the swinging trend of 

the virgation. The chert exposed at the head of Snar 1'later could 

pitch to the north-east, without reappearing, which would account 

for the position of Gordons Vein. The general tendency in the 

whole district is for veins to be metalliferous in the Lowther 

greywacke, and non-metalliferous in the chert. Gordons Vein, 

though terminating at a chert anticline, is metalliferous to the 

south, which suggests that the line of the vein runs through a 

considerable proportion of greywacke, caused by the pitching chert. 

Alternatively, the line of the vein may represent a line of move

ment, which would account for the termination of the low angle 

strike thrust, described below, to 'the east of the Belton Grain 

veino The discrepancies in the Lowther Shales can be accounted 

for by the swinging trend of pitching folds. The alternative 

explanation, of displacement by northerly trending tear faults, 

is illustrated in Fig.3. Northerly trending quartz veins, 

microdiorites, and a fault have been recorded in the Lowther Shale 

belt, and the brecciated character of the quartz vein is not 

inconsistent with movement. 

The fact that a continuous axial line of the fan structu~ 

described by Peach and Horne can be envisaged traversing the whole 

area supports the suggestion that the northerly stepping of the 

rocks is due to the virgation of pitching folds, and that faulting 

is on a small scale. 
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.£. Concordant Structures. 

Peach and Horne recognized the existence of strike 

faults, of thrust type, generally formed by movement along one 

limb of an isoclinal folu, particularly where the rock series 

consists of interbedded competent and incompetent beds, such as 

the black shales interbedded between the competent cherts and 

greywackes. Examples of strike faults of this nature occur in 

the northerly scar draining the south-west flanks of Hunt Law, 

in Glenmarchhope Burn, and Black Grain (Cog Burn). This type 

of faulting is common in areas which have suffered intense 

compression and have deformed with the formation of a closely 

folded series. 

An important low angle thrust strike fault has been 

proved on the levels driven north from the Glencrieff Shaft 

(HacGregor, 1929). In the 100 fathom and 160 fathom levels 

north of Linpen Burn, the plane of movement, with a dip of 

approximately 300 to the N.W., separates greywacke to the S.E. 

from black shales to the N.W. In the 160 fathom level over 700' 

of barren ground was proved beyond the plane of movement. Work

ings further south in the 40 and 80 fathom 1evels'in the West 

branch of the New G1encr1eff Vein also proved a plane of fracture 

inclined at 230 to the N. W • In the drainage level north of the 

Glenlrierf Shaft the wide shatter zone is made up of completely 

crushed rock, laminated by the pressure, with inclusions of grey-

wacke orientated along the plane of movement. The outcrop of 

the thrust fault passes through the Glencr1etr Shaft, Which was 

started in decomposed c1a7e7 l'Aaterial, and extends to the south-
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"Jest, as evidenced by the crushed rock on the dumps of the levels 

driven on to the north end of the Shieling Burn Vein. To the 

north-east of the Glencrieff Shaft weathering along the outcrop 

has given the feature of Whytes Cleuch. 

'The effect of the shatter belton the veins of the 

district is indicated by the Belton Grain Vein, which, in the 

north end of the Stope above Taits Adit is reduced to a 4-" zone 

of crushed rock, with a little barytes, whil~,t 30' to the south 

the vein is 30" Wide, and carries galena and chalcopyrite, 

together with barytes. All the veins to the west of the Belton 

Grain Vein terminate against the fault, and it is an important 

structural control of the mineralization o The "damning" nature 

of the impervious shatter belt is illustrated by the numerous 

veinlets filled with galena and calcite in the greywacke directly 

below the shatter zone in the drainage level north of the Glen-

crieff Shaft. To the east of the Belton Grain Vein the fault 

must either die out or be displaced to the north, as several of 

the Leadhills veins cut across the conjectured continuation of 

the strike of the faulto 

In connection with structures parallato the strike, 

mention may be made of the development of "flaser" structure in 

the cherts in Lennock Water to the north of the Wee Black Carli 

tributary. This belt of cleaved rocks was noted by Peach and 

Horne (1899, p.76). The "flaserll structure could have been 

effected by a lateral movement, and the direction of the structure 

indicates a dextral movement, similar to that described by Blyth 

(1949), in the porphyrite dykes of Galloway. 
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£. Discordant Structurei. 

The discordant structur~ cutting across the general 

strike of the country rocks, comprise joints, faults, and the 

veins. 

A statistical analysis of the joint directions is 

presented in Fig.4, and it will be seen that the dominant 

direc tion of jointing is N. i\ • :'1 • However, slight variations of 

the direction of jointing are common, and two dominant joint 

directions may be present together, deviating from one another by 

up to 40°, though in general the angle of deviation is less than 

this figure. 25% of the joints hade to the west, the remainder 

hade to the east, the magnitude of the hade varying from almost 

vertical to 400 from the vertical. To the east of Leadhills is 

a narrow N.I~.\,f. trending area, including Glen Aise Burn, through 

Elvan Water to Scapcleuch Burn and the Long Cleuch, in which the 

hade of the jointing is to the west. Similar restricted areas 

of westerly hade may exist. Pseudo folds are produced by 

opposite hading joints, and in Nether Cleuch and the small quarry 

at Thief Slack Hass, the greywacke in the crest of the pseudo 

fold is highly jointed and brecciated. 

The effect of the joints on the various rock types of 

the district varies considerably. In the Lowther Group, the 

jointing is the main structural feature of the massive greywackes, 

exposed over most of the area, whilst in the shaley members, 
.-

including the Lowther Shales, jointine is developed, but is sub-

ordinate to the bedding planes. The competent cherts are jointed, 
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but the joints are restricted by tbe narrow chert bands and the 

intervening thin black shales. The black shale group, because 

of its incompetency, defor~ed without the formation of joints. 

The intrusive rocks described below are well jointed. 

Slight displacelJents of the joints are displayed in 

Taits it.dit. Approximately 2~' west of Belton Grain Vein a narrow 

calcite filled N.I{. trending joint crosses, and slightly displace~ 

a wider. calcite filled N.N.W. trending joint. To the west of 

New Cove Vein two joints are displaced, 3' and ~, respectively, 

by a strike fault, the fault plane being marked by quartz veining. 

Other subordinate joint directions may be present, of 
o which a low angle joint wi~~ a dip of the order of 30 towards 

the south, is the most common. 

The detection of faults in the Lowther Group is difficul1 

owing to the uniformity of the series. The majority of the 

faults have a strike direction similar to that of the dominant 

joints. Two faults occur in I'Iiddle Grain, displacing a micro-

diorite dyke over 200' in a sinistral direction, and having a 

marked topographic effect in the Hiddle Grain gully. In the 

Glencrieff Horse Level a microdiorite dyke is displaced 70' in a 

sinistral direction. Other N. N • ~,!. trending faul ts, of small 

magnitude, were recognized in Cog Burn, Hossy Burn, and at the 

head of \-lhi testone Cleuch in the Lowther Shale 0 

Faults other than those with a N.N.W. trend have been 

recognized in the district. In the tributary·of the Glen Aise 

Burn draining the south-west flanks of Leadburn Rig, a west-north

west trending fault separates chert from greywacke breccia Cfig.l). 
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The fault is marked by a narrow clay gouge, and has a dextral 

displacement. Other H.N.vl. trending faults can be invoked to 

account for the distribution of chert and greywacke near the head 

of Groops Scar, and the distribution of shale and greywacke at 

the head of the Long Cleuch. 

The principal trend of the veins in the mining field is 
o 

15 W. of N., parallel to the main joint direction (fig.4), and 

the hade of this set of veins is to the east at varying angles, 

generally less than 300 from t~e vertical. A minor set of veins 

in the Leadhills area strike W.N.~tJ., and are characterised by a 

south-westerly hade. The veins vary in thickness from a clay 

stringer to 18' (Wilston, 1921, p.14; Brown, 1926, p.6l). 

The N.N.H. trending veins in the Wanlockhead area, and 

presumably over the whole district, are characterised by an 

undulating course, with abrupt changes in direction. An extreme 

example of this is Wilsons Vein (fig.5). At the points of 

deviation minor veins are often given off, leaving the main vein 

in a northerly direction on the east side of the vein, and in a 

southerly direction on the west side of the vein. The minor 

veins are usually small and barren, but may be mineralized, and 

may extend for same distance, forming a branch vein, or a loop to 

the main vein. The vein walls are slickensided, mullion structure 

on the foot wall of the Lochnell Vein dipping 300 to the north, and 

slickensiding in the New Glencrieff Vein in the Glencrieff Horse 

Level also dipping to the north. As mentioned above, two veins, 

the Middle Grain and the New Glencrieff, have displaced micro

diorite dykes in a s1D6jtral direction. 
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The veins have been '-forked in the Lowther Group, and 

are filled vii th brecciated ~reY\'lacl{e cemented by gangue minerals, 

particularly calcite and ankerite, vli th the sulphide mineral and 

barytes occurring in the filling, or usually being concentrated 

on either the foot or hangin6 \'lalls, mo st commonly on the foot 

wall. Both the distinct foot and ha~eing walls are marked by a 

clay gouge, which, in a narrow vein, may form the matrix of 

the brecciated greywacke. 

A relationship of the occurrence of minerals to the 

variations in strike of the veins is illustrated in the Lochnell 

Vein, in Hilliamsons ~l.dit, where, to the south of an abrupt change 

in direction, the vein is a thin clay band, occasionally widening 

into impersistent lenses of brecciated greywacke cemented by 

calcite or quarts, with a thin veinlet of galena on the foot wall. 

The sharp bend of the vein from a N.N ."1. to a N .T,". direction 

entirely alters the character of the vein, a persistent 111 wide 

veinlet of galena appears on the foot wall of the 30" wide vein, 

largely filled with brecciated gre~lacke in calcite, with 

occasional lenses of barytes. In Wilsons Vein a similar relation. 

ship can be observed near the winze (fig. :5), a persistent galena

barytes veinlet on the foot wall widening towards the south in 

the most westerly trending portion of the vein. 

At the north end of the loop on Lochnell Vein, above 

Williamsons Adit, a~rike fault displaces the vein in a dextral 

direction, a maximuc distance of 10 1 • The fault has a small 

shatter belt which is veined with baryteso Other small strike 

faults laterally displacing the New Glencrieff Vein are mentioned 
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by Wilson (1921, pp.13, 23). 

Apart fran the N.l~.~N.::rending dykes, described below, 

published evidence for the existence of N .1, ."t,!. trending structures 

in the rest of the Southern Uplands is meagre. Several N.h.H. 

trending faults 'vlere recorded by the Geological Survey, 

particularly in the coast section west of the Criffel "Granite", 

and to the south of the Loch Doon 11 Granitell , the latter displacing 

a chert-blaclt: shale anticline in a sinistral direction. N.N.vl. 

trending J:lineral veins vTere vrorked a t ~-1oodhead, Nu tberry Hill, 

Dalleagles, and S.S.E. of Dalmellingtono 

Subsequent to folding, a pattern of intersecting joints 

l'TaS imposed by the later Caledonide compressive forces, the 

average bisecting line of the acute angle of the joint directions 

being N.lo.H. to S.S.E. This pattern forms the prinCipal dis

cordant structure in the Leadhills-Wanlockhead district, and is 

best explained as due to a N.N.''''. to S.S.E. compression. The 

generally accepted N. \'1. to S. E. compression of the Caledonian 

Orogeny, whilst explaining N.N.W. striking tear faults, is 

inadequate to account for the joint systen. The intersecting 

joint pattern could thus be ascribed to a slight reorientation of 

the Caledonian stress from N .\<1. -S.E., to N.N .VI. -o.S.E. Further 

reorientation towards a north-south stress would cause sinistral 

moveaent on the more northerly trending joints. The effect of 

this movement on the undulating veins formed froD the intersecting 

joint pattern would be the production of open spaces on the more 

north-westerly courses of the veins (figo6). The distribution 
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of galena in the Lochnell Vein provides an exa:1ple. The effect 

is probably of major importance in the localisation of ore in 

the \l/hole district. ~\. similar effect \{as described by Lovering 

froQ the Silver l\.ing lane, Hontezuma, Colorado (U.S.G.S. Prof. 

Paper 178, p.107). 

The dextral shearing of the Galloway porphyrite dykes 

has been ascribed by Blyth (194-9, p.4-17) to reorientation of the 

Caledonian north-west to south-east compression tm-lards an east-

west direction. A similar localised belt of dextral shear is 

visible in the chert and black shale of l.fennock ~1ater. It has 

been suggested (oral cOl!lIllunication by T. N. Clifford) that 

dextral shear along localised belts could have taken place due to 

a torsional effect formed by the reorientation of the stress from 

H.N.W.-S.S.E. to 8.-5., providing a logical transition from 

"Caledoniann to "Hercynian" stress. 

THE CALEDONIAN HINOR INTRUSIVES. 

The Caledonian minor intrusives of the Leadhills-

Wanlockhead area can be divided into three groups on a combined 

structural and petrological basis, and it can be shown that the 

relationships of the three groups present a logical account of 

the general stress conditions towards the close of the Caledonian 

orogeny, applicable not onmy to this limited area, but at least 

to the whole of the Southern Uplands. 

A. Group 1. 

The strike of the first group of dyke rocks 1s parallel 
I 

to the strike of the country rock. approximately N.E.-S.W. Tha 
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dykes outcrop in [:lan:,' parts of the area, and the majority appear 

very limited in size owing to poor exposure. However, in the 

headwaters of Bellbill Burn one dyke can be traced up ~le slopes 

of \'lellgrain Dod for a distance of 700 yds., and in several areas 

alignment in strike suggests that so~e dykes may persist over 

appreciable lengths. 

As a whole the dykes of the group are small in width, 

the maximum observed in Hhi testone Cleuch and l·~iddle Grain being 

7', whilst the average thickness over the area is 51. 

The dykes of the group are andesine-oligoclase rocks, 

wi th varying a"llounts of quartz. Phenocrysts are uncol'l1":lon; 

occasional corroded quartz phenocrysts occur in the IUddle Grain 

dyke but were not observed elsewhere in the area, whilst occasionru 

micro-phenocrysts of andesine (two determined exanples were 

Ab65An35 and Ab57An43) occur in the dykes of ~1itestone Cleuch 

and at the head of Glen Franka. The quartz content of the rocks 

varies; in the Bellgill dyke, micropegmatitic intergrowths of 

quartz and felspar make up 4lt% of the rock, the remainder being 

quartz (31%), andesine-oligoclase (151), and white mica, whilst 

in the Whitestone Cleuch example the rock has ~2% andesine 

crystals, 17; micropegmatitic intergrowth, and only ~~ free quartz. 

Thus the rocks of group one are predominantly andesine

oligoclase rocks with variation in quartz fro~ a minor to a major 

constituent. Accordingly the rocks fall into two classifications~ 

the microdiorites, with accessory quartz, and the micrograno

diorites. 
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The dykes have suffered deformation and sho", universal 

jointing in an approximate N.~,.H.-S.S.E. direction, identical 

\1i th the jointing of tLe adjacent greywackes. In the i-1iddle 

Grain and Glen Franka dykes the joint planes of the greywacke 

are continued in the dyke without change of direction o An 

interesting feature reflecting on the incompetency of black shale 

against greywacke and dyke, is the jointing of the t-1indgate dyke, 

whereas the black shale into which it is intruded is not jointed. 

The Middle Grain dyke has been displaced a distance of 

210' in a sinistral direction by two N.N.W.-S.S.E. trending 

faults, whilst a 70' sinistral displacement of a dyke by the New 

Glencrieff Vein can be observed in the Glencrieff Horse Level • 

.Qo Group II. 

As in the case of group one, the group two dykes trend 

parallel to the strike of the country rock, N.E.-S.W.' The out

crops of the group are limited in nwnber, but an indication of 

the continuity of the dykes is given by the Elvan Water outcrops, 

two parallel dykes of similar composition and width outcropping 

in Melli Grain, Elvan \vater and Scapcleuch Burn, if continuous, a 

distance of l~ .iles. The other two exposed dykes in Linpen Burn 

and Glenclach Burn both have limited outcrops, the latter appearing 

to strike E.-W. Further dykes of this nature must occur in the 

area, as evidenced by the waste heaps at Glencrieff lane, Glen

connar Shaft, and Big Wool Gill. 

In contrast w1~h group one, the dykes are much wider, 

attaining a maximum of 50' in the case of the Glenclach represent-
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ative. The width of the Linpen Burn dyke is indeterminable, 

but both of the Elvan '.later dykes have a width of 15 1 -20 1 • 

The rocks are distinguished by being markedly porphyritic 

with large phenocrysts of corroded quartz, plagioclase, and 

biotite. Alteration of the felspars to sericite, chlorite and 

carbonate, and the bio ti tes to muscovite and carbonate, \-:1 th 

development of rutile, is very common. The ground mass is 

predominantly quartz with oligoclase-andesine felspar. 

Unorientated white mica is plentiful. The mode of the Glenclach 

rock is quartz ~7.31%, oligoclase-andesine 21.6o/;~, othoclase 4.23%, 

whi te mica 20. 785Z, and carbonate 5. 97~~. The orthoclase (2V=72, 

negative, extinction on 001= 0 .. on 010 is 90 _100
) occurs as 

large crustals up to 6 mm. in length, and is poikolitic towards 

the quartz, plagioclase and biotite phenocrysts. 

The abundance of quartz, and plagioclase felspars of 

the oligoclase-andesine range, together with the small amount of 

aliali felspar, indicates that the rocks should be termed 

porphyritic microgranodiorites, gra~ing down to porphyritic dacites 

in the case of the Big Wool Gill rocKo 

The dykes have suffered similar deformation to group one, 

and are jointed in a direction parallel to that of the greywacke. 

An adit was driven along the joint direction of the Glenclach dyke 

on what is probably the continuation of the Shieling Burn Vein. 

The Linpen Burn dyke was probably faulted in a direction parallel 

to the joint, i.e. N.N.\'l.-S.S.E o , the outcrop coming to an abrupt 

end in the burn. However, the limited exposure enforces 

considerable uncertainty on that supposition. 
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.£. Group III. 

In contrast to groups one and two, the dykes of brouP 

three strike approximately N.h.H.-S.S.E. (fig.7), that is parallel 

to the joint of the country rock. There are several outcrops of 

the group, none showing any traceable con tinui ty. HO\\,ever, the 

Hoanburn Vein was worked northwards from iloffats Shaft following 

a dyke for half a mile (Wilson, 1921), an indication that the 

dykes may be continuous for short lengths. 

The width of these dykes is small and variable, the 

widest observed, in Black Grain, being 121 \Vide, "Thilst the 

snalles~ width, in the dyke at the head of the southerly scar 

draining Hunt Law, is 9". 

Two typical rocks of this group sho\f the variation in 

character in the group. The Black Grain is composed of quartz 

(57%) and oligoclase (30%), with occasional phenocrysts of 

corroded quartz, and micropnenocrysts of oligoclase. In contrast 

the Shortcleuch representative is made up of quartz (34%), albite 

(28%), w.,ite mica and carbonate. No phenocrysts are presento 

The quartz is poikolitic towards the euhedral felspar laths, and 

both contain numerous opaque inclusions. The mica and carbonate 

appear to replace the quartz. The composition of two of the 

albites was determined as An3 and An
2

• The felspar presents a 

uniform appearance throughout the rock. 

This group of dykes fal~ into the classification of 

microgranodiorites, being composed of quartz and plagioclase. 

Dyke rocks rich in albite have been described from the 

Southern Uplands by King (1937), and from the Ards Peninsula by 
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Reynolds (1931). The forl1er reco~nized tv.'o main t;/pes, tho se 

vii th o.lbi te \'lhich is a prinary product of crystallization, and 

those which belong to a late phase in the history of the rocks. 

The chief criterion for the first type is the absence of any trace 

of more calcic plagioclase, a condi tion vlhich is applicable to the 

Shortcleuch dyke. IIowever, Leedal (1952, po57) describes the 

albitization of tronjhenites in the Cluanie district, and 

observes that in the earlier stages of albitization (the quartz 

albitites), the plagioclase becomes more sodic, to An3-5' and is 

clouded by numerous rods and granules of opaque material. This 

description, coupled with the texture of the Shortcleuch dyke, 

would serve to indicate that the dyke is a quartz albitite, an 

indication supported by its occurrence in a belt of shearing 

(Leedal, 1950). 

The N.l~.i;!.-S.S.E. trend of the dykes is not uncommon in 

the Lower Palaeozoics of the south of Scotland, Richey (1939) 

pointing out the N.L.\'!o-SoSoE. swarms associated with the Distink

horn Granite of the Hidland Valley (A. Go l·lacGregor, 1930), and 

the western part of the Criffel- Dalbeattie complex (H. HacGregor, 

1937). Reynolds (1931) notes the occurrence of NoN.vI.-S.S.E. 

dykes in the Ards Peninsula, Goo Downo 

The group three dykes exhibit indications of deformation. 

A significant feature is the marked jointing of the Shortc1euch 

dyke in a N.W.-SoE. direction, making an acute angle of 120 with 

the wall of'the dyke (fig.B). These joints do not extend into 

the greywacke with which the dyke is in contact. There is no 
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marked orientation of the \{hi te uica in the rock • 

... 11e significance of the ninor joints \'laS recognized 

by Blith (1949, Po 404) in describing the sheared porphyrite 

dykes of Galloway. lIe recognized in all sheared dykes, surfaces 

of shear striking parallel to, or making a slight angle with, the 

dyke walls (fig.8). He attributed this to emplacenent of the 

dykes in a zone of dextral shearing or tear faulting, the shear 

surfaces parallel to the dyke walls being due to tear faults 

acting relatively early after the filling of the fissures and 

before the magma was fully consolidated, whilst the shear surfaces 

lying at an acute angle to the walls were due to the de~tral shear 

affecting dykes which were almost, if not entirely, rigid. 

The latter case is directly analogous to the Shortcleuch 

dyke, and indicates the dyke to have beer, affected 'Oy sinistral 

shear, either at a late stage in consolidation or when the magma 

was fully consolidated. 

Other deformation of the group three dykes is illustrated 

by the small dyke in the south scar draining Hunt Law, a small 

displacement of the dyke having taken place along a rejuvenated 

strike fault, analogous to the displacement of the Lochnell Vein. 

The three groups of dyke rocks are all characterized by 

the development of white mica. Its occurrence is characteristic 

of Caledonian dykes, not only in the Leadh1lls area, but elsewhere , 

in Britain, e.g. Blyth (1941, p.~Ol), in GallowalY, and Leedal 
-

(1950), in Cluan1e, noting its presence. Goldschmidt (1916, ,.77) 

also recorded its w1despread occurrence in Norwegian trond4hem1tes. 
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In the absence of data regarding its composition it is 

difficult to discuss the genesis of this f.lica. HmJever, the 

white nica has been shown to occupy a very late stage in the dyke 

history, coating shear surfaces in the Galloway dykes, which lead 

Blyth (1949, p.403), to state that the derivation of the r;1ica

forming materials from internal sources of intense shearing stress 

was very possible, though he did not discount an external magmatic 

source o In the Leadhills area the mica is not concentrated along 

the joint directions but disseminated throughout the rock. Its 

approximately equal order of magnitude in all three groups of 

dykes. does not support an origin from areas of intense shearing 

stress, as the group three dykes are the only dykes which show 

evidence of having suffered shearing stress. 

If the white mica is a potash mica, it \vould appear 

probable from its general abundance that potassium has either been 

introduced at a late stage in the crystallization of the magma, 

or hvdrothermally at a later date, and in the case of the Galloway 

dykes migrated to loci of relief of pressure, the shear fractures, 

whilst in the Leadhills dykes it crystallized in the body of the 

rock. An introduction of potassium is indicated in the Glenclach 

dyke by a porphyroblastic ortho~lase, which compares with ortho

clase described by Leedal (1952, p.56), and ascribed as due to 

the growth of original orthoclase phenocrysts. 

~ Relationships of the three groups of dykes. 

First of all in considering the features of the dykes 

other than the mineral oontent, a picture of the general evolution , 
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of the area during the er.1placenent of the dykes can be visualized. 

'1'he dykes of group s one and -Q..10 sho\-! similarities in 

directions of strike and jointing, both ,·rere jointed in continuity 

vii th the country rock into which they were intruded. AS both 

can be traced for relatively long distances and do not exhibit 

any shear structures, it is suggested that both "lere intruded in 

conditions of relaxation of 1(.T:J.-S.E. compression. .A difference 

between groups one and two is the greater width of the latter, 

and therefore it is further suggested that this is due to group 

two dykes being intruded when the conditions of relaxation \vere at 

a maximum o 

In order to explain the jointing of the greywacke and 

dykes of groups one and -Q..10, and the displacements observed in 

the dykes and country rock, a further eP9ch of compression must 

be invoked, as described above, in a IJ.~:.t;!.-S.S.E. direction, 

under conditions where the intermediate principal pressure was 

vertical (Anderson, 1951, p.15). The fact that the joints of 

groups one and two are in continuity with the joints of the grey

\-lacke necessitates the dykes being solidified in this phase of 

compression. The group three dykes were then intruded into a 

belt of shear, possibly, but not necessarily, in some minor 

relaxation of compression, and were later subjected to sinistral 

shear, giving rise to the shear joints of the Shortcleuch 

representative. 

In connection with the epoch of compression separating 

groups one and ~10 from group three, it is of interest to note 

that Reynolds (1931), recognizes two periods of dyke intrusimn 
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separated by a period of compression in the Ards Peninsula, 

Co. Down. 

In consideration of the petrogenetical aspect of the 

dyke problem attention must be first of all directed tOl{ards the 

Southern Upland Caledonian Plutonic intrusives, as the dykes are 

considered upward expressions of the plutoniteso Several of 

the Southern Upland intrusive masses have been described and all 

show a zoning, the outer zones being more basic than the inner 

zones (Deer, 1935; Gardiner and Reynolds, 1936, 1932; l,lacGregor, 

M, 1936; MacGregor,. A.G., 1930). 

The succession of rock types demonstrated illustrates 

that the formation of successively more acid types has taken place 

in the Southern Uplands, and it is suggested that the group three 

dykes of the Leadhills area are representatives of a more acid 

magma than that which gave rise to groups one and two. The 

basic to acid trend in the dykes is from the andesine-oligoclase 

(quartz) rocks of group one, through the quartz oligoclase

andesine group two, to the quartz oligoclase (albite) rocks of 

group three. 

The basic to acid trend was probably the result of 

differentiation in the magma basin. MacGregor, A.G. (1930, p.5l) , 

states that the close association of similar rock types in the 

south of Scotland makes the assumption that the various members of 

the plutonic complexes are differentiation products of one magma 

baSin, a certainty, and that the Distinkhorn complex has provided 

evidence of successive intrusion from one magma basin as opposed 

to differentiation in situ. Leedal (1950) considered that all 
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the Caledonian Newer branites were the result of the crystalliza

tion of primary granitic magma derived by assuming melting of a 

mountain root during the main Caledonian orogeny, and ShOltIS that 

of the exposed plutonic rocks 99>0 are of rocks ranging from quartz 

diorite to granite, whilst diorite and more Qasic types account 

for only ~~ of the total. 

An investigation of the joint system of the Spango 

"Granite" to the north-west of Leadhills showed the principal 

open joint to be in a general E.N.E.-t'i.S.\v. direction, with 

other joints in N.n.E.-S.S.W. and N.N.~l.-S.S.E. directions o 

Under an application of Hartmann's Law ~nder non-rotational 

stress in ductile materials the obtuse angle between conjugate 

shears is bisected by the direction of compressive force" ••• 

Nevin, 1941, p.3l), the first two sets of joints are not incon

sistent with N.I\.W.-S.S.E. compressive forces. The joints of 

the third set are parallel to the joints of the surrounding 

country rock, and were probably formed when the intrusive had 

reached consolidation indicating that the act of plutonic intrusion 

was completed, whilst a N.N.H.-S.S.E. stress was operative. 

~. Age Relationships. 

In the Geological Survey Hemoir (1899, p.76), the age 

of the Southern Upland "Granites" is stated to have been post

Silurian and pre-Upper Old Red Sandstone. However, Richey (1939) 

points out that *here there is no "top" evidence, as in the case 

of the Southern Uplands, the intrusives could be possibly of late 

Silurian age, and cites the case of a granite indistinguishable 
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from Old Jed varieties havine been fOWld in the basal Old i{ed 

conglomerates of the Oban district, and pebbles in the Dm-mtonian 

conglomerates of Ctonehaven. 

OTHEn l·lINO~t INTRUSIVES. 

On the railway embankment to the east of the Long Gleuch 

a 2' wide monchiquite dyke is exposed, "'hich can be traced in a 

north-westerly direction, and outcrops in the Long Gleuch. A 

dyke of similar width and composition outcrops on the top of 

Hellgrain Dod, and may be the continuation of the Long Cleuch dyke o 

The dyke rock is typically alkaline, cI1aracterized by ti tan~u~i te, 

olivine, barkevikite, and analcite. Felspar of the andesine

~abradorite range is present, but subordinate to the analcite o 

A similar dyke outcrops at the head of Black Grain, 

(Cog Burn), and other monchiquite ~ykes have been recorded from 

the Southern Uplands (Halker, 1925, po390). In the Hidland Valley 

monchiquites have been assigned to the Permian volcanic period 

(HacGregor, Ao & A.G., 19~8, p.68), with a minor suite of Lower 

Carboniferous age. 

A member of the Tertiary Hull Swarm, the Dalraith-l'loffat

Eskdalemuir dyke (MacGregor, A. & A.G., 19~8, p.8l), traverses the 

north-eastern part of the Leadhills area. At the head of Hell

grain the dyke is 200' wide, and strikes 11.N .vl., hading to the 

south. A specimen taken from near the northern mar~in of the 

dyke in Wellgrain showed the rock to be a typical tholeiite, 

composed of augite, andesine, and iron ore, in a glassy mesostasis. 

In the rock are small rounded inclusions of a fine grained, closely' 
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packed mass of augite ana andesine, with only minor amounts of 

glassy mesostasis. The inclusions probably represent material 

of the primary intrusion which was cooled quickly at the margin of 

the dyke, and was not wholly assimilated by the main intrusion. 

SUHHARY OF TECTONIC HISTORY. 

In the Table which follows, an attempt has been made 

to slUllInarize the structural history of the Leadhills-Uanlockhead 

mining field. The exact date of the "Siluro-Devonian" movements 

cannot be fixed, and it is probable that several phases of 

Caledonian and Hercynian Orogenies, recognised elsewhere, are 

included. The age of the mineralisation is discussed later, 

when the evidence of the mineralisation can be taken into account. 



.PERIOD or OROGENY 

Siluro-Devonian 

ditto 

Siluro-Devonian 
(?Transition from 
Caledonian to
wards Hercynian). 

Ditto 

?Carboniferous 

?Permian 

Tertiary 
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EFFECT 

Folding, with virg
ation, accompanied by 
thrust faulting. 

Intrusion of the more 
basic members of the 
Southern Uplands 
l-'lutonic Complexes. 

Group 1 dykes 
Group 2 dykes 

PHOBABLB HEGrONAL STRESS 

~.~.-S.E. compression, 
wnder conditions where the 
ninimum principal stress 
-las vertical. 

Relaxation of N.U.-S.E. 
compression. 

J.1ax1mwn relaxation. 

Formation of inter- N.I~.vl • .,..s.S • .8. compression, 
secting joint system. under conditions where 

phe intermediate principal 
Intrusion and con- :was vertical. 
solidation of the mon 
acid members of the 
Southern Uplands 
Plutonic Complexes. 
Group 3 dykes. 

Sinistral stress on 
the more northerly 
trending members of 
the joint pattern. 

Reorientation of N.N.H.
S.S.E. stress towards a 
N.-S. direction. 

Dextral shear along Torsional effect of 
-localised belts, e.go reorientation. 
i"4eIUlock \'later, 
Galloway porphyrite 
dykes. 

Displacement of veins Dominantly vertical 
and joints and N.N.H. movemeni:s, under a 
dykes along rejuven- ?N.-S. stress. 
ated strike faults. 

Monchiquite dykes. N.N.B.-S.S.W. tension. 

~el.11 te dyke dittoo 
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II. HINBRALOGY OF THE LEADHILLS-l'iAKLOCKHBAD DISTRI(;T. 

II; TRODUCTION. 

The Leadhills-~':anlockhead area is a lead and zinc 

mining district, and the minerals COr.JlJ.on to most of the veins are 

galena, sphalerite, chalcopyrite, and pyrite, with a g~!gue of 

ankerite, calcite, barytes, and quartz. The area is renovmed 

for the wealth of secondary minerals, and is a type locality for 

leadhillite, lanarkite, and caledoniteo 

In the following descriptions the minerals have been 

grouped as far as possible under the chief metals, namely lead, 

zinc, copper, and iron. The grouping of the remaining minerals 

is based on similarity of acid radicles, whilst the distribution 

of P, V, As, and Cr, is described separately. 

The minerals \·:ere mostly collected froD dwnps in the 

district, and a full list of localities and their mineral content 

is given in Appendix II. The material collected was chiefly 

supplemented by minerals from the Scottish Nineral Collection, 

which are nunbered, in brackets in the text, in accordance with 

the number in the collection. Reference was also made to 

collections in the Grant Institute, Edinburgh, the Hunterian 

Huseum, Glasgow, and the lvIusewn of Natural History, Dunfries, 

and specimens from these collections are named in the toxt o 

Unless otherwise stated, all the minerals have been 

identified by X-ray powder photographs, and comparison of the 

diffraction patterns with standards in the departmental library. 

Chemical formulae quated are from strunz (1949), and 

i.onic radii from Rankama and Sahama (1950). 
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LIST OF UnmH.ALS rtECOHDED FRO~: TH~ DISTHICT. 

The sixty minerals recorded fran the area are listed 

beloH in the order follovled in the minerals descriptions. 

Uinerals not previously recorded fran the locality are 

denoted by (1), whilst minerals not previously confirmed in 

Britain are denoted by (2). l·linerals recorded fran the locali ty, 

but not confirmed in the present investigation, are indicated by 

an asterisk o 

Galena, Pbs 

Hinium, Pb304 

Plattnerite, Pb0
2 

(l)Cotunnite, Pb012 
Cerussite, PbC03 
HydrocerUBsite, Pb

3
(C0

3
)(OH)2 

Leadhillite, Pb4(S04)(C03)2(OH)2 

Anglesite, PbSO~ 

Lanarkite, Pb2(S04)O 

Linarite, PbCu(S04)(OH)2 

Caledonite, (cu2Pb5)(S04~C03)(OH)6 

Sphalerite, ZnS 

Greenockite, CdS 

Aurichalc1te, 

(1)Hydroz1nci te, 

Hemimorph1te, 

(ZnCU)5(OH)6(C03)2 

Zn5(OHL. (CO ) 
o 3 2 

Zn4(OH)2(S1
2
0

7
)H20 

Chalcopyrite, CuFeS2 
(l)Chalcosite, C~S 
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(l)Covellite, CuS 

l·lalachi te, CU2( OH) 2cO 3 

Brochantite, Ct14(S04)(OH)6 

Chry socolla, C;uSiO 3nlI20 

Pyrite, FeS2 
(l)Harcasite, FeS2 

Hema ti te, Fe203 

Goethite, (HF102) 

Gold, Au 

Quartz, Si02 
Psilomelane, basic oxide of, Ba, Hn2+, Ifn4+ 

(1)Hutile,Ti02 

Fluorite, CaF 2 

Ankerite, (HgC03CaC03) (FeC03CaC0
3

) (HnC03CaC0
3

) (CaC0
3

) 

Calcite, CaC0
3 

Aragonite, CaC03 
vli theri te, BaC0

3 
HStrontianite, SrC0

3 
HMagnesite, HIC03 

Barytes, BaS0y. 

Gypsum, CaSO~.JHzO 

(l)Albite, Na(AlS130S) 

(l)Muscovite, KA12(bHF)2(A1Si301Q) 
Chlorite, Fe,Mc,Al,Silicate. 
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PyrOl:1orphi te, Pb 5( POq) 3C1 

Polysphaerite, Ca rich pyror.J.orphite. 

? (2)Lead hydroxyapa ti te, Pb r:-(P0l.) (01I). Previously 
") '"t 3 

recorded only as an artificial mineral. 

Niccoli te, NUs 

~obaltite, COASS 

(2)~{ammelsbergi te, NiAs2 
Himeti te, Pb5(As04 ) 3Cl 

Oli veni te, CU2 (on) (As04) 

(l)Beudanti te, PbFe
3

(OH) 6 (S0lt) (As0
lt

) 

Erythri te, C0
3 

(As04 ) 2 ·8H20 

Annabergite, Ni3(As04)208H20 

Vanadinite, Pb5(V04)Cl 

Descloizite group, (Cu-Zn)Pb(V04) (OH) 

Crocoite, PbCr04 

(2)Phoenicochroite, Pb
3

(Cro4 )O 

(2)Chromian Leadhillite, a new variety. 

(2)New Chromium mineral. 

LEAD HINERALS. 

As is suggested by the name "Leadhills", lead minerals 

are very common in the Leadhills-Wanlockhead district, and occur 

in all the veins. Galena is the only primary lead mineral, but 

nineteen secondary lead minerals have been recorded, of w.hich the 
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Llost abundant are ceru;;site, and pyromorphite. 

G&lena, PbS. 

Galena is econonically the mOGt il21portant oineral in 

the district, and up till the end of the nineteenth century 'vIas 

the only mineral worked. It is widespread throu~hout the area, 

and is associated with the majority of the other minerals, but 

particularly with sphalerite, chalcopyrite, calcite, barytes, 

quartz, and the lead secondary minerals. 

In the veins galena is cO~Jonly found on the foot or 

hanging vlalls, the forr.1er predornina tine, and for thi s reason 

drives made alon~ barren portions of the veins, followed the foot 

'lall. The galena is generally in r.1assive veinlets, varying in 

\>lidth from a fraction of an inch to several feet. Crystal faces 

are developed in vughs, and Heddle (1923, p.lS) lists Dany of 

the magnificent forrJS which have been found. 

An interesting foro of galena is that described by 

Brown (1925, Po I34-), asllspongy galena ll • Such galena is well 

named and consists of massive galena with numerous irregular 

colunmar individuals fbrmed along the cleavage, whilst the surface 

of the galena may be pitted, and present an appearance similar to 

that of smelted lead. Wilson (1921, p.15), describes crystals 

of galena with spongy interiors o The IIspongy" galena could be 

due to a shortage of PbS in the vicinity of the growing mineral, 

but when the pitted surface of the galena is taken into account a 

solution effect better explains both phenomena. 

Fine grained, or "steel" galena occurs in the oxidised 



portion of Cove Vein, and is due to partial replacenent of the 

galena by anglesite. This is a cormon phenomenon in lead 

deposits (cf. Lindgren, 1933, p.8~). 

Specimens of"antimonial lead" 'I.-lere included in all 

the collections exunined, and in every case the X-ray diffraction 

pattern indicated only the presence of galenao ~'lilson (1921, 

p.15) mentions such a variety of galena, and states that it 

approximates to jamesonite in composition. HOvl€ver, no 

jamesonite was recorded in the present investigation, although 

antimony was found to be universally present in the galena. 

Silver is also universally present in the galena from 

the district, and was formerly extracted at the Leadhills and 

Wanlockhead Smelting Hills. According to Brown (1925, p.71), 

the silver in the Wanlockhead galena averages from 7 to 11 oZSo 

per ton. No silver minerals were observed in polished section. 

Other elements included in the galena are listed below. 

,.,Iod, "("up' I I I I VI 
tt'iod, 

-~ 
I II HI IV V VII VII ~ . 

I .H 1 He I 

-
2 H. 3Li • e. • B .c 7N .0 • r ,oNe 

2 -
r----

3 .oNe IlNa 12Mg 13 AI I. Si IS P 16 5 17 el 0114 3 

" A 10K :lOCo liSe uTi aV .er ~5Mn 
26Fc I ~ laeNi -

4 r-- ~ 4 

2.eU ,eZn .. Go 12 Gc l] AI uSc ,. !!I. ]6 Kr 

,. K. 37Rb HSr ItY .oZr ., eb .2 ..... ..To: uRu 1.5 Rh I.' Pd 
- -

5 ,.........., 5 

.7 149 .. Cd .-In ""In " Sb SlTe .. I .. Xc 

5. Xc .. el Mila 57 La 72Hf 11 Ta 7 •• 7SRe ",01 I" Ir 17I~ - -
I 6 1\ 

79 Au eoHg .. TI 82Pb .. ei .. Pc .514\ .. Rn 

Elements in galenao 



Al though Lmny of the large crystals have in the past 

been loosely termed II secondary", true secondal'Y, or supergene 

galena has been recorded froD the locality in the forD of pseudo

morphs after pyroQorphite (1001.121), and cerussite (1001.209). 

In both cases the original crystal outlines are perfectly main

tained, but the interior of the crystal is of black granular 

galena, with which may be admixed some of the original mineral. 

Secondary galena has previously been noted (cfo Lindgren, 

1933, p.85f; Brown, 1936). Hm-lever, the occurrence of the variew 

is very limited, Dunham (1950, p.13) stating that except under 

special "reducing conditions the mineral is 'unlikely to form 

above the water table, and little evidence exists to suggest the 

forma tion in the zone near the '-later table in which secondary 

copper sulphides originate. 

The probable explanation of the Leadhills-Wanlockhead 

secondary galena was advanced by Wilson (1921, p.21), who suggestm 

that the mineral owed its origin to local reducing conditions 

brought about by the influx of waters carrying H2S. 

E;ead Oxides. 

The two oxides of lead recorded from the district 

(Gregg and Lettsom, 1958; Heddle, 1923, pp. 101, 103), are 

min1urn (Pb304) and plattnerite (Pb02). Although both are rare 

minerals, plattnerite is rather more abundant than miniumo 

Hinium occurs in small scarlet masses associated with 

covellite, cerussite, and anglesite, from the Susanna Vein, 

Leadhills. Plattnerite occurs as black botryoidal aggregates 
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from several veins, and is associated with minetite fran the High 

Pirn l·rine on the Bel ton Grain Vein, wi tIl pyror:lOrphi te and 

cerussite from dumps at the head of ~;'hytes Cleuch, and ,'lith 

leadhillite from the East Stayvoyage Vein. 

Cotunnite, PbC12• 

Cotunnite has not been previously recorded from the 

district, and is a very rare mineral. It was observed on only 

two specimens, one from the High Pirn Hine on the Belton Grain 

Vein, and the other from Locality 45 on the Hopeful Vein. In 

the High Pirn I'line specimen (1926 0 2.15), the mineral is 

associated with pyromorphite, mimetite and plumbogummite and 

is a white micro crystalline incrustation on the m1metite, which 

occasionally attains distinguishable elongated orthorhombic 

crystals, the largest being 0.08 mm. in length. Cotunnite 

froo the Hopeful Vein is in elongated crystals, the largest half 

a millimeter in length, and is pale green in colour. It is 

associated with leadhillite, anglesite, and pyromorphite. 

The cotunnite was confirmed by comparison of the 

spacing data with data published by Brakken and Harang (1928). 

The data are tabulated below. The diffraction pattern is 

also comparable with that of artiflctal lead chlorideo 
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3472. High Pirn ,i-line Cotwmite (Brakken c_ IIarang, 1928) 

I ciA I ciA 

vw. 4.51 4 4.486 
vw. 4.09 4 4.0~~ S. 3.88 8 3.8 
s. 

I 
3.57 10 3.572 

w. 2091 6 2.904 
m. 2077 8 I 2.761 
LI. 2049 8 I 20501 
vw. 2.36 4- 2.370 
m. 2.26 8 20256 
w. 2.21 6 20209 
m. 2.12 8 2.146 
w. 2.09 8 2.091 
w. 1.956 2 10984 
vw. 1063 
vw. 1.~?8 
vw. 10 54 
vw. 1.422 
vw. 1.397 

f erussi te, PbCO 3' 

Cerussite, together with pyromorphite, is the most 

common secondary mineral in the Leadhills-l'lanlockhead district, 

and can be found on most of the old dumps. Brown (1918, p.134) 

described the occurrence of cerUSSite, associated with hydro

cerUSSite, on the 120 fathom Level of the New Glencrieff Vein, 

and stated that cerussite was abundant between the 80 and 120 

fathom Levels. A good locality is the High Pirn Eine on the 

Belton Grain Vein, where elongated crystals up to 1~1I in length 

have formed in cavities in crystalline ,uartz. Many of the 

crystal forms occurring in the district have been listed by 

geddle (1923, p.l44). 
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The mineral may be massive, ei ther v1hi te or black in 

colour, and associated with anglesite forming a pseudomorphous 

rim round cores of partly altered galena o The black colouration 

is due to small inclusions of galena. Cerussite may also be 

associated with pyromorphite, malachite, leadhillite, lanarkite, 

caledonite, and linarite. 

A blue variety (Grant Institute, 1404), was associated 

,.;1 th malachite, and quali ta ti ve analysis revealed the presence 

of copper, which presumably is the element causing the blue 

colouration. 

Bydrocerussite, Pb3(C03(OH)20 

Hydrocerussite is a fairly rare mineral in the district, 

but has been found in several veins. According to Brown (1918, 

p.134), hydrocerussite is abundant in the Hest Branch of the New 

Giencrieff Vein down to the 120 fathoms Level. 

The mineral generally forms a white, pearly coating on 

galena, but may be grey in colour and replacing galena along 

cleavage planes (polished specimen 134). CrFstals of hydro-

cerussite, labelled as "cupreous calCite", (270.609), from the 

Susanna Vein, were up to 7 mm. in diameter, trigonal, and green 

in colour. The crystals were formed on a p~eudomorph of pyro-

morphite and cerussite, after galena, which had been partly 

replaced by massive hpdrocernssite. EncrustinG on the hydro-

cerussite crystals were small groups of radiating malachite 

crystals, and the colour of the hydrocerussite can be attributed 

to copper. 
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Leadhilli te, Pb4 (S04)( co 3) 2 (0:0 2 • 

Accordin.:; to ~1ilson (1921, po17) and Heddle (1924, 

p.17), leadhillite hQS been found in all the veins of the 

district with the exception of the Belton Grain Vein. ::o\'lever, 

one speci.r.len (740.3), localised froG the "~;elton Grain ~·iine, 

~'~anlockheadll, hear s leadhilli te crystals as socia ted Hi th 

chalcopyrite, galena, cerussite, and brochantite. 

Leadhilli te occurs in \{hi te or colourless to pale green 

hexagonal platy crystals, or less cOIILlonly in a rhombohedral form, 

\vhich vras knolln as susanni te. X-ray investigation of the 

variet:. susannite demonstrated its identity vlith leadhillite. 

This rhorilbohedral variety has been recorded from the Susanna 

Vein (Heddle, 1924, po174), and during the present investigation 

froLl the Drow, East Stayvoyage, and Old Glencrieff Veins. 

Leadhillite is generally associated with massive 

varieties of cerussite, but only very rarely with cerussite 

crystals. Other associates are pyromorphite, lanarkite, hydro-

cerussite, and caledoniteo 

A chromiwl variety of leadhillite froD the Hopeful Vein 

is described below. 

~glesite, PbS040 

Anglesite is no~ an uncommon mineral in the district, 

and has been recorded from many of the veins. Particularly fine 

crystals, up to several inches in length, at present exhibited in 

the Scottish Hineral Collection, were once collected from the 

susanna Vein. 



anglesite is associated with caledonite, linarite, 

leadhillite and covelliteo 

.alack, pO\.;dery, massive anglesi te often pseudo::lOrphously 

replaces galena, and may itself be replaced by cerussite. The 

black colour is due to finely divided galena included in the 

pseudomorph. 

Lanarkite, Pb2(S04)O • 

Lanarkite is a rare mineral in the district, and 

al though only recorded fror:l the Susarma Vein by Heddle (1924, 

po175), was found by Brown (1918, po129) on the :'largaret Vein, 

Crawfurds Vein, and New Glencrieff Vein, whilst to this list of 

localities may be added Cove Vein, and Hopeful Vein. 

The mineral occurs in elongated white or pale greenish 

crystals, associated with leadhillite, massive cerussite, 

caledonite, and linarite. Dark, massive, pO\'ldery lanarki te was 

recorded from ~fuytes Cleuch, marginally replacing galenao 

Linarite, PbCu(S04)(OH)2_ 

Linarite is fairly common in the district, in oxidised 

mixed chalcopyrite-galena ores. It is associated with malachite, 

brochantite, caledonite, and anglesite, and generally occurs as 

small elongated blue crystals, particularly good localities being 

the dumps on the Scar and East Stayvoyage Veins, and the dumps by 

the side of the road near the Glencrieff Mine. 

galedonite, CU2Pb5(S04)3(C03)(OH)6o 

Caledonite together with leadhillite and lanarkite, was 

first described from the Leadhills~~anlockhead district. The 
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mineral is not uncommon in oxidised mixed chalcopyrite-galena 

ores. It is chiefly associated with anglesite, linarite and 

leadhilli te, and only very rarely i·ri th malachi te or brochanti te. , 

Excellent specimens were once collected fror.l the Susanna Vein, 

but at present the best oaterial is on the dumps of the ~ast 

stayvoyage and Scar Veins o 

ZINC IUNERALS. 

Four zinc minerals have been recorded from the Leadhill-

1'lanlockhead district, of which sphaleri te i~; the only primary 

mineral, and hemimorphite the only abundant secondary mineral. 

Sphalerite, ·ZnS. 

Sphalerite occurs in most of the principal veins, 

although it has not been recorded from the veins to the east of 

the area. It was \'Iorked chiefly from the Glencrieff and Glen-

,onnar Nines during the latter years of the mining history, 

commenCing about 1880. It commonly occurs as massive banded ore, 

~hich often contains inclusions of pyrite, or chalcopyrite, and is 

associated with galena, ankerite, calcite, barytes, and quartzo 

Hassive sphalerite is generally found with galena on either the 

foot or hanging walls of the veins. VThen the mineral has crystall 

ized in an open space, crystal faces are developed, fine examples 

being numerous on the dumps of the Bay Shaft, Wanlockhead. The 

crystals are tetrahedral, and in many cases the crystal faces are 
- -- - .. 

curved. Multiple twinning is common, both in the massive 

sphalerite, and in that with curved crystal faces. Hassive 
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intergrowths vlith galena are abundant on the large dumps at the 

Glencrieff lrine, and probably oriGinated froy;} the deeper parts 

of the l:ine, ~:lil son (1921, p. 31) noting that the ore from the 

10\0lest levels of the Brow Vein in Glengormar Eine consisted of 

an intergrm'lth of galena and sphaleri te in almost equal quanti ties. 

As the minor elements incorporated in shpaleri te Elay be 

used as indicators of the temperature of formation, several 

sphalerites were investigated, the iron content beinG estimated 

quantitatively, and the other elements determined qualitatively, 

by spectrochemical analysis 0 The results are tabulated belo",. 

To facilitate comparison \vi th the sphaleri tes of the Leadhills

~Tanlockhead area, exanples froLl CornvTall (Vokes, 1950) and 

Skogbole, vl9re taken as represen ta ti ves of the Hypothermal Group 

(defini tion after Lindgren, 1933, p.637), and a specimen froPJ 

the Carboniferous Limestone of COWlty Dublin, together with an 

iron determination from Stonescroft Line (Dunham, 1948, p.8S), 

",ere taken to represent low temperature deposits. 

The iron content of the Leadhills-~.Tanlockhead sphaler

ites is fairly Wliform, which was to be expected from the 

uniforn dark brmm colouro The average iron content is 4091;,; 

FeS, \'lhich is considerably lOvIer than that of the hypothermal 

sphalerites. Of the elements typically present in sphalerite, 

cadmium and cobalt are Wliformly present. Eanganese is present 

in all, but is enriched in the Skogbole specimen, whilst gallium 

and germanium are present in all the examples excepting those of 

the hypothermal group. Indium was not detedted, and thallium 

\fas only recorded from seven of the sphalerites examined. 
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~ua1itative Spectrochemical Analyses of Sphalerite. 

No. Cd. Ga. In. T1. Ge. Ln. Coo Cu. Ag. i·:g. AI. S1. Ti. Sn. Pb. V. 
1. II? ? 2 1 1 3 1 1 1 2 ? 0 00 0 

2. 

3· 
It. 

5. 
6. 

7. 
8. 

9. 

10. 

11. 

12. 

13· 

14. 

15. 
16. 

II? 0 2 1 1 

II? ? 222 

1 1 ? 020 1 

1 1 ? ? 221 

II? ? 220 

1 1 ? ? 221 

II? ? 211 

II? ? 210 

1 0 ? ? 200 

II? 010 1 

II? 0 a 2 0 

1 ? ? 021 1 

1 ? ? ? 021 

1 ? ? ? ? It 2 

1 1 ~ 0 220 

1. G1encrieff Nine 
2. ditto 
3.. di tto 
G- Snar Head. 
5. l·line Hill. 
6. Big Wool Gill. 
7 .. Susanna Vein. 
8 Nil1 Vein. 

3 1 1 0 2 ? 000 

311 2 3 ? 000 

311 0 1 ? 000 

3 1 1 1 2 ? 000 

311 1 1 0 000 

3 2 2 2 2 ? 000 

3 1 1 1 2 ? 010 

3 2 1 II? 000 

3 1 1 0 1 ? 010 

3 1 101 ? 0 ? 0 

3 2 2 1 2 0 010 

321 1 2 ? 000 

3 0 211 ? 0 ? 0 

It 1 It 4 1 2 0 ? 0 

3 1 1 0 2 ? 000 

9. Horners,:"Huirs Vein. 
10. Noffats Shaft. 
11. Lady Anne Shaft 
12. Force Grag, Keswick o 

13. Wood of Cree, Kirkcudbright. 
IIf. New Consols Hine, Cornwall. 
15. Skogbole. 
16. Condalkia, Co.Dublin. 

? not certain that element is present. 
o ~ement definitely present, numbers indicate 

relative abundance, estimated visually. 

, 
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Fro['] the extensive literature on the uinor elements 

in sphalerite the General variation of the eleoents in relation 

to the temperature of formation of the sphalerite may be swnmar

ised, although regional causes may influence the character of the 

[.linor eleraents. The sphalerites formed at high temperatures are 

characterized by a high percentage of iron, manganese and cobalt, 

vii th a 10vl content of Gallium and gerl~laniurn, and an absence of 

thalli~~. Galli~ti and indium favour sphalerites of intermediate 

tempera ture. The con ten t of germanium is high in lovl temperature 

sphalerites, and thallium is only present in sphalerites formed 

under conditions of low temperature. The content of cadmium 

appears to be independent of temperature (Borovick and Propenko, 

1938; Oftedahl, 1940; Stoiber, 1940; Evrard, 1945; 

Gabrielson, 1945; ':!arren and 'rhompson, 1945; Rankama and Sahama, 

1950) • 

It is possible, therefore, to designate the Leadhills

vlanlockhead sphalerites to the low or intermediate temperature 

groups, with the presence of gallium, germanium, and occasional 

thallilm. The general absence of indium must be attributed to 

a regional cause, presumably the lack of indium in the parent 

magma of the vein solutions. 

Confirmation of this estimation of the temperature of 

formation of the sphalerites is afforded by Kullerud (1953), who, 

bY a study of the FeS-ZnS system was able to relate the iron 

content of sphalerites to an actual temperature of formation. 
. - - - .-

Although pressure was not taken into account, its effects were 

shown to be fairly small, e.g., an error of a thousand atmospheres 
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in the estimate of the pressure ;ives an error of plus or IJinus 

The iron content of the sphalerites examined in the 

present investi~ation, together with the approximate terJperature 

of formation are tabulated belovl. 

Temperature of formation of Sphalerites. 

No. 
1. 
20 

~: 
,5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 

10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14-. 
150 
16. 
17. 

1. Glencrieff Mine. 
20 ditto 
3.. ai tto 
It Snar Head. 
5. lUne Hill. 
6. Big Wool Gill. 
7. Susanna Vein. 
8. Hill Vein. 

Temp. °C. 
190 
281 
192 
147 
170 
207 
197 
143 
165 
172 
242 
265 
187 
480 
l¥+4 
138 
138 

9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14-. 
15. 
16. 
17. 

Horners-Huirs Vein. 
Hoffats Shaft. 
Lady ,:inne Shaft. 
Force Crag, Keswick. 
Wood of Cree, Kirkcudbright. 
New Consols Nine, Cornwall. 
Skogbole. 
Clondalkia, Coo Dublin o 

Stonescroft .LUna 
(Dunham, 1948, po88). 

The average temperature of formation of the Leadhills

Wanlockhead sphalerite was 192°C. As pressure was not taken into 

account this is a minimum figure. Unfortunately, exactly 

localised specimens have not been available during the investiga

:j;.t1on as the mines were not opened, but from a study of localised 
k, 

.1 
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specimens it may be possible to determine the direction of travel 

of the rJineralisin;.; solutions, as the tenperature should increase 

tovTards the source of the minerals. It is significant that 

the two highest temperatures O~os.2 and 11), "'ere recorded from 

the New Glencrieff and Brow Veins, the two veins in the district 

which have been \-lorked to the greatest depth. 

Other elements incorporated in the sphalerites include 

eu, Ag, Mg, AI, Si, Ti, Sn, Pb, and V. Titaniwn was only present. 

in three samples. vlith the possible exception of vanadium and 

tin, these eler:1ents could be present as i.lpurities in the sphaler

ite, silica as quartz, or with magnesium, aluminium, and titanium 

as inclusions of country rock, whil~t the lead and silver could 

be present as galena, and the copper as chalcopyrite. 

Distribution of Elements in Sphalerite. 

I \ \ \ VI .\ VII 

pu.od, 
,(fICd' qrn .. p. 

I " III IV V VIII ~ 
.-~ 

I 
IH 2 Hc I 

-
He 3 Li 4Be 5 B .c: 7N .0 • f ,0 Nc 2 2 - -

3 ,oNe "No '2 Mg "AI ,4 Si .5 P ,. S 17 CI ,. A 
3 

,. A .9K 20Ca 21SC uTi nV .4C, ~5Mn 2. Fc 127 Co I ~ -
r-- ~ ~ ----- 4 

4 

.,Cu 3CZn 3, Go 3.Ge 13 A. .4 Se " Br 36 Kr 

J6 Kr 31 All •• Sr HY .oZr 4. CII 42Mo 43Tc 
44 Au \45 Rh \4' Pd -

5 5 

47 A9 48 Cd ... In so $II 5. Sb 52T, 53 I 54 Xc 

54 X. ssC. 5480 57 Lo 12Ht nTo 74W 75 A, 7.0. 177 Ir 17I~ - -

I 
6 6 

79 Au ooHg ., TI uPt nlli .. Pc nAt .. Rn -

.1 
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Greenockite, CdS. 

Oxidized sphalerite froIl the Glencrieff dumps and the 

Bay Shaft (68.18), is encrusted by small radiating crystal 

aggrega te s of helilimorphi te, covered by a yellow pm,.,der \{hich 

proved to be greenockiteo Greenockite was recorded by Drown 

(1918, p.137), in the list of minerals from the district, and it 

was stated that no greenockite in crystal form had been found. 

Greenockite was noted by Hankruna and Sahama (1950, p.712) 

to be frequently present on 'vleatherin,; sphaleri tes rich in cadmium, 

and was attributed to the difference in the ionic radii of zinc 

(o.73kX) and cadmium (Oo97kX). 

Carbonates of Zinc o 

Zinc carbonates are rare in the district, Although 

smithsonite (dalamine, ZnC03) was recorded from the area by Brown 

(1925, p.79), and Hilson (1921, po16), Heddle (1923, Polltl) stated ' 

that smithsonite had not been detected in Scotland. The present 

investigation confirms Heddle's statecent in part, as no smithson

ita was recorded from the Leadhills-Wanlockhead districto 

A single specimen of aurichalcite «ZnCu)5(OH)6(C03)2)' 

associated with smithsonite was localised as Leadhills by Gregg 

and Lettsom (1935, Po 426), whilst Heddle (1923, p.146) describes 

~roups of acicular crystals of aur1chalcite from the Susanna Vein, 

associated with leadh1llite, lanarkite, hydrocerussite, and malach-

ite. 

Invest1~at1on of the specimens probably described by 

Heddle (290.2~ 290.3) proved the "aur1chalc1te" to be caledonite. 
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The only eXaJJ.ple of Aurichalci te observed vras an \.UlDunbered 

specimen in the Grant Institute, labelled IICala,~line, .silicate of 

Zinc, Leadhills", which is probably the specimen referred to by 

Gregg and Lettsom. It consisted of rusty ankerite with small 

vughs linEd with henil,'1orphi te crystals surmounted by blue-green 

radiatinb crystalline aggregates of aurichalcite. The auri-

chalcite w~s sporadically encrusted by small, white, flattened, 

Hydro-

zincite is COIDnlOn in the district as a thin white coating on 

sphalerite, but has not previously been noted in crystal form. 

lleoimorphite, Zn4(OH)2(Si207)·H20 .. 

Hemimorphite is a co~~on secondary mineral in the 

district, and is present in most of the veins which carry 

sphalerite. I t occurs in colourles s or "lhi te radia tint; crys tall-

ine aggregates, and in massive botryoidal masses which vary from 

white to blue in colouro The mineral pseudomorphously replaces 

calcite and barytes, the workings on the Broad Law being rich in 

such pseudomorphs. Brown (1918, po132) describes pseudomorphs 

of hemimorphite after calcite in the New Glencrieff Vein, between 

the 80 and the 120 fathom levels. 

COPPER HINERALS. -
Although not as abundant as lead minerals, copper 

minerals are widespread throughout the Leadhills-1'lanlockhead area. I 

The only primary copper mineral is chalcopyrite, and six secondary 

~inerals have been recorded, excluding those included under the 

lead minerals. 
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Clalcopyrite, CuFeS2 • 

Chalcopyrite, although occurring in most of the veins of 

the district, has only been worked frorll two veins, the long Cleuch, 

and Katystaklin Veins (Wilson, 1921). 

The mineral is associated with sphalerite and galena, 

and is often present as inclusions in these minerals. It is 

generally massive, though occasional small, usually distorted, 

crystals may have formed in vughs. 

~ualitative spectrochemical analysis revealed the 

presence, in trace anounts, of Ag, ?b, lIn, Co, Ni. 

Elements in Chalcopyrite. 

I I \ I VI I VII 
."cd" 

...... cd .. Clre"p. 
I II III IV V VIII 

-> ~ 

,H • H. I I 
-

H. 1 Li .8. s 8 .c: 7 N eO • r 10 N • 2 2 -
I--

3 ,oNe "No 12 Mg IJ AI I. Si 15 P I. S r7 CI I. A 3 

,e A 10K 20Ca 2rSc 22Ti nV •• Cr p5Mn •• F. \27 Co 128 Ni - - -.. r- '-- ~ 4 

,.Cu leZ" " Go 32Gc " AI ; .. Sc ]1) Sr Jb Kr 

)6 Kr J7Rb l' Sr MY .oZr ., Cb •• Mo .lTe 4. Ru \.5 Rh \.6 Pd - -
5 r--- 5 

07A9 .. Cd ... In 50511 5, Sb .. T. 5)1 54 x • 

5. X. 55CI 56ea 57 La 12H' 7) To 7·W 75 R. 
700. \77 Ir \ .. ~ - -

6 r-- /) 

",Au .~ ., TI oaPll .. 8i .. Pc 8. At .. Rn -

~alcos1te, CU2S. 

Chalcosite has not been previously recorded from the 

locali ty, though it may be the mineral described by 1¥1lson (1921, 

~8) as copper pitch, which appears to have a similar relationship 

to chalcopyrite as that observed for chalcosite, namely It ••• kernels 
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of chalcopyri te, surrounded by copper pitch passing outvrards to 

limoni te and the vlhole veined vli th strinbs of crystalline 

malachite ll • 

The :aineral is abundant on the dwnps by the side of the 

road near the Glencrieff ~.ane, and is associated with massive 

chalcopyrite, goethite, and sulphates and carbonates of copper .. 

It replaces the margin of the chalcopyrite, and in polished 

section appears bluish-grey in colour and has small inclusions 

of deeper blue colour, which may be covellite (Uytenbogaardt, 

1951, p" 71) • The identi ty of the mineral ,·ra s confirmed by 

comparison of the diffraction pattern with that of chalcosite 

from Redruth, Cornwall, and with published data (Harcourt, 1942, 

p .. 76)" 

Covellite, CuS. -
Covellite also has not been previously recorded from 

the locality, but is very common in oxidized mixed chalcopyrite

galena ores, usually replacing the galena, complete pseudomorphs 

after galena having been observed. tihen the galena has been 

removed, covellite is often associated with anglesite. 

The mineral is a dark blue to green po\ofder, and wa s 

confirmed by its properties in reflected light and by the X-ray 

diffraction pattern. 

Malachite, Cu2(OH)2C03" 

Halachite is a fairly common mineral in the zone of 

oxidation in the district, and is associated with chalcopyrite, 

and mixed chalcopyrite-calama ores. It forms tufts of radiating 
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acicular crystals, and may occur as botryoidal masses encrusting 

on chalcopyrite. 

A blue uineral associated with malachite has been 

identified as azurite b~ Hilson (1921, p .... 16) , and Srm'm (1925, 

p.79). Heddle (1923, p.146) stated that the azurite recorded 

from Leadhills and 1,;anlockhead by Gregg ,-ras probably mistaken for 

linarite, and the present investigation failed to record any 

azuri te from the area, the blue mineral associated vri th malachite 

being linarite in every specimen examined 0 

Brochantite, C~(SO~)(OH)6. 

Although the mineral is coomon in oxidised chalcopyrite 

and mixed chalcopyrite-galena ores, only one specimen (7~O.3), 

localised from the Belton Grain Vein, has previously been recorded 

from the district. However, several specimens labelled "Erinitell 

(568) also proved to be brochantite. 

The mineral occurs in a massive form' pseudomorphous 

after galena from the East Stayvoyage, Scar, and Harchbank Veins, 

and from the same localities, together with the dumps by the 

side of the road near the Glencrieff i·line, as green crystals 

associated with linarite, anglesite, and malachite. 

ghrysocolla, CuSi03.nH20. 

Chrysocolla is a common secondary mineral in the 

district, forming in chalcopyrite, or mixed chalcopyrite-galena 

ores. It is particularly abundant in Whytes Cleucho 

The mineral is associated with goethite, and replaces 

chalcopyrite, and galena, whilst pseudomorphs after malachite 
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occur on the .3rO\v and LonG Cleuch Veins. It is briGht blue or 

Green in colour, and when not a replaceuent forns botryoidal 

aGGregates. 

THE I1\ol-; lUNERALS. 

Iron L.linerals are widespread throughout the Leadhills

~'ranlockhead district, although generally subordinate in quantity 

to the lead and zinc minerals. Pyrite and marcasite, together 

~ith chalcopyrite, are the principal iron bearing primary 

minerals, the secondary minerals including the abundant oxides, 

hematite, and goethite. 

PYrite, FeS2 0 

Pyrite is a very common mineral in the district, 

occurring both in the country rocks and in the veins. In the 

veins two distinct generations of pyrite are apparent, the evidence 

of which will be presented later. The first generation generally 

occurs replacing ankerite, and is often massive. Pyrite of this 

nature is to be found in considerable quantities on the large 

dump at the Glencrieff Nine, and it is probable that it originated 

from the deeper parts of the vein. The later generation of 

pyrite is subordinate in quantity to the earlier generation, and 

often occurs in small pentagonal dodecahedra, encrusting upon 

sphalerite, calcite, and barytes. Inclusions in calcite give 

rise to the "ghost .. structures of calcite, described belowo 
, 

Euhedral pyrite crystals are often developed in the 

greywacke in proximity to the veins. The distribution of the 
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pyrite through the rock is generally reGular, and the pyrite 

crystals are orientated either in response to pressure or to the 

depositional characteristics of the country rock. An example 

of the first case is described in a later section. The pyrite 

is elongated with a diagonal plane parallel to the bedding of 

laminated sediments, and in a rock of alternating units of fine 

and very fine grained shaly greywacke, the long axis of the 

pyrite is generally in the coarser unito As the pyrite may have 

inclusions of detritals, and is regularly spaced through the 

rocks, it is sugtiested that the mineral originates by reconstitu

tion of the original iron in response to conditions during the 

commencement of the emplacement of the vein minerals. The 

orientated pyrite of the laminated rock can be ascribed to 

migration of iron governed by the bedding, and as the migration 

would have been facilitated by the coarser grain size, the pyrite 

was mainly developed in the coarser unito 

~yrite is abundant in the Caledonian Minor Intrustves 

in proximity to the veins, and the formation may be genetically 

connected with the mineralisation, analagous with that of the 

greywackes. However, sparse pyniue occurs in the Caledonian 

Nino=" Intrusives away from the mineral veins, and this, together 

with the pyrite in the quartz veins of the Long Cleuch and the 

Lowther Hills, may be of an earlier age than the pyrite deseribed 

above. 

Qualitative spectrochemical analysis of several pyrites 

revealed the elements listed below. It is worthy of note that 
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although the saLle elements are present in all, the pyrite of 

the first generation appears to be enriched in Ni and Co with 

respect to the pyri tc developed in grey\'racke and Caledoni3.n 

Ininor intrusives, and that of the second generation. 

-
""cd, 'J,r"p. I I I pf"od, 

I II III IV V VI VII VIII 
~ ~ 

I ,H 2 H. I 

>--

2 He 3 Li .Be 5 B .C 7 N 80 o r .0 Ne 
2 -

r--
3 ,oNe "Na .2 1019 .3 AI •• !>i ,.p •• 5 .7 CI I8 A 

3 

.8 A .oK >cCa 2.Se 22Ti 23V 1>_4Cr psloln 2. F. 127 Co I>lNi -
4 !0- f--- 4 

29 Cu lCZn "Go 32 G. " As ,.5. 35 Br ,. Kr 

36 Kr 37Rb 3t Sr MY 40Zr •• Cb .21010 .3Te 
•• Ru J.s Rh I .. Pd - -

5 r-- ...-- 5 

.7 A9 48 Cd 491ft soSn 51 Sb 52T. 531 .. X. 

s. Xc ssCS 56Ba 57 La "Hf 7) Ta 7.W 75 Rc ,.0. \77 Ir \71 ~ - -
eo 

~ b 

70 Au ~ liT! 02Pb fll8i 84 Pc .5 At .. Rn -

Harcastte, FeS20 

Narcasite has not been previously recorded fron the 

district. 

a.bundanto 

The distribution is limited, and the mineral is not 

It was identified in polished section, and confirmed 

bY the X-ray diffraction patterno The mineral commonly occurs 

in a massive form. Several radiating structures, of typical 

marcasite appearance, proved to be pyrite, probably pseudomorphs 

a.fter marcasi te 0 The mineral was only observed associated with 

the first generation of pyrite, as inclusions in chalcopyrite and 

~ith massive pyrite. 
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Figure 9. 

b. 
. ..... . 

d. 
~auartz 
"Pyrite 

Anisotropic Marcasite 

~
'I I Pink to deeper pink 

. Yellow to SIre y 

'.':. Yellow to SIrcy-blue .. 
:.':.:.:.: L,ght green to purpl~ 

The pyrite-marcasite relationship. 

a. Inclusions of marcasite in pyrite, the 
marcasitesextinguishing s~multaneously. 
Glencrietf Mine, (P.S. I33J. 

b. Marcasite in pyrite, the rhombohedral 
outline probably due to replacement 

of' al~kert' te 
Leadh111s Dod, P.~. 106). 

c. ~yrite inclusion in marcasite, the degree 
of anisotropism varying from strong to 
weak away from the pyrite. 
Glencrieff Mine, (P.S. 113). 

d. ?yr1te inclusion in marcasite, the degree 
of ani8otropiam varying from weak to 
strong away fro. the pyrite. 
Ba7 Shatt, (P.S. 104). 
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The anisotropism of the mineral varies, a full list of 

the variations, from strong to weak, including purple to green, 

grey-blue to dark yellO\v, grey to yellovl, and light to deep pink. 

The pyrite~marcasite relationship. 

The relationship of pyrite to marcasite in the massive 

iron sulphides of the first generation is depicted in Fig.9. 

I~o uniform relationship exists. In Fig.9a the inclusions of 

marcasite in pyrite all extinguish simultaneously, which sUGgests 

that all were part of one narcasite crystal replaced by pyrite, 

whilst in Fig.9d the inclusion of euhedral pyrite in marcasite 

indicates the converse paragenesis. The latter case is particul-

arly instructive as a change in the anisotropism of the marcasite 

takes place in well defined zones round the pyrite crystal, 

grading fran a weak to a strong degree of anisotropism. A 

similar relationship is depicted in Fig o9c, but a zone of strong 

anisotropism followed by weak anisotropism surrounds the isotropic 

pyri tee 

Laboratory investigations of the pyrite-marcasite 

ralationship (Allen etco 1912, 1941), have established the fact 

that acid solutions ,and 10vl temperatures favour the precipitation 

of marcasite, whilst alkaline solutions and high temperature 

favour the precipitation of pyriteo Furthermore marcasite will 

precipitate even in the presence of pyrite, and at a given 

temperature the proportion of FeS2 precipitatin~ as marcasite is 

an almost linear function of the flnal acid concentration. 
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Buerger (1934) explained the relationship by showing garcasite to 

be more iron rich than pyrite, the acid solutions removing 

sulphur in the forra of H2S. Anderson and Chesely (1933) showed, 

by X-ray methods, the transtormation of marcasite to pyrite to 

take place by the fornation and growth of pyrite nuclei in the 

marcasite crystal. 

The variations in anisotropism of the Leadhills

Wanlockhead marcasites cannot easily be attributed to variations 

in the orientations of several marcasite crystals, but can be 

accounted for by an application of the vTork of Anderson and Chesely. 

This would suggest that the variation in the nunber of pyrite 

nuclei formed in the marcasite was reflected in the degree of 

anisotropism, little pyrite being present in the strongly aniso

tropic marcasite, and considerable pyrite in the weakly aniso

tropic marcasite. X-ray studies of the various degrees of 

anisotropism, except the weakest, give a marcasite diffr~ction 

pattern without any trace of pyrite. Unless the concentration of 

pyrite reached a certain point the pyrite pattern would not be 

reproduced. However, the fact that the weakest anisotropism 

gives a pyrite pattern supports the work of Anderson and Chesely. 

On the basis of the laboratory work of Allen etc., the 

interpretation can be carried a stage further, and the variations 

of anisotropism considered to be controlled by variations in the 

acidity of the depositing solution. Thus the strongly anisotropic 

marcasite would have been precipitated from a more acid solution 

that the weakly anisotropic marcasite. Local variation in the pH 

o£ the mineralising solution would account for the variation in 
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sequence bet",een pyrite and marcasite. 

It would appear, therefore, that in the early stages of 

the mineralisation the mineralising solutions were partly acid in 

character, though the abundance of pyrite over marcasite in the 

first generation would point to the dominance of alkaline 

solutions. The absence of marcasite from the second generation 

of iron sulphide suggests precipitation from completely alkaline 

solutions. 

Iron Oxides. 

Hematite (Fe203) and goethite (HFe02) are extremely 

common in the gossan zone of the veins, and the hematite stained 

dumps in Whytes Cleuch and on the East stayvoyage Vein form 

distinct features in the landscape. Hematite is generally 

earthy, but may occur in reniform masses, and has a marked 

tendency to replace calcite, penetrating into the calcite along 

the cleavage planes. 

Goethite, which includes material formerly deSignated 

to "limonite", is to be found on the majority of the dumps, and 

is often associated with oxidised chalcopyrite, whilst pseudo

morphs of goethite after pyrite are abundant throughout the 

district. 

~ DISTRIBUTION OF GOLD. --
Small quantities of alluvial gold are reputed to be 

~1despread throughout the district (Watson, 1935), though the 

only localities where appreciable quantities are found at the 
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present day are the Long Cleuch, and the ·,.[indgate Burn. During 

the strike of 1921 (Brovm, 1925, p.76) , the Windgate Durn was 

extensively searched, and the gold appeared to be in pockets, 

often away from the present course of the burn. The valley is 

filled with boulder clay, and the pockets of gold reported can 

be interpreted as the concentrations at meanders of the pre

glacial stream o 

Nuggets of gold bearing quartz have been recorded, and 

include a specimen found b~l Hr. G. V. ~vilson of the Geological 

Survey just below the confluence of the i'lindgate Burn and the 

Shortcleuch Hater. Host of the gold from the i!findgate Burn is 

associated with quartz, which suggests the possibility of gold 

bearing quartz veins in the area. However, the only gold bearing 

quartz vein of which mention is nade in the literature was that 

worked at the head of the Long Cleuch by Bulmer, in the 16th 

century. 

Gold associated with the lead-zinc mineralisation 

apparently does not occur in the district. 

OTl1ER OXIDES. -
~uartz, Si02• 

Quartz is a very abundant gangue mineral in the Leadhill& 

~anlockhead district, and is to be found on all the old dumps. 

The mineral occurs in two distinct varieties, which have a con-

siderable age differenc~. The first variety is white, massive, 

and only rarely develops crystal faces. It is often slickensided, 
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and occurs as joint fillings, attaininG a width of several inches, 

and in, the veins in brecciated foru, or cracked and veined by 

anl::eri te, and other wineral s • In the large quartz veins with 

inclusions of brecciated country rock, in the LOvTther Hills, the 

quartz is similar to that described above, and may be of the same 

age, that is, pre-mineralisationo 

The second variety of quartz is a comr.lon constituent 

of the veins, and almost invafiably has crystal develop~ento 

It does not show slickensiding, and is generally colourless, 

though in the gossan zone it may be yellow to black in colour, 

owing to inclusions and coatings of goethite and psilomelane. 

In a blue variety (R.S.H. Dunlop 53), the colour can be attributed 

to inclusions of galena which have been replaced by covellite, and 

to small crystals of linarite and caledonite interspersed in the 

finely crystalline calcite which is encrusting on the quartz. 

Quartz replaces many of the earlier formed minerals, 

and pseudor:1orphs are abundant, particularly after ankerite and 

calcite o The replacement relationships of quartz will be 

discussed more fully in a later section. 

p silomelane 0 -
PSilomelane, a basic oxide of barium, bivalent and 

quadrivalent manganese, is com'Jon in the gossan zone of the 

majority of the veins, forming hard, black, rounded masses. In 

Gripps Level, curtains of stalactitic ps11Gmalane are in the 

proC'ess of formation (oral communication by l'Ir. G. Borthwick). 

Haterial from the High Pirn Nine on the Belton Grain Vein 
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analysed by rleddle (1923, p.112), contained manbanese, cobalt, 

copper, bariuI:l, po t3.S siu::, sodiULl, nnd silica. 

Oxidised ankerite is probably the cain source of 

lllanbaneseo 

jtU tile, Ti02• 

Rutile is often developed in microdiorite dykes which 

have been affected by rJinera1ising solutions, as in the case of 

the Wool Gill rock o It forms orientated microscopic needles 

in altered felspar and biotite, and is associated with carbonate 

and quartz. 

The mineral has not been previously recorded from the 

locality. 

OTHBR HALIDES. -
l).uori te, CaF 2. 

Although a very careful search has been made, both in 

the present investigation and in routine investigation by the 

I-lining Company, fluorite has not been observed in the district. 

The only specimen probably from the area was described by Reddle 

(1923, p.43). The specimen (175.56), presented by Wilson, 

consists of massive cubes of fluorite, purple at the base, with 

inclusions of pyrite. On the surface of the cubes are several 

brown botryoidal masses of vanad1nite, similar to~ose found at 

the High Pirn Nine on the Bel ton Grain Vein, which presumably 

caused Wilson to localise the specimen as (?)Leadhills, and 

inspired Heddle to further localise the specimen as High Pirn Mine. 
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Thus there was SODe original doubt as to v:hether the specimen 

originQtcd fron Leadhills. Apart fror.l this specimen no other 

fluorite has been recorded fro~ the locality. 

D~am (1952, PoI30), stated that ti1e presence of 

fluorite had been confirmed by a chenical investigation of samples 

from nine and washery dumps, carried out by the Lanarkshire Steel 

Co. Ltd., and the analyses showed appreciable percentages of CaF2 
from localities in both Leadhills and :'1anlockhead. However, it 

is suggested that there is a possibility that the results were 

calculated from normal oxide analysis, without an estimation of 

fluorine being made, and that the excess calcium was considered 

as fluorite. Carbon dioxide to satisfy the excess calcium oxide 

can be provided by considering the magnesiun oxide as present in 

the mineral ankerite, and not magnesite, a mineral not abundant 

in the districto 

OTHER CARBONATES. -
This is an important group of minerals which constitute 

the greater part of the gangue of the veins. Ankerite and 

calcite are abundant throughout the whole district, but the 

remaining carbonates are relatively uncommono 

Ankerite. -
Ankerite is an abundant and widespread gangue mineral 

in the Leadhills~fanlockhead district. It commonly occurs as a 

vein filling, cementing fragments of brecciated country rock, and 

conSists of a mass of interlocking rhombs with curved faces. 

~When fresh, the mineral is white or pink in colour, but when 



Plate 11 . 

lso lated rhombs of an erite in chert , Gripps Level , 

Gleng onna r ate r , x90 . 
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exposed to ''lea thering it rapidly takes on a brmm coloura tion. 

11.part fror.1 occurring in the vein fillings, ankerite is' developed 

in country rock ,·;hich has been exposed to the action of the 

mineralising solutions, the content of ankerite in the rock 

decreasing away froB the contact with the solutions. This 

effect is particularly 'lell demonstrated by some breccia fragments 

of fine grained greywacke, in which the zone of intense ankerit

isa tion is up to a r.1illimeter in width .• 

In some greywacke ankeri te occurs as , ... ell developed 

rhombs, evenly spacod ~1roughout the rock, and it is suggested 

that this ankerite could have formed by an isochernical change in 

the rock, the original carbonate in the greywacke.forming the 

ankerite. This would account for both the anhedral outlines and 

the regular spacing of the arurerite rhombs. Without chemical 

analyses this cannot be proved, but support is given by the 

occurrence of ankerite rhombs in chert (identified by radiolaria), 

from dumps on the course of Gripps Level on the Abington road, 

Leadhills. The rhombs in the chert are small and widely spaced, 

constituting only a slight percentage of the rock o As chert is 

essentially Silica, and contains only a small proportion of admi~ 

shaly material, the restriction of ankerite may be related to the 

small amount of carbonate originally present in the shaley 

material, whilst the abundant ankerite in altered greywacke can 

likewise be regarded as due to a relative abundance of original 

carbonate 0 However, in the altered greywackes distinction is 

difficult between the 1sochemical formation of ankerite, and 

i· in troduced ankeri te , the latter being dominant in clo se proximi ty 
~. 
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to the channels of the nineralising solutions, whilst the forner 

r;la~' become 1~1ore dominant \-:i th increasing distanc,; frorJ the vein 

solutions o 

The Llineral described above vlaS considered by Heddle 

(1923, p.138) to be doloLlite, and he Llentions no ankerite from 

the locality. Hilson (1921, p.17) also regarded the Llineral as 

dolomite. However, analyses, tabula ted belo"" show the oineral 

to contain appreciable amounts of iron and manganese, and as the 

Chemical Analyses of some ankerites 

No. 5~FeO 5;JlnO 7;FeC03 %EnC03 

1. 4057 1.25 7.38 2.02 
2. 6.36 1.36 10 027 2.20 

~: 9.25 2.48 14.92 4.03 
6·72 1.~5 10.86 2.19 

5. 7.36 1. 2 11.88 2.95 
6. 5.19 1047 8036 2.48 
7. 5072 1.37 

1. Pink, Headowhead Vein. 
2. Slightly pink, i-1ilsons Shaft. 

~: Brownish-wili te, Glencrieff hine. 
Whi te? Glencrieff I-fine. 

5. Brown~sh-white, Laverock Hall Vein. 
6. Black Craig Mine

i 
Kirkcudbright. 

7. dit o. 
from Heddle (1923, po137). 

minerals therefore belong to the isomorphous series represented 

bY the general formula (Bgc03caC03)(FeC03CaC03)(HnC03CaC03)(CaC03)' 

the term ankerite is justified. (Smjthe and tunham, 1947; Dunham, 

19lt8, po 91). 

A striking fact is the relati~e uniformity in the iron 

and manganese content over the whole of the Leadhills-Wanlockhead 

district, and the similarity with the ankerites from the Black 
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Craig Line, Kirkcudbrighto This slllilarity could be accounted 

for by two factors, one bein,:.; a cor:-J.l:1on, or silJilar, source of 

origin of the uinerals, and the second beinG the simj.lari ty in 

rocl:: type over a wide area, so that if the iron and manganese 

content is attributed to c ontar.1 ina tion by the country rocl'C, the 

conta~ination would have been of a similar nature over a large 

2.rea. Fager (1929, p.105) attributed the iron in the anl~erites 

of the north Pennine orefield to contamination by the iron rich 

rocks formed by the l~letasoma tic effect of the T,'Thin Sill, this 

being supported by Smythe and DunhaLl (194-7, p.72), \"ho further 

suggested that magnesia was supplied from the sane source. 

Elecents in Ankerite. 
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6 r-- 6 

",Au eoHg IITI upt .,8i .. Pc 15 At .. All - -
--



Calcite, caC030 

Calcite is a CODlI:J.on Gangue rJineral in nost veins of the 

Leadhills-':JanloclrJ'lead district. It occurs in oassive forn as a 

vein filling, cementing brecciated fragments of country rock, and, 

in cavities, crystal faces are developed. The mineral is 

associated chiefly with ankerite, barytes, galena, sphalerite, 

and chalcopyriteo 

The variety of crystal types in the area is ~reat, and 

many have been listed by :leddle (1923, PPo133-l35). Two 

varieties may be mentioned, one beinG the superposition of a 

"nail head" type upon a "dob tooth" type (1923,308), the form of 

the latter being clearly visible as its surface is coated vTith 

small crystals of pyriteo The other form was not described from 

the locality by IIeddle, though he did note a similar variety from 

unst (1923, ,.129). It was found on the dumps of the Bay Shaft, 

and is characterised by a flat ter::1ination and the dominance of 

the trigonal prism o The crystal belongs either to the 6m2 or 

the 3m symmetry groups, but as only one termination was visible 

aSsignation to either group is rendered difficulto 

A large proportion of the massive variety of calcite is 

pink in colour, and analysis of an example fron the Glencrieff 

Hine, Wan1ockhead, showed the calcite to contain Oo76~ lInO. 

11anganoan calcite has been recorded from numerous localities (Dana, 

1951, p.153), manganese substituting for calcium in the structureo 

Analyses of plumbocalci te from Leadhills and ~'lanloc]chead 

have been given by Collie (1889, p.95), and Heddle (1924, PoI36), . 
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the hi6hest percentat;e of lend detcr:iined bein:; 90 5~- PbC03• 

Siegl (1936) records the presence of 26;. PbC03 in plumbocalci te 

froG Ts~eb, 'l,olhich consisted of an intergrmlth of ninute crystals 

of cerussite in calcite. l.laterial labelled IIPlumbocalci te" in 

the Scottish l.ineral Collection (1952 0 601; 270.635) contained 

lead, and the diffraction pattern showed the nineral to have a 

sligh tly larger unit cell than normal calci te, \fhich indicates 

the substitution of lead for calciULl o The form of this variety 

\'Jas an aggregate of curved rhOI:lbs. 

other elenents cOL1Donly present in calcite include eu, 

Ag, log, Zn, Sr, Ea, AI, Si, Ti, V, and Nn. 

Elecents detected in calcites. 
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Aragonite, CaC03. 

J.ra~onite is a relatively rare gangue nineral in the 

Leadhills-T:hmlockhead area. l'he ;;reatest abundance has been 

recorded from the l:ew LTlencrieff Vein, but the L1ineral has been 

collected frOl:l the dur.1ps on several veins, notably Georbes Houst 

and Laverock Hall Veins. Aragonite is cOmLlOnly in the form of 

rad1a ting groups of elongated vlhi te or colourles s crystals, which 

have developed in vughs in the veins. 3rmm (1918, p.132) 

described a vugh 6' long, 6' deep and 2' \-Tide, betvleen the 80 and 

120 fathoLl levels in the l.ew Glencrieff Vein, in vlhich the walls 

were covered vii th aragonite and cerussite. The IJineral is 

associated \'lith all the other priI!lary minerals. 

Varieties of aragonite include plumboaragonite, and 

blue aragonite (277.11). The latter was associated \'lith cllalco

pyrite, and qualitative spectrochemical analysis revealed an 

appreciable amount of copper in the mineral, which presumably is 

the colouring agent. Plumbo aragonite was first described from 

the locality by Collie (1889, p.95), who in ~IO analyses found thQ 

mineral to contain 0.8% and 1.8% of lead carbonate. A specimen 

of massive aragonite, named as plumboaragonite from the Brow Vein, 

waS presented to the writer by Hr. J o Blackwood of Leadhills, and 

qualitative analysis confirmed the presence of lead. The 

diffraction pattern of the mineral was the same as norDlal aragonitEl 

Siegl (1936) described plumbo aragonite, or tarnowitzite, from 

Tsumeb, with 3012% lead carbonate ieomorphously replacing calcium 

carbonate, and although the material varied considerable from 

aragonite in refractive indices and specific gravity, there was 
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little variation in the unit cell measurements o 

other elel'Jents present in the Leadhills-1c;anlockhead 

aragonites include Ag, l~g, Sr, Ba, Zn, and Alo 

Elements in Aragonite. 
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70 Os \ n Ir \71 ~ -
6 ~ ~ 6 

7. Au ooHg ., TI uPb •• si .. Pc o. At •• Rn - -
-

Witherite, BaC030 
The first specimens of witherite recorded in Scotland 

were found in the West Branch of the Hew Glencrieff Vein in the 

early months of 1918 (Brown, 1918, po128). The mineral occurred 

on the walls of a large vug- , and was associated with calcite, 

barytes, and galena. Barytes was dominant near the top of the 

vug, witherite at the base, which, together with their appea.ance 

led Brown to suggest that the witherite was "pseudomorphous", and 

was formed by downward flowing solutions. The mineral formed 
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globular masses, up to a foot in diameter, small pseudo hexagonal 

crystals sonetines havinc developed on the exterior of the 

globuleso Hi theri te was also fOWld in the :Jerabley Shaft, 

Leadhills, in massive crystalline aggregateso 

Quali ta ti ve spectrochemical analyses of vri theri tes 

froLl the ~'!eL1bley Shaft revealed the presence of ~-ig, iig, en., Sr, 

Zn, AI, Si, Pb, and Vo 

Elemen ts in I'Ti theri te • 

,cllcd, 9' f ~p, I I I I 1,,041, 

I II III IV V VI VII VIII ~ > 

I 
, H 2 H. I 

r--
2 He , Li .8e 58 .c 7 N 00 o f .0 Ne 2 -

t---

3 ,oNe "No '2 Mg ., AI •• Si .5 P •• S .7 CI '0 A 3 

•• A .oK >cCo 21SC uTi 'JV ,.Cr I'sMn 
,. F. I'~ I'~i -

" r-- t-- 4 

29CU 'KZn " Go '12 Gc '1') As :f4 s'c 3"3 Br 36 Kr 

,. Kr '7Rb J. Sr MY ooZr •• Cb ., Mo uTe 
•• Ru J.s Rh J6Pd 

5 5 

.7 "g .. Cd ... In 50Sn 5. Sb saTe 531 54 Xe 

5. Xc sse. 5680 ., La 12Hf 7J Ta 7.W 75 A. .,.Os J nlr Jo~ -
6 ~ I--- b 

19 Au ooHg o. TI oaPli uBi .. Pc osAl 86R - --

~trontianite, srC030 

Strontianite has been recorded from the locality by 

Collie (1889, p.96) as solid brown crystalline masses, but Heddle 

(1923, Pol.43) observes that strontianite noticed by 1-1ulker in 

1761 at Leadhills had unquestionably been brought by miners from 

strontiano Watson (1937) also states that the presence of 
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strontianite I-ras recorded frou the Her.1bley Shaft. 

AlthouGh an intensive searC;l has been made, it has not 

been possible to confirm the presence of strontianite in the 

district. 

l1a gnes i te, LCC03. 

Similarly the presence of magnesite has not been 

confirmed, although :-Ieddle (1923, p.139) states that the mineral 

occurs, very rarely, in the Bay Vein o 

OTHER SULPHATES. -
12.arytes, BaS04 0 

Barytes is the only primary sulphate in the district, 

and occurs in most of the veins, with the exception of those to 

the east of the nisping Cleuch. 

Hassive barytes in the veins is associated with galena 

or sphalerite on either the foot or hanging walls, or may be 

filling small fissures in the bulk of the vein o Crystal faces 

are commonly developed in vugs, and many of the considerable 

number of variations in form have been listed by Reddle (1924, 

pp.168,169). The 4ump at the 11embley Shaft, Leadhills, affords 

excellent examples of barytes crystals. 

Variations of colour in baryees include colourless, 

~hite, green, yellow, and blue. Barytes from the Bay Shaft 

(719.134) is associated with sphalerite, and the barytes crystals 

have yellow tips, which may be due to either iron or cadmium 

derived from small inclusions of sphalerite in the barytes. 
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Iron as the colourinz agent is supported by yellow barytes 

encrustinG upon calcite and pyrite (7190149). Green varieties 

frOD the Hemb1ey Shaft, associated with calcite, 'fere found to 

contain nore strontiU:'J thaI: colourless barytes, and the green 

colour may be a fUnction of the strontiilll contento Dlue tabular 

crystals from the llow Glencrieff IIine (719.140) have Llinute 

inclusions of either galena or pyrite. If the forner, the blue 

colouration may be analogous to that described for blue quartz, 

namely attributed to copper, derived from the replacement of 

galena by covellite. Blue varieties of barytes formed by the 

action of sunlight on yellow barytes have been described by 

sweet (1931). 

The minor elecents incorporated in barytes fron the 

district include Cli., Ag, 1-.g, Ca, Sr, Ba, Zn, Pb, and V. 

Eleoents in Barytes. 

,.,.c •• ,,("up. I .riod. 

I II HI IV V VI VII VIII ~ . -'> 

I IH 2 H. , 
-

2 H. ,Li .8. 5 B .c ,N 00 . ~ loNe 2 -
I--

3 ,oNe "No '2 Mg .] AI •• Si •• P •• S 17 CI 10 A 3 

II A "K 20 Co .,5< uTi nV •• C. 25Mn ~ 12~ I~ -
• r-- ~ • 

2iCU KZn " Ga 12Gc 11 AI ,4S. 3S Sr ,. It. 

30 K. 17Ab ]. S. MV .oZ. ., Cb 4.1040 4]Tc 
44 Ru 145 Rh j..Pd 

5 5 

.,Ag .. Cd 4t1n '105ft 5, Sb gT. 511 ... x. 

54 Xc ssel S6Ba 57 La 72Hf 7J To 74W 7S A. 760. I" I. 171 ~ -
6 0...- r-- 6 

79 Au ooHi II TI .. PII 0] IIi NPei 05 At .. RII 



Plate Ill . 

Albite and wh~te mica in vein with quartz , 

Glencrieff ine, Wanlockhead , x90 . 
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Thin, colourless, hexagonal plates of barytes uere 

obser~ed fron the Brow Vein, encrustinG on malachite crystals 

associated with chrysocolla. This barytes must be of a 

secondary, or supergene, oribin. 

Gypsun, CaS0402H20. 

Brown (1925, p.79) includes gypswn in the list of 

minerals fro:] the locality, but does not describe its occurrence. 

The only gYPSlllJ observed \vas small, white, elongated, striated 

crystals, on ankerite, fro:J. the Glencrieff Idne. The IHneral 

is probably of secondary origin. 

Q.THBR SILICATES. 

Silicates in the veins associated with other gangue 

minerals are very rare in the district. Albite and white mica 

(Plate 3), occur in a specimen froE1 the Glencrieff Line, and are 

associated with quartz and ankerite. The albite has a 2V of 77°, 

albite twinning, and approximates to the composition Ab96_9iin4_2. 

Owing to the small amount of material, the composition of the 

mica could not be determined, and from its optical properties 

could be either muscovite (potash bearing), or paragonite (soda 

bearing) (Winchell, 1951, p.370). 

A.lbite occurlir in some, and white mica in all, of the 

Caledonian dyke rocks in the district, tully described in an 

earlier section, whilst small quantities of muscovite (checked by 

the diffraction pattern), occur in the quartz veins outcropping 

in the Lowther Hills and the Long Cleuch. 
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.As all the above nentioned occurrence of albite and 

whi te uica are associated Hi t:-l quartz of pre-uain uineralisation 

age (see description of quartz, above" the ninerals [aay be of an 

earlier date than the uain L1ineralisation. 

Finel~r divided v1hi te [,lica, or serici te, is a COELlon 

consti tuent of country rocks \o[11ich have been altered by the 

mineralising solutionso 

Chlorite is also cormnonly developed in country rocks 

which have been subjected to the effects of nineralising solutions: 

and varies froLl a m.assive green variety, to euhedral crystals, 

which are bro'ltm in colour 0 

One particular occurrence of chlorite may be mentionedo 

The w.ineral was collected from a dump on Gripps Level on the 

Abington Road, and is associated with pyrite and quartz, in chert. 

The minerals are in nodular forms, the largest nodule being 15 mm. 

in diameter. The centre of the nodule is made up of radiating 

pyrite, the chlorite being on the periphery of the pyrite, and 

orientated in such a manner that the chlorite crystals appear to 

continue the pyrite lamellae. Quartz pseudomorphously replaced 

the chlorite. The chlorite is white in colour, and the diffractkn 

pattern closely resembles that of chloriterescribed from Ducktown, 

Tennessee (l.icHurchy, 1934). Qualitative spectrochemical analysis 

revealed that the mineral contained abundant magnesiwl, little 

calcium, and abundant aluminium, silica, and iron, with trace 

amounts of copper and nickel. 

Similar rounded cavities containing remnants of pyrite 

iand quartz were obserT~d in chert from the south-west flanks of 
'i·o 
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HW1t Law, and it is considered probable that they represent 

altered concretionary bodies o 

THE DISTRIBUTI01,; OF Pl-IOSPHORUS. 

Phosphorus, in the form of phesphates, is abundant, 

and widely distributed throughout the area in the pyromorphite 

group. Other phosphates have been recorded, but are rare. 

The Pyromorphite Group. -
Pyromorphite, together with cermssite, is the commonest 

secondary mineral in the district, and is present on the majority 

of the old dumps, particularly good localities being the High 

Pirn lUne on the Del ton Grain Vein, and the shallow workings on 

the Sarrowcole Vein. The pyromorphite occurs in two forms, one 

having hexagonal crystals and being either green, yellow, or 

orange in COlour, generally formed in small cavities, and 

associated with galena and cerussite, whilst the second form is 

usually massive, varying in colour from black to white, and o£ten 

pseudomorphously replacing galena or cerussite. The latter 

variety may crystallize in small rad~ating aggregates of hexagonal 

crystals, white to yellow-green in colour, numerous examples 

)ccurring on the dumps in ~'Thytes Gleuch. 

X-ray examination of over a hundred pyromorphites 

lemonstrated that on structural grounds the group was divi~ible 

.nto two, and that the two groups corresponded to the two 

rarieties mentioned above. A typical member of each variety was 

:elected £or £Urther investigation, the £irst variety, or group 

ne, being represented by agcregates o£ orange hexagonal crystals, 



a. II 

b. 

Plate IVo 

a . 

b . 

The Pyromorphite Group . 

Group 1, Pyromorphite, Susanna Vein , Leadhills, 
Film No JI-005. 

Group 2 , Polysphaeri te;. vfuytes Cleuch, 1'lanlockhead . 
ilm No o4u06 . 

.006 i 
_ -----1 
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up to a centimetre in length, from the Susanna Vein. The 

mas sive variety, or group bro, was represented by a pseudOLlOrph 

after ceru~site which had oriGinally pseudomorphous1y replaced 

galena, froQ Whytes Cleuch. In thin section the rn.ineral vlaS 

massive, almost isotropic, and green in colour, the cubic cleavage 

of the original galena beinG discernible. Around the edge of 

the massive mineral were nurn.erous small closely packed, hexagonal 

crystals, white in colour, with high relief, weak birefrin~ence, 

and uniaxial negative. 

GrOUP 1. 
36320 Orange Hexagonal 
crystals, Susanna Vein. 

1. dA 
vw. 4.97 
fs. 4.28 
fs. 4 0 10 
vw. 3.67 
fs. 3036 
fs. 3.14 
vSo 2.95 
fs. 2.86 
vw. 2.25 
w. 2019 
VWo 2011 
fs. 2.05 
m. 1099 
m. 1095 
m. 1.90 
m. 1.87 
m. 1 0 85 
w. 1.82 
vw. 1.69 
vw. 1.67 
Wo 1 0 62 
w. 1.59 
m. 1.53 
m. 1.50 
vw. 1.35 
m. 1033 
mo 1~31 
mo 1029 

Group 2. 
2254. Hassive variety, 
~,fhytes Cleuch. 

1 dA 
vvyr. 4.95 
vvw. 4.22 
fs. 4 0 07 
m. 3057 
VWo 3030 
vw. 3.19 
vs. 2.92 
VV\'1. 2.83 
w. 2037 
m. 2.12 
Wo 2.02 
w. 1096 
mo 1.91 
m. 1.88 
m. 1081 
vvw. 1.70 
vvw. 1.64 
vvw. 1.60 
vw. 1059 
vvw. 1.55 
w. 
W. 
vvWo 
vvw. 
VW. 
VWo 

1050 
1.48 
1.45 
1.38 
1.36 
1033 

occasional inclusions of cerussite, distinguished from other 
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carbonates by the high relief, were present in the pyrocorphite. 

The X-ray diffr.action pat terns of the tyro ::;roups are lis ted 

above, and al thOUGll the spacinG of sor:lG lino sis sili1ilar, the 

intensities are at variance, a characteristic difference being 

the strength of the line 3.57 in groap t\VO, a:::; compared to the 

corresponding line in group oneo A comparison of the spacing 

of corresponding lines establishes tile fact that the unit cell 

of group two is slightly smaller than that of group one (e.g., 

the strongest line, 2.95 dA(l), against 2092 dl(2»o 

Chemical Analyses of some pyrocorphites. 

1 
PbO 81.76 

CaO 

Pz05 16.34 

AS205 

V205 
01 2 0 60 

cr203 0 020 

CuO 

C02 

Rem. 

O:::Cl 

100.80 
0.59 

100.21 

2 
81033 

16011 

0.13 

100.28 
0.61 

99.67 

3 
70.12 

9051 

18.15 

2.44 

tr. 

100.22 
0.56 

99.76 

4 
52064 

12.30 

19 0 80 

4.06 

9.64 

100.39 
0 0 44 

99095 

0,60 

101.17 
0.52 

100.65 

1. Gp.l, Orange crystals, Susanna Vein, Leadhil1s (A.K.T.). 
2 Wissen, Germany (Dana, 1951 p.892). 
3'0' Gp.2, l'lassive green, and white crystals, Whytes Cleuch (A.K.T.). 
~ Polysphaerite, Nussleres (probably impure. Dana, 1951, p.892). 
,. Colleite, Leadhills, calculated from Collie (1899). 

The chemical analyses (listed above) show a major 

difference in the groups, the group two representative (no.3), 

;"'i containing 9. 51~ of calcium 0xide. Examinati~n in thin section 
eo'", 
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reveals the absence of calciur1 minerals, \vhilst the trace of 

carbon dioxide is accounted for by the interstitial cerussite, 

which nay slightly affect the accuracy of the lead deter;1lina tion. 

pyroLlorphite rich in calciur:l has been previously described, the 

varieties "colleite ll fro;J Leadhills, by Collie (1899), and "poly-

sphaerite" frotJ. ld.lssieres by .8arruel (1836). Both analyses are 

gi ven for comparison with the 'Hanlockhead specimen. Colleite 

(522.10) proved to be a mer,lber of the descloizite group, and was 

not the material analysed by Collie. 

Qualitative Spectrochemical Analyses of Pyromorphites. 

No. Cu. Ag. Eg. Ca. Zn. AI. Sie V. As. Cr. Hn. 

10 1 0 2 1 ? 0 2 00 0 1 1 
2. 0 0 1 0 ? 0 1 ? ? 0 1 
3. 0 0 1 1 ? 0 2 0 0 2 1 
It. 0 0 2 0 ? 1 1 1 0 0 1 
5. 0 0 1 0 ? 0 1 0 ? 0 1 
6. 0 0 1 0 ? 0 1 0 ? ? 1 
7. ~ 0 1 ~ ? 0 L 0 ? ? 2 
8. 0 2 0 1 1 0 0 ? 3 
9. 5 0 2 5 ? 1 2 0 0 0 1 

10. 5 0 2 5 ? 2 1 0 0 0 1 
11. 3 0 1 3 ? 0 2 0 0 1 1 
12. 3 0 1 3 ? 0 2 0 ? ? 1 

1. Gp.l. Orange crystals, Susanna Vein. 
2. II Yellow-green crystals, High Pirn Nine. 

~: 
II Orange crystals, Susanna Vein. 
II Pseudomorph after cerussite, Hopeful Vein. 

5. II Green crystals, ~ast Stayvoyage Vein. 
6. " Yellow crystals, Glencrieff Hine. 
7. Gp.2. White crystals, :lJhytes Cleuch. 
8. " Hassive black, Whytes Cleuch. 
9. II Hassive green, Whytes Cleuch. 

10. .. Nassive green, High Pirn Hine. 
11. n Hassi ve orlllge-green., Broad Law. 
12. II Yellow-green crystals, Glencrieff J.1ine. 

? = not certain that element is present. 
0 = element definitely present, numbers indicate 

relative abundance, estimated visually. 

The group one pyromorphite appears in its major con

~:st1 tuents to approximate closely to the calculated formula, and 
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is compared ,-lith a pyromorphite fron Hissen, Germany (Dana, 1951, 

The ~hromium variety is cor.unon in the Leadhills-

vlanlockhead districto Other chromium bearing pyror.lorphi te has 

been reported from Deresovsk, by Chirva (1935), who did not note 

any relationship between colour and chemical conpositiono 

Further minor variations in the diffraction patterns of 

the two groups were noticed, and accordingly qualitative spectro

chemical analyses of 12 pyramorphites were made, tabulated above. 

Differences in the minor element content between the b-ro eroups, 

and in each individual group were apparent, the most striking 

result being the enrichment of copper, ,rlth calcium in the group 

two representatives. Copper was estimated by Collie in the 

calcium rich pyromorphite from Leadhills, and the presence of 

copper was also recorded by Chirva in a light green-blue pyro

morphite. Arsenic and vanadium show sporadic distribution in 

and between both groups. The occurrence of chromium is likewise 

independent of eith~r group, and is significantly present in the 

orange coloured variety, suggesting that chromium is the colouring 

agent of such pyromorphites. Hanganese is enriched in the black 

maSsive specimen and in the white 'crystals of group two, but in 

the first case may be partly due to the presence of psilomelane o 

Barium and silver are present in trace amounts in all the minerals 

e~ined. Aluminium, silica, and magnesium are probably impur

ities, though all three can substitute in the apatite group, of 

wbich pyromorphite is a member. The presence of zinc in one 

case can be attributed to impurityo 
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Calciilll Dust be present in substitution for lead, whilst 

the similarity in the ionic radii of calciu 1 (1.06 lO~) and copper 

(0.96 k..X), together wi th the general s ympa thy in occurrence, 

suggests th~t copper substitutes for calciilll in the structure o 

As calciw;l has a smaller ionic radius than lead (1032 Ide), the 

substitution of calcium for lead may be the major factor in the 

structural differences betv:eeL the t\.lO groups, and accounts for 

the smaller unit cell of the calcilli~ rich group two. Subordinate 

variations in the structure may be attributed to the sUbstitution 

of arsenic, vanadium, chromium, and possibly silica, for 

phosphoros, whilst manganese, magnesium, and barilli~ may also 

affect the structure. 

This brief survey of the pyromorphites therefore reveals 

that the group is divisible on a structural basis, into two groups, 

one characterised by hexagonal crystal form, the other commonly 

massive but also present as hexagonal crystals. The s truc tural 

difference between the two groups is attributed to the presence 

of calcium in. the second group, whilst minor structural variations 

are due to several other elements, of which arsenic and vanadium 

are predominant. 

A complete series between pyromorphite (Pb5X?04)3Cl.), 

and calcium rich pyromorphite probably exists. The name poly-

Sphaerite (Breithaupp, 1832, in Dana, 1951B, p.892), has priority 

in the nomenclature of the calcium rich variety, and it is 

sUggested that the structural differences between the two groups 

allow the retention of the name polysphaerite as the end member 

:e! a series in which calcium substitutes for lead in pyromorphite. 
~ .. 
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The exact IDnit of the series is not easily defined, the Ca:Pb 

ratios of the Leadhills mineral being 1:1.71, that of Collie, 

1: 2 016, whilst the impure material frma l'iussieres is 1: 1.1. 1.1i th 

increase of calcitL'l1 beyond Ca:Pb = 1:1, mimetite passes into 

hedyphane «PbCa)5(As04)3Cl), but the phosphate analogue of 

hedyphane has not been described, and, accordin~ to Dana (1951, 

p.891), a complete series apparently does not exist in natural 

ma terial betvleen calciffiJ varieties of pyromorphi te and chlorapa

tite (Ca
5

(P04 )3CI ). It will be seen, therefore, that without 

further lmo" ... ledge, the limit of the calcium for lead substitution 

in the pyromorphites cannot be defined. The association of 

polysphaerite with apatite may indicate that the ultimate end 

of the calcium for lead substitution in pyromorphite is a calcium 

phosphate, the chloride group having been lost. 

A whi te mineral from Whytes Cleuch, l-Tanlockhead (loc. 26) , 

on examination proved to be a further lead phosphate. Small 

quantities of the mineral are associated with polysphaerite, 

forming a pseudomorph after galena. The diffraction pattern, 

listed below, compares closely with that of basic lead phosphate 

(2(Pb5(P04)3(OH», named by Hey (1950, p.219), as lead hydroxy

apatite, and recorded only as an artificial mineral. The 

mineral appears to represent a further substitution in the 

pyromorphite group, the hydroxyl group substituting for chloride. 



3296. l.lhyte~. C1euch. 

1 dA 

fs. 4.06 
VH. 3.56 
V1'l. 3.18 
VB. 2092 
vw. 2082 
vvw. 2 068* 
Vi-' 2.37* , . 
w. 2020* 
w. 2013 
w. 2.02 
vvw. 2.01* 
Vi'l. 1.96 
w. 1.91 
VVT. 1 088 
VVT. 1.82 
vvw. 1.77* 
vvw. 1.75* 
vvw. 1.68* 
vwo 1056 
vw. 1.~1 
vvw. 1. 7 

2(Pb
5

(P04)3(OH», 

1 

24 
16 
16 

100 
8 

e 
16 

8 
16 

G 
16 

A.S.T.H. index. 

(]A 

4.03 
3061 
3.18 
2.91 
2.82 

2.15 
2.02 

1096 
1091 
1.86 
1.82 

8 1057 
16 1.51 

8 1.48 

"A.S.T.H." is the "American Society of Testing Haterials" • 
. )( Probably impurities. 

P1umbogumnitc (PbA13(P04 )?)OH)ji 0), not previously 
"- :I 2 

recorded fror;). the Leadhil1s-Wanlockhead district, was the only 

other phosphate found. It occurs as a blue botryoidal crust 

associated with pyromorphite, cimet1te, and cotunnite (1926.2.15), 

from the High P1rn rUne on the Bel ton Grain Vein, and also as a 

brown botryoidal mineral associated with plattnerite from the 

dUIllPS of the Raik Vein to the north of I,ane Hill. 

~ DISTRIBUTION OF ARSENIC. --
Although arsenic is a rare element in the Leadhills

Wanlockhead district, several minerals have been recorded in which 
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arsenic is a major constituent o Such cinerals occur only in 

small quanti ties, but include both prhlary al'senides, and 

secondary arsenates o 

The only arsenides previously noted frofl.l the area are 

Niccoli te (NiAs), and cobal ti te (CoAsS). laccoli te vIas mentioned 

by Heddle (1923, po27), whilst Brown (1925, p.75) reported the 

mineral to come from nuaber four level on the West Branch of the 
New Glencrieff Vein. He further recorded the presence of cobalt-

1 te in the dressing floors of the Glencrieff :i·line. Owing to the 
1nE.vailability of material, cobaltite was not confirmed in the 
present investigationo 

Niccolite from the Glencrieff Vein (1952.5.18), has a 

rounded or "pseudo conglomeratic" form, and is in contact with 

brecciated fragments of country rock, a fine grained, shaley grey

wacke. Niccolite from Cassencarrie, Kirkcudbrightshire (7l)r), 
haS a similar form. 

A qualitative spectrochemical rulalysis of niccolite from 

the Glencrierr I·Line revealed the presence of Cu, Ag, Hg, Ca, AI, S~ 

T1, Sn, Pb, As, Sb, Bi, Hn, Co, and Hi. Of these elements, all 

except Ni, Co, As, Sb, Bi, and Sn, could be impurities. 

Elements in Niccolite . 
-:":.~ pt.·cd, qrt"p. 

I /I I "' l IV I V I VI .l VII VIII .. ~ 

IH • H. , 
t--

H. 3Li .8. 58 .c 1 N .0 • F 10 N • 
2 -2 

r---
3 loNe liNG 12 M9 oJ A. I. Si 15 P .. S 17 C. IIA 3 

" A 10K 20 Co .,Se uTi 23V •• C, psMn l!!! r" Co 121 Ni - -
~ 4 4 

.. Cu 3cZn 3iGo 12G. .. A, ,.oC s~ .. Sr 16 kr 

>oKr 31Rb 3' Sr "y .oZr ., Cb •• Mo .3Tc 
... Ru J .. Rh I .. Pd -

5 5 .....--
.TAg .. Cd ... ", 50511 51 Sb 52T. u. ... X. 

5. X. S5C, MBa 57 La 72Hf 7J Ta 1.W 15 R. 
160, \" Ir \71 ~ - -

6 6 

NAu eoHg II T. .. PI> e3ai 114 Pc I. At .. R. 
---.- - -- -

_ .. - -
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In polished section a mineral on the edge of, and 

partly veinin6 the niccolite is visible. The mineral has a 

clearly defined, irregular, junction with the niccolite. The 

mineral is of a stron;; white colour, against which salena appears 

light grey. It is of similar hardness to niccolite, and is 

anisotropic. Although the maximum width of the mineral is only 

0.1 mm., successful etch tests were made (metho~ of Short, 1940). 

The mineral effervesced, and was stained bro,\.;n with nitric acid, 

slightly stained brown with ferric chloride, slightly tarnished 

with mercuric chloride, and had no reaction with hydrochloric aci~ 

Glencrieff Hine Rammelsbergite (Peacock & Dadson, 1940).· 

I dA I dA(Calc.) 
vw. 3.65 m. 3 /n .00 
wo 3.01 
VS. 2.8~ 

vw. 3.01 
s. 2084 

m. 20~ vs. 2 •. 
so 2045 
VV\oJ • 2036 
vw. 2.18 

s. 2055 
s. 2047 
vw. 2039 
w. 2.21 

w. 2.01 
m. 1096 

wo 2.03 

s. 1 085 s. 1 087 
w. 1.80 w. 1079 
w. 1.76 m. 1.76 
m. 1068 
w. 1.61 
w. 1.58 
vw. 1.~1 
mo 1. 3 

m. 1.69 
m. 1.63 
mo 1059 
mo 1.~4 
So 10 4 

vw. 1.37 vw. 1.38 
VWo 1032 
vvw. 1 0 26 
vvw. 1024 
vw. 1.22 mo 1.21t w, 1.15 
vvw. loll 

m. 1016 
w. 1.12 ,I 

1 009 wo 1.10 
1.06 
1.0 
1.0 

w. 1.0~ wo 10 0 
w. 1.0 

"'----
m. l:8f m. 
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potassiuu cyanid:;, or potassiU::l hydroxide. The description of 

the mineral resenbles that of either ranrnelsbergite or para

rammelsbergite (Uytenbogaardt, 1951, p.154), and r~lmelsbergite 

(NiAs2) was confirL1ed by the X-ray diffraction pattern, which 

cOlapares favourably with that given (above) by Peacock and Dadson 

(1940) • 

Rammelsbergite has not been previously confirmed as occurr

ing in the British Isles, althoubh in Beddle (1924, p.195) it is 

pointed out by Goodchild that on one of the tickets of the Scottlsh 

l11neral Collection (602.3), rammelsbergite is stated to occur 

with niccolite at uHeni!:Juir Burn, Cassencarrie"o Froe an 

investigation of some Scottish Hineral Collection specimens, 

rammelsbergite was recorded in three instances, viz., 71.4 

(Cassencarrie, Kirkcudbrightshire), 602.3 (queried locality 

Hi1derston, Linlithgowshire), and 602.4 (queried locality Cassen-

carrie) 0 In all three cases rammelsbergite is associated with 

Niccolite, and has the same relationship towards it as has been 

described above. 

Both niccolite and rammelsbergite frotI the Glencrieff Hine 

are cut by narrow veinlets, 0.01 - 0.02 rom. in width, occupied by 

a light grey-brown mineral, which is probably similar to galena in 

colour, though direct comparison cannot be made. The mineral is 

isotropic. It is slightly harder than niccolite and rammelsberg-

ite, and has a lamellar structure, with imperfectly developed 

cleavage, which appears to have a rhombic outline. Etch reactions! 

were attempted, and the mineral stained brown with nitric acid and 
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mercuric chloride, there being no reaction with hydrochloric acid, 

potassiw~ cyanide, po~t~illi~ hydroxide, or ferric chloride. The 

description resembles that of Gersdorffi te 0; iAsS), and further 

likeness is supplied by the effect of s~turated potassiw~ 

permanganate, which stains the Llineral dark brown, a reaction 

given by Utyenbogaardt (195~, p.159) as typical of gersdorffite. 

However, owing to the small ar.1ount of the mineral, confirmation 

by the X-ray diffraction pattern could not be obtained. 

Arsenates, though rare in the district, are rather more 

widely distributed than arsenides, and include mimetite, olivenite: 

beudantite, annabergite and erythrite. 

Mimetite, Pb(AsO,+)3Cl, has been recorded from two lQcalitie~ 

the High Pirn Nine on the Belton Grain Vein, and the dumps by the 

side of the road near the Glencrieff hine. A specimen (551.7) 

£rom the former locality exhibits barrel shaped crystals of 

mimetite (var.campylite), associated with pyromorphite and 

plumbogummite. 

Heddle (192'+, p.16l) mentions small yellow crystals of 

mimetite from Leadhills, but all the yellow members of the pyro-

morphite group examined were pyromorphite. However, a massive 

orange mineral (564A.l), from the High Pirn Mine, labelled 

"dechenite", proved to be mimetite. 

Only two specimens of olivenite, CU2(OH)(As04), ,561.4, 

and unnumbered in Natural History Huseum, Dumfries), have been 

ebserved, both from "Browns Vein, Glengonnar"o The olivenite is 

"brown in colour and occurs as vitreous, short prismatic crystals, 
<i~, 
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and globular masses vIi th a fibrous habi to 

Beudantite, PbFe3(OH)6(S04XlS04)' has not been previously 

recorded frol:l the district, and vIas found on the HiCh Pirn Line 

as a red-brown botryoidal incrustation on quartz. 

Erythrite, C03(As04)2.8H20, and Annabergite, Ni3~s04)2.8H20~~ 

were first recorded by Brown (1925, p.79), and~are restricted to 

the Glencrieff Nine. On one specimen (1951.8 0 4), the minerals 

are associated with niccolite and rrunmelsbergite. Erythrite 

coating greywacke occurs on the main dump at the Glencrieff Hine. 

Several specimens of a green mineral (568), "'lere labelled 

lIerinite ll
, Cu5(OH)2(As0lt)20 The mineral is associated with 

linarite, or is pseudomorphous after galena, and in every case 

.~rsenic has been recorded in minor quantities in the pyro-

morphitegroup, where it has probably replaced phosphorus. 

Qual3. ta tiws spectrochemical analyses failed to detect arsenic in 

galena, sphalerite, chalcopyrite, pyrite, calcite, aragonite, 

barytes, and witherite, but this may be due to the low spectro

chemical sensitivity of the element, the lower limit of detection 

being about 0.01% (Ahrens, 1950, p.208). Trace amounts of arsen~ 

may be present accompanying antimony and bismuth in galena. 

According to Oftedahl (1940), the presence of arsenic has not 

been established in sphaleriteo 

The source of the aresnic found in the oxidised zone bf 

the mineral deposits may therefore be attributed to primary 

,ar •• nides, together with trace amounts in galena, and possibly 

ik· 

I 
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other primary Ginerals. As no country rocks were examined, 

this source cannot be discounted. 

THE DIS1'HIBUTION OF VAl;ADIUH. 

Although vanadium is a COWlon trace ele~ent in many of 

the primary and secondary minerals of the district, vanadates 

are quite rare, and have only been recorded on occasional veins, 

of which the most important is the Belton Grain Vein. The only 

vanadates found in the district are vanadinite and the descloizite 

group. 

Heddle (1924, p.161) mentioned the presence of vanadinite 

(Pb5(V04)3Cl) at the High Pirn hine on the Belton Grain Vein 

" ••• only in one spot, about six fathoms in length", whilst Brown 

(1918, p.130) noted the presence of vanadinite on the Belton 

Grain Vein. The latter vein was a stringer cutting the Delton 

Grain Vein, and appeared to be particularly rich in vanadinite. 

The present investigation confirmed Brown's localities, all the 

dumps on the Belton Grain Vein, both at the head of Whytes Cleuch, 

and the High and Low Pirn Hines, having numerous examples of the 

mineral. In addition it was found on the dumps at Glengonnar 

Mine, and at locality 129 on the Brow Vein. 

The mineral occurs as brown botryoidal aggre~ates, and 

brown hexagonal crystals. It is commonly associated with massive 

green pyromorphite, ., lf9udomorphous after galena, and may be 

associated with the descloizite group, or, in occasional cases fr~ 

the High Pirn Mine, with heJiimorphite. On the dumps in ~1hytes 

pleugh the mineral 1s generally encrusting on quartz. 
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A ca1ciw] bearinG variety of vanadini te vlaS described 

from I.Tanlockheac1 by }renze1 (181..1, in Dana, 19)'1, poU97), 3.25): 

calciwn oxide bein~ present. 

Hembers of the dcsc10izi te group ' .... ere recorded from 

the same localities a~ vanadinite, uith the addition of Scar Vein.: 

The minerals are often associated \'1i th 'lunadini te, or nay be 

encurstin~ on pyroLlorphi te or quartz. The colour varies from 

reddish-brO\vn, on the Bel ton Grain Vein, to green, from G1en-

gonnar i·ane 0 

Brmm (19-~5, p.74) recorded the presence of "psitta

cinite or mottramite ll fror;} the Belton Grain Vein and the Scar 

Vein. Bannister (1933, p.385) stated that the povlder photographs 

of descloizite, cuprodescloizite, mottrw~ite, psittacinite, 

chileite, eusynchite, and dechenite, frOYJ type localities are 

identical v;ith each other, but recent \-lork by l·:r. J. Hartley (to 

be published in the near future) has disproved Bannister's state-

ment. Slight varia tiC?ns in the pov:der data of several of the 

In the Leadhills-\'Tanlockhead specimens confirms Hartley's work. 

absence of further knovlledge all the Leadhills-Vlanlockhead 

examples have been broadly assigned to the descloizite group, 

(cu-Zn)Pb(V0
4

)(OH), without attempting to differentiate between 

descloizite and mottramite, the names applied to the halves of 

the series with zinc greater than copper, and copper greater than 

zinc, respectively (Dana, 195~, p.8l3). 

A massive orange mineral (564A.l), associated with 

pla ttneri te, from the High Pirn Nine, was labelled by Heddle as 
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dechenite (flbZn)2(OH)(V04 ), forIAlula after fleddle (1924, po162). 

On exa:.1ina tion the Llineral proved to be 1l1imeti to 0 

apart from occurring in vanadates, vanadiULl is a comLlon 

trace element in the district, being present in galena, sphalerite: 

tive out of six pyrites, calcite, aragonite, barytes, and wither

ite. It was not detected in niccolite, and chalcopyrite. The 

presence of vanadates froLl several locali ties has been previously 

described, and the source of the vanadium attributed to either 

the country rocks or the primary minerals. In the case of the 

Ilhodesian Broken Hill, and Otavi, vanadiun was not detected in 

the primar:/ minerals, but was detected in the sulphide ores, 

calcite, and dolomite, frol:1 Tsumeb (Sker1, 1934; Horitz, 1933; 

Newhouse, 1934; Schwellnus, 1946). The presence or absence 

of vanadium in the primary minerals must be a reflection on the 

composition of the parent magma, and the source of the vanadium 

for the Leadhi1ls-Wanlockhead vanadates could be the primary 

minerals, whilst, as no country rock was examined, this source 

cannot be discounted. 

~ DISTRIBUTION OF CHRONIUH. -
Chromium is a rare eleuent in the district. It is 

chiefly concentrated in the pyromorphite group, in which it has 

a sparse, though widespread occurrence. Only four other 

chromium bearing ~inerals were recorded, all in minute quantities 

£rOlIl the same locality. 



The only chrolla te vlnic11 has been previously recorded is 

Crocoite (PbGr0
4
). This ;-lineral Has stated by l3:'O\"n (1925, p.74) 

to have been founa. in 1920 on an old duwp on the Hopeful 'Ieino 

hr. J. Blackvlood, of Leadhills, vlho first found. the rJ.ineral, kindly 

pointed out the exact locality (10c.45), and donated a small 

specimen for investigation. Crocoi te \vas confirl.1ed by the 

diffraction pattern, and is associated \vith massive cerussite 

and leadhillite. 

Two further specimens of chromi~ bearing minerals from 

the same locality vTere obtained froLl the Leadhills collection in 

the Grant Institute, Edinburgh, and two other specimens 'Here 

unearthed froll ~:he old dunp. lnvestiea tion of the speci..'11enS 

revealed the presence of four chromiwn bearing minerals, excluding 

crocoite. These included a mineral new to the British Isles, a 

new variety, and a new mineral. 

On two of the specimens a small massive red mineral was 

found, associated in one case with massive cerussite and leadhill

ite, and in the other with pyromorphite and leadhillite. The 

diffraction pattern of thi s mineral closely resembles that of 

Phoenicocn=o1te )Pb
3

(Cre4 )o), from the type locality of Beresovsk. 

The spacing data for both minerals are listed below. Unfortunate

ly further confirmation of the Leadhills phoenicochroite by 

chemical analysis was pre~luded owing to lack of material o 

Phoenicochroite has not been previously recorded from 

the British Isles and, according to Dana (1951, p.6,O) has only 

been described from Beresovsk and the Adelaide Proprietary Mine, 

pundB:" Tasmania. 



a. . .' . 1 ~
" ~ 

\ . ~ :. j 

'Ill: b. , 1.111 

Plate V. 

ao Phoenicochroite , Beresovsk , Ur also 
Film No o 986 . 

b . Phoenicochroite , Hopef ul Vein, Leadhills . 
Film No.4ol7 . 

4017 
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Small, elongated orO~nge crystals, associated with 

pseudo-hexagonal leadhilli te, occur on tvlO of the specimens" 

Spucing data for Phoenicochroite. 

1101. Phoenicochroite, 3805. Hopeful Vein .. 
Beresovsk •. 

I dA I dA 
V\·l. u.42 Wo 6048 
VWo 6.02 vw. 6002 
V\'i. 5.40 
Wo 4.94 "of • 4.94 
m. 4.36 ill. 4.36 
V\'l. 3.75 vv,"o 3.74 
vS o 3.58 s. 3.~8 
vs. 3046 So 3. 6 
f's. 3.36 fs. 3.36 
s .. 3026 So 3026 
s. 2.99 s. 2.98 
Wo 2.87 w. 2.87 
w. 2.83 w. 2083 
w. 2.69 VVI. 2.70 
m. 2.57 Wo 2.57 
f'So 2.~1 m. 2o~1 
f's. 2. 6 ill 0 20 6 
w. 2.31 w. 2030 
fs. 2.25 m. 2.25 
w. 2.19 
fs. 2 .. 07 w. 2007 
w. 2.04 vw. 2.04 
fs. 1.99 w. 1.99 
fs. 1.96 Wo 1.96 
m. 1.§2 'VWo 1.92 
fs. 1. 4 m • 1085 
w. . 1.79 
w. 1068 vv. 1.68 
Wo 1.,65' 
Wo 1.62 vw. 1 0 61 
vw. 1.58 
V\of. 1.55 
V'-Jl. 1.~0 VWo 1.49 
vw. 1. 6 vw. 1046 
w. 1.42 
w. 1.41 w. 1041 
vw. 1039 
vw. 1.33 
w. 1030 wo 1030 
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The diffraction pattern of the orange mineral is identical \-Ii th 

that of leadhillite (Pb
4 

(S04)(0l-:)2(C0
3
)2)' with the exception of 

a slight spacing difference, illustrated be~ow by six accurately 

measured lines. It can be seen that the orange oineral has a 

slightly larger unit cell than that of leadhillite. 

3690. Orange mineral. 

dA 
40550 
2.3130 
20 0598 
1.7313 
1.5505 
103349 

1575. Leadhillite, Leadhills. 

dA 
4.520 
2.3100 
2.0511 
1.7286 
1.5Y-80 
103319 

As a qualitative spectrochemical analysis revealed the 

presence of chroniwll in the oineral, 6 mg. of the mineral were 

picked, and subjected to a quantitative spectrochemical analysis. 

The mineral contains approximately 0.5% Cr. 

This chromi~~ mineral has a slightly larger unit cell 

tban leadhillite, and therefore it may be inferred that cr6+, 

(0.35 kX), has partly replaced 86+, (0.34 kX), in the s~phate 
groUP of leadhillite, and as no structural differences other than 

ebange of unit cell size have taken place, the mineral may be 

regarded as chromian leadhillite, a variety which has not been 

previously described. 

A red crystal was observed occupying a small cavity 

in massive greenish-white cerussite on one of the specimens from 

the Grant Institute (unnumbered). The crystal, which had been 

partlY broken, was 2 mm. in length, and weighed slightly over 1 mg. 

~ .. It was elongated, and twinned in a cyclic manner. 



\ ' 'f 
-r 

I 
o. 

b. mlill. 
4016 

Plate VI . 

a . New chromian mineral , similar to lanarkite, 
Hopeful Vein, Leadhills . Film N0 0 3599 . 

b . Lanarkite, Susanna Vein , Leadhills . 
Film No o 4016 . 
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The diffraction pattern of the minera.l (listed below), 

is sioilar to that of lanarkite (Pb2(S04)0), but the unit cell is 

larger than that of lanarkite (plate 6). Hovlever, apart from the 

Spacing Oata fot new mineral. 
Fill No. 3599. 

I dA I dA 

m. 6049 fYl. 1.45 ,., . 6.00 w. 1.42 
1\,. 4.44 w. 1037 
!vr. 3077 w. 1032 
w. 3.56 w. 1030 
vs. 3.38 ¥w. 1 028 
f\'l. 3023 vI. 1022 
vs. 2.98 ¥w. 1021 
s. 2.86 YJ. 1019 
w. 2.65 vw. 1.18 
w. 20~6 w. 1016 
fs. 2. 8 \'/ . 1014 
fs. 2039 vvw. 1.12 
'£\1. 2.37 vvw. loll 
fw. 2.31 vvw. 1 0 07 
fso 2.26 vvw. 1.06 
w. 2.19 vvw. 1.0~ 
fs. 2.12 vvw. 1.0 
fwD 1.99 vw. 1.03 
fvl. 1.94 ¥w. 1.02 
s. 1087 vvw. 1.01 
vw. 1.82 vvw. 1.00 
m. 1.77 vw. 0.98 
Wo 1075 vw. 0.9~ 
m. 1072 vw. 0.9 
w.' 1.69 vw. 0.93 
m. 1 066 VVl. 0.91 
VVl. 1.56 vw. 0.90 
vw. 1056 w. 0.892 
m. 1.~2 w. 0.886 
m. 1 " w. 00870 . ') 

two 1.47 vw. 0.870 
m. 1.46 

cell dimensions, several minor structural variations are apparent 

in the diffraction patterns. 

A quantitative spectrochemical analysis was attempted, 

and, allowing for all errors, the percentage gf chromium in the 
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.mineral can be s ta ted to lie bet' .... een 6;, and 15/~' As the unit 

cell of the red uineral is larger than that of lanartite, an 

analogy [Jay be dra\vn between tilis oineral and the chror.:ian lead

hillite described uoove, in that the unit cell difference lDay be 

accounted for by the replaceuent of S by Cr in the sulphate group. 

However, this red :,1ineral has structural differences vli th lanark-

1 te other than unit cell size, vThich could have beel. brought 

about by the large percentage of chromiwll, or by the introduction 

of some other ele~:ient or group into the structure. The mineral 

therefore caru.ot be regarded only as chroQian lanarl~ite, but, as 

no such mineral has been previously described, must be considered 

as a new mineral. 

The fourth variety of chromium bearing mineral from the 

dumP on Hopeful Vein is pyroIJorphi te, orange in cGlour, 'Vlhich is 

fairly common throughout the district, and has been fully 

described in the section on the "Pyromorphite groupllo 

Vauquelinite, a chromate-phosphate of lead and copper 

of uncertain forrJula, vlaS recorded fro:J the NevT and Hopeful Veins 

by BrovTn (1925, p.74 ), and also froD the Bay Vein (727.6). The 

latter mineral proved to be goethite, and vauQelinite has not been 

confirmed from the locality in the course of the present 

investigation. 

The source of chromiun in oxidised lead-zinc deposits 

has been discussed by Newhouse (1934, p.220), and attributed to 

chromium in solid solution in galena and sphalerite. However, 
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qua1i ta tive spectroche'1ica1 analyses of tialena and sphaleri te 

fron the 1ao.dhi1ls-Wan1ockhead district failed to detect chrOLliUlJ, 

but it viaS present in calci te (var. "plwllbocalci tell), and 

aragoni te (var 0 .. plw.1boaragoni tell) ~ 
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III. PAHAGBI~ETICAL i:IliErtALOGY OF :eBB LEADHILLS-T:TAI~LOCKlIBAD AHEA. 

For the purpose of the description of tlle paragenetical 

mineralogy, the l:1.inerals occurrinci in the district are divided 

into tvTO 6rouPS, na:-:lely the early stage, and the nain stage of 

mineralisation. The latter teru refers to the lead-zinc 

rnineralisation, which can be subdivided into the metasom.atic 

minerals developed in the country rocks, and the primary and 

secondary (or hypogene and supergene), minerals of the veins. 

THE l!J\RLY 1,rINERALlSATION ... 

i-lassive white quartz is \ddespread in the area, veining 

the greywackes and occurring in the lead-zinc veins in either 

vein breccias, or slickensided on the \-Talls of the veins 0 The 

shattered quartz is often veined by ankerite or calcite, and is 

unmistakably of a pre-main mineralisation age. 

Ninerals probably associated with the quartz invlude 

pyrite, white mica, albite, gold, and galena. Both pyrite and 

muscovite are common in the larger quartz veins of the district, 

particularly in the Lowther Hills and the Long Cleuch, whilst 

white mica, accompanied by albite, were observed in quartz from 

the Glencrieff Uine. 

The evidence for the association of gold with the 

quartz veins is not conclusive. However, Bulmer, in the latter 

part of the sixteenth eentury, erected a stamping mill, and worked 

a "little string or vein po\.;dered with small goldl! at the head of 

the Long C1euch, (Porteous, 1876), and small quantities of alluvial 

pld can be obtained from most of the burns in the district. A 
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large speciL:en of 60ld be~ring quartz VTCl.S found by i.~r 0 G. V. 

\'1ilson of the l1eological Survey in the Shortcleuch Hater, Cl.nd 

small frut;J.1en ts of gold associated \-ri th quartz can be found in 

the \Jindga te Burn. The occurrence of ~old' bearin~ quartz, 

corlbined "ri th the absence of gold in the lead-zinc veins, Llake 

it appear feasible that the quartz veins carry gold which ~~1CJ.y 

have no genetic relationship with the main l.!lineralisation. 

The quart;' vein on the side of Dun Grain has been worked 

by a s~lall trial adit, and the quartz on the dump carries small 

veinlsts of galena, no otiler gangue or sulphide uineral being 

present. This sIaal1 aLlount of galena may have a genetic 

connection \,li th the quartz veins, but the possibility of a 

relationship with the cain uineralisation cannot be dismissed. 

The age of the quartz ~ineralisation cannot be stated 

with certainty, but the inclusion of \-ihite mica, a diagnostic 

mineral of the Caledonian minor intrusives, together with small 

amounts of albite, which also occurs in some of the dykes, suggestf 

that the quartz may be related to the end stages of the 

Caledonian Orogeny. 

MINERALS OF mE lvIAIN lUNERALlSATION. -
A. l!iE HETASOHATIC NINERALS. 

In proximity to the veins, the originally dark green 

country rock is bleached to a light grey colour, due to a change 

in mineral composition. The prominent cineral in the altered 

rock is pyrite (plates 14-15), which is generally euhedral, and 

eften contains inclusions of the greywacke detritals, consistent 



a. 

c. 

IIIpyrih 

I!!Chloritc 

§ Ankuitc 

o Quartz 

~---_----J J 

Figure 10. etasomatic minerals in pres ~ure fringes 
round pyrite crystals. 

Gl encrief1' ine. 

a . I nclusion of chlorite in quartz indica tes 
that quartz was the later mineral . 

b . Anker~te replacing chlorite along the 
cletl. va.;e . 

c . ~u rtz infiltrating along the pyrite 
chlorite junction . 
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wm th a formation by preferred replace.Jen t of the grey\-;ac%e matrix. 

The pyrite is accornp.::mied by a'.Jundu.nt ankerite, \vhich tends to 

form euhedral rhombs, a tendency les S LW .. rked tOvlards the channels 

of mineralisinb solutions. Chlorite is also COLlL10n in the 

altered rock, and occurs both in a nassive green forn, and as 

brovm crystals. Sillall amounts of sericite \'lere present. 

The relationships of these oinerals is \-lell exhibited in 

a specimen fro'":} the Glencrieff lane, in ",hich euhedral crystals 

of pyrite are partly surrounded by cavities filled with ankerite, 

chlorite, and quartz. The formation of the cavities is discussed 

in a later section. The mineral relationships are depicted in 

f'ig.10, and may be interpreted as the successive deposition of 

pyrite, chlorite, ankerite, and quartz. Ankerite appears to be 

replacing the chlorite along the cleavage, and confirmation of 

this relation is afforded by irregular veinlets of massive green 

chlorite cut by ankerite. The quartz partly occurs in a comb 

structure along the edge of the pyrite, and the only indication 

of its relative age is the inclusions of chlorite (figolOa). 

From general experience of the occurrence of quartz in the vein 

minerals, described later, it is considered probable that the 

quartz is later than chlorite and ankeri teo 

It would appear therefore, that the light colour of the 

altered rock is due to a reconstitution of the dark chloritic 

and calcareous matriX, and the detribal biotites and amphiboles 

of fresh greywacke, with the resultant formation of seriCite, 

pyrite, chlorite, ankerite, and probably quartz. However, pyrite, 

ankerite, and quartz could have been wholly, or partly introduced 
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from the channels of TJineralising solutions. Anticipating the 

follO\.Jing sec tion, the paragenetical relations of the three 

minerals in the veins are ankerite, pyrite, and quartz, and it 

therefore may be deduced that the pyrite in the altered rock is 

due to a reconstitution of the iron originally present, that 

the chiliorite and sericite are chiefly derived from the rock, 

and that the ankerite ~ay have been partly, and the quartz wholly, 

introduced. 

B. pARAGENESIS OF THE PRINAHY VEIN HINERALS. -
The following sections will be devoted to descriptions 

of the paragenetical relationships of the vein minerals. The 

illustrations are mainly drawn from a study of polished sections, 

but were fully confirmed by a macroscopic study of several 

thousand specimens, the majority of which , ... ere collected from 

the minini,area, supplemented by material from collections, in 

particular the Scottish l-iineral Collection. 

The criteria used in the determination of the paragenes~ 

include the encrustation of one mineral upon another, the relative 

positions in veinlets, and replacement phenomena, the latter as 

evidenced by pseudomorphism, either wholly or in part, and the 

presence of inclusions. 

The descriptions are arranged in order to describe 

all the mineral relationships necessary to build up the 

paragenetical sequence, with the minimum of overlap. 



• Pyrit~ 
[J Ank~rit~ 
[[l] Quartz 

l ~ Chalcopyrjt~ 
~ ___ -----.J 

Figure 11 . The a!H~e ri te-pyri te re 1a t lonshl.p . 

a . Pyrite rep lacing I:I.nkeri te along the cleavage 
Glencrieff ' line , (.p . S . 119) . 

b. Pyrite with rhombohedral outlines, due to 
replace ent of the ankerite . 

Wilsons Shaft , (P . S . 109) . 



Plate VII . 
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Pyrite , (black) , replacing rhombs of ankerite , 

x90. 
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Fi gure 12 . The rela tionship of anker~t e towa rds 
c h~lcopyrite and ga lena . 

a . Chalcopyrite replacing a nkerite along the 
cleavage . 

ilsons Shaft, P . ' . 109 ) . 
b. Anker l t e euhedr a l towa r db chalcopyrite. 

i ls ons 'haf t, \P . ~ . 109 ) . 
c . Ankerite euhedral towa rds galena , with quartz 

rep lacing galena along the ankerite-galena 
junction. 

Gordons Ve i n , (P . S . 1~ 6 ) . 

d . l nclusion of ankerite in galena . 
Laverock l a ll, lP . S . 108) . 
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a o •• elq.tionshlps of Ankeri teo 

The reIn. tiorlships of aIlkeri te are visible in the 

majori ty of the veins" other Tainerals, particularly gangue 

minerals, encrustin u upon, and veining the ankerite, which, 

together vii th the replaceoent by the sulphide minerals, gives 

strong indication that ankerite was the first mineral in the veins. 

The ankerite-iron sulphide relationship illustrates well 

the general paragenesis of ankerite. Iron sulphiue does 

occasionally vein ankerite, but is generally disseminated through 

the mineral vrhere tvw types of iron sulphide form can be 

distinguished, namely auhedral, and pseudomorphic. In the latter 

case the sulphide rep~aces the carbonate along the cleavage planes 

(fig.lla), and all stages of replacement have been observed, from 

small tongues along the cleavaga to complete rbombs of sulphide 

after the carbonate (plate 7). All the iron sulphide which has 

formed in ankerite has traces of rhombohedral outline when 

examined under high IJagnification (fig.llb), and the only true 

euhedral sulphide is that which has developed in vugs in the 

ankerite. 

The relationship of chalcopyrite to ankerite is sinilar 

to that of pyrite, in that chalcopyrite may replace the carbonate 

along the cleavage (fig.12a), further replacement being indicated 

by occasional inclusions of ankerite in the chalcopyrite. 

However, the predominating relationship between the two minerals 

is one where the ankerite exhibits eubedral crystal faces towards 

the irregular masses of chalcopyrite (fig.12b). 



c. 0 

0 0 35 mm 

_ Pyrit~ 

c=J Cholcopyrit~ 
EIIIIJl Sphal~rit~ 

b. 0 

CJ Gal~na 
§§ Quartz 

- - -------'J 

Figure 13. The relationship of first generation 
pyrite to the other sulphides . 

a . Inclusions of euhedral p~rite in chalcopyrite. 
ilsons Shaft , P. S . 109 ) . 

b. The pyrite, included in chalcopyrite, 
exhibits rhombohedral outlines, probably 
due to replacement of ankerite . 
ilsons Shaft , P. S . 109 ) . 

c. Inclusions of euhedral pyrite in galena . 
Bay haf L, (P . S . 145) . 

d. Inclusions of pyrite in sphalerite , both 
minerals being partly repla ced by quartz . 
Gle crief "line, (.2 . S . 127 ) . 
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Sphalerite and galena generally occur encrusting, or as 

snaIl veinlets in contact Hith, the anlwrite, and in botl1 cases 

the ankerite exl1ibits euhedral outlines to\'lards the s'J.lphide 

uinerals (figoI2c). 30th the ore uinerul replace allkerite to 

some extent, inclusions of ar..keri te being fairly cO:lY.lon (fig.12d). 

The reIn. tionships of ankeri te tovrards all the sulphide 

ninerals is, therefore, of a si~ilar nature, excepting that 

pyrite exhibits a strong tendency to replace the ankerite, a 

tendency which appears to decrease throu.;h chalcopyrite to 

sphalerite and galena. 

The other gangue minerals, calcite, barytes, aragonite, 

and wi theri te, coramonly occur encrus ting on ankerite, or occupying 

a central position, with respect to ankerite, in veinlets. 

Calci te may replace the ankerite. 

b. The relationships of the Iron Sulphides. 

Two generations of iron sulphide occur in the veins 

of the district, the first beinc.:; characterised by both pyrite 

and marcasite (whose inter-relationships have been described in 

an earlier section), whilst narcasite was not observed in the 

second generation. 

The first generation is usually fJassive and is \'lidely 

distributed through the ore. It replaces ankerite, and is 

included in chalcopyrite (fig.13a, b), in galena (fig.13c), ruld 

in sphalerite (figo13d). These inclusions vary inmape from 

eubedral to subhedral, and may be of a rhombohedral shape, 

pseudomorphous after arlkerite. The first generation of sulphide 
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Figure 14. Second genera tlon pyrite later tha n 
sphalerite . 

a . rysta1s of pyr ite encrusting on 
sphalerite . 

Gor dons Vein, (P . S . 99) . 
b. ~yrite round the margin of sphalerite , 

partly rep l a cing a nkerite and calcite . 
Bi g . 001 Gill-, (P . s . 120). 

c . Pyrite infiltrated along crack in 
spha l eri te . 

~usanna Vein , (P . ~ . 121) . 
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was therefore deposited before the other sulphide I:1inerals. 

The second generation of pyrite may crystallise as 

small pentagonal dodecahedra, cOI.u:lOnly encrusting on sphaleri te 

(fig.l~i-a), on barytes, in extre:::.e cases forruing a pseudoL1orph 

after barytes, and on calcite. 'lhe inclusions in calcite "lhich 

give rise to the "ghostll features are the second generation of 

pyri te, ar.d Play be ei ther nas si ve and in tergrm-Tn \vi th the calcite, 

or exhibit crystal for::1, the two forIlls probably being dependent 

on "lhether or not the pyrite was deposited simultaneously with 

the calcite. The second 6cneration of pyrite ~ay be massive, 

filling cracks in chalcopyrite, and in sphalerite (fig.14c). 

c. The relationships of Chalcopyrite. 

Fror.1 the above descriptions, it can be established that 

chalcopyrite is later than ankerite and the first generation of 

iron sulphide. The relationships of chalcopyrite to the other 

sulphides, galena and sphalerite, is demonstrated throughout the 

district, the chalcopyrite occurring as inclusions in both 

minerals (fig.15a), and in one case eDlibiting euhedral crystal 

outlines towards sphalerite (fig.15b). 

\li th the exception of ankerite, contacts between 

chalcopyrite and the gangue minerals are infrequent, but the 

relationships may be inferred from the relationsllips of associated 

galena and sphalerite to the gangue, and in this respect the 

association of chalcopyrite with galena in the Delton Grain Vein, 

and the relationships to the calcite and barytes suggests that 

tbe sulphi'es were later than the gangue minerals. 
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[J]]]]]]]] Qua rt Z 

~ Ankfritf 
c=J Pyritf 
_ Chalcopyrit~ 

~ Sphal~rit~ 
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l" i gure 15 . 'he rela tionshlp of chalcopyrite to 
sphalerite and galena . 

a . lnclusion of chalcopyrite in galena . 
Glencrieff !line , lP . S . 119) . 

b . Chalcopyrite euhedral towards sphalerite , 
calcite encrusting up on both minerals 
Ioffats Shaft , ( •• 114) . 

c . Chalcopyrite later than qua rtz , i nfiltrating 
along the clea vage , with quartz cross 

cutting both minerals . 
Glencrieff Mine, (P .S . 119) . 
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Furtherr,lOre three cases of discrepancies in the nOl'raal 

chalcopyrite-galena relationship \'rere noted, all froE1 the 

Glencrieff Vein. The first case \1aS an intergrm'lth of galena 

and chalcopyrite, in \1hich the galena is unmistakable included 

in the chalcopyrite. Secondly was an exa..':lple shovring chalcopy

rite present along the cleavage of galena (fig.15c), and thirdly, 

crystals of chalcopyrite resting on a pseudomorph of quartz after 

calcite, which is itself resting on galena and chalcopyrite, the 

latter two minerals being in the normal paragenetical sequence 

(83. 42 ) . 

d. The Sphalerite-Galena relationship. 

Sphalerite and galena may occur tobether, both as 

separate veinlets in massive banded ore, and as intergrowths, 

tbe latter probably fron the deeper parts of the veins (eDgD, 

~ilson, 1921, p.31). Investigation of therelations of the two 

minerals revealed that whereas in most specimens a sequence can 

be obtained, that sequence ca::.not be applied to every contact 

between the two minerals, not even from the same locality. 

Thus in many of the massive intergrowths galena has 

replaced sphalerite along the crystal boundaries (fig.16a), 

~hilst examples of the converse relationship are given by 

sphalerite crystals on galena (fig.l6b), and by crystals of 

sphalerite along the cleavages of galena (1001.170), (plate 8). 

Sphalerite and galena must therefore be regarded as of 

a'similar age, both being later than anterite, the first 

generation of iron sulphide, and chalcopyrite. 
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Figure 16 . The sphalerite-galena relationship. 

a . Galena replacing sphalerite a l ong 
the grain bounda ries . 

Glencrieff ~ine , (P . S . 143) . 
b . Crystal of sphalerite on galena , 

calcite later than both mineral s . 
Gordol,s ein , (P . S . 126 ) . 



Plate VIII. 

Crysta ls ~ of sphalerite, (black ) , encrusting on, 
and replacing ga lena along the cleavages. 
Scottish ineral Collection No. 1001.170, xO.5. 



~late IX, (opposite). 

Galc ite, as~ociated with sphalerite and quartz , 
Glencrieff 1ine, Wan lockhead; Scottis h Minera l 

Collec tion, 1926 . 2.4., xl . 

The specimen shows the par agenesis of sphalerite , 
calcite, quartz . Calcite is encrusting up on the 
sphalerite , and a l s o contains inclusions of tha t 
mineral . Quartz encrusts on the sphalerite and 
the base of the calcite crystal . 
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Fi gure 17 . The rela tionship of sp ha l eri t e and 
ga l ena t owa r ds calcite a nd barytes . 

a . ~rack in spha lerite fille d wi th ca l ci t e . 
bi ofl-a t s Shaft , (P . S . 114) . 

b . C o~r se gr a ined ca lcite , with ba r ytes , 
pa rtly rep l ac ed by spha le r ite , a nd 
l a t er brecc i a t ed by the introduc t ~ on of 

fine gr a ined ca lcit e . 
Brow ' e in , (P . S . 1 3;;:: ) . 

c . Bar yte s par t ly replaced by galena , a nd 
l a t er brecc i a t ed by t he i ntroduc t ion 

of f i ne gr a ined ca l cite . 
Broa d Law, (P . S . 137) . 
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e. The Calcite-Barytes relationshipo 

C~cite and barytes are often associated together in 

the veins, particularly good relationships beini,; exhibited on 

the dLUnpS of Laverock Eall, and the ~!embley Shaft, \'lhere barytes 

invariab~s encrusts on calciteo A similar relationship exists 

in the Belton Grain Vein above Taits Adit, the massive white 

calcite fj~ling of the vein being cut by veinlets of barytes. 

HO\vever, on rna terial fron several ve ins bo th mas s i ve 

barytes and calcite are brecciated, and the fragments cemented by 

finely crystalline calcite. It is considered probable that this 

brecciation is not caused by movement, but by replacement due to 

the introduction of a second generation of calcite along the 

cleavage planes of barytes and the crystal boundaries of calcite, 

all gradations of the replacement being visible. This second 

generation .of calcite is co~non in the district, generally 

occurring assmall IInail head ll crystals encrusting on other minerals 

particularly galena and barytes o 

f. The relationship between Sphalerite-Galena and Calcite-Barytes. 

From a study of the relationship of sphalerite-galena 

to calcite and barytes, it appears that two generations of 

sphalerite and galena are present in the veins. 

Sphalerite and galena are earlier than massive white 

calcite and barytes, both of the gangue minerals encrusting upon 

the sulphi4es, and occupying a central position, with respect to 

tbe sulphi~es, in veinlets o Further evidence is provided by 

IPclusions of sphalerite in calcite, and cracks in sphalerite 





Plate x.,{op~osite). 

Galena as~ociated with calcite, barytes and pyrite, 
Glencrief1 Mine, Wanlockhead, Scottish ~ineral 

Collect~on ~o. 45.83, xO.3. 

The specimen shows the parabenesis of galena, calcite, 
barytes, pyrite, and second generation calcite. 
The large calcites are encrusting on galena, and 
barytes on both galena and calcite. ryrite is 
preSel!t on barytes, and on the surface of the first 
generation calcite, the later calcite crystallis~ng 
in continuity with the early calcite, and so giv~ng 
rise to ~nclus~ons of pyrite, (black), near the 
!acesof the calcite. Some second generation calcite 
is encrust~ng on barytes. 



Plate AI, (opposite). 

Galena, assoc~ated with barytes, calcite, and pyrite, 
Glencrief~ Mine, Wanlockhead; Scottish Mineral 

Collection ~o. 1953.8.5., xl.5. 

The specimen shows the paragenesis of galena, barytes, 
pyrite, calcite. The pyrite occurs as small black 
crystals encrusting on barytes, and the calcite as 
"nai.l-head" crystals encrusting on both barytes 

and pyrite. 
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filled with calcite (figo17a). 

HO\.;ever, in nur.1erous specimens fron the Bay Shaft and 

Glencrieff lHne, both galena and sphalerite encrust upon mas si ve 

calcite, whilst in the brecciated calcite and barytes, the 

sulphides arc present in the second generation calcite matrix. 

polished sections of these breccias reveal fragments of sulphide 

and barytes, both cemented by the second generation calcite. 

From the shape of the sulphides, which are elongated and often 

rhombohedral in outline, together with inclusions of barytes in 

the sul:)hide fragments (fig.17b, c), it would appear that the 

sulphides replaced the barytes. 

Thus sphalerite and galena occur both earlier and later 

than the first generation of calcite and barytes. A notable 

feature ot the second generation of sphalerite and galena is 

the absence of pyrite and chalcppyrite. The paragenetical 

relationship of the second pyrite to the second sphalerite and 

galena can be suggested as the pyrite encrusts upon barytes, but 

is encrusted upon by the second generation of calcite. It 

therefore has analogous relationships with the second sphalerite 

and galena, but as no specimens carrying second pyrite, sphalerite 

and galena were observed, and as no further evidence can be 

presented, the minerals can only be tentatively regarded as of a 

similar position in the paragenetical sequence. 

g. Niccollte and Rammelsbergite. 

From its position veining, and on the periphery of 

"Iliccolite, rammelsbergite was slightly later than the niccolite. 

l.,l 
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The position of the minerals in the paragenesis is rather obscure 

owing to the restricted amount of specimens available for study. 

However, the arsenides '<Jere in contact with ankerits (1952.5.20), 

and have a rhonbic outline along the contact, oonsistent with 

the niccolite having replaced the ankerite (fig.18b). Also the 

relationship with galena was observed (fig.IBa). The galena is 

partly in contact with niccolite, and the remaininc; portion is 

enclosed in ramQelsbergite. The junction of the galena with 

the niccolite is irregular, and occasional snaIl fragments of 

galena are included in the margin of the niccoli te. }'rom the 

occurrence of the galena, it is suggested that niccolite replaced 

galena, and that the formation of rallQelsbergite took place after 

the niccoli te had started replacing the galena. ~'Jhether this 

particular time of formation of rammelsbergite is conicidence, 

or is genetically connected with the cont~ination of niccolite by 

galena, cannot be stated vlith any certainty. 

The arsenides are therefore later than ankerite and 

galena, but no evidence is present to identify the galena as 

first or second generation. 

ho The position of suartz in the paragenesis. 

Of the two types of quartz occurring in the veins, one 

is breociated and is of Early mineralisation, and is therefore 

not considered further, whilst the other quartz is COL1mOn to the 

veins, is colourless or white in colour, and generally exhibits 

crystal faces. The manner of occurrence, ",ith regard to the 

paragenetical position, is misleading, as the mineral has a strong 
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Figure 18. The relationships of niccolite . 
Glencrieff ine. 

a. Small inclusion of galena in the niccolite 
indicates that nic~olite wa s the later 
mineral. Rammelsbergite is on the periphery 
of Licco lite, and in contact with galena . 
~uartz i s interpreted as the l as t 

crystallised m~neral . 

b . ~ iccolite with rhombohedral outlines, 
due to replacement of ankerite . 
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tend,:;ncy tmrards tile forraa tion of euhedral crystals, and to 

repl8.ce other ninerals. RepleceJont is particularly uarked along 

mineral junctions, and results in tho impression that the upper

most mineral, against wIdcll the quartz usually exhibits euhedral 

faces, is oi later formatioYl than the quartz. l~ouever, \-lhen 

the relat'ionships of quartz with all the other rlinerals are 

examined in detail, the paragenetical position of quartz becomes 

apparent. 

The relationship with massive pyrite and marcasite 

ofteri gives rise to a IIboxworklt forLlation of quartz infilled with 

iron sulphide. That the quartz replaced the iron sulphide is 

evidenced by similarity in polarisation colours ru1d extinction of 

marcasite which is separated by quartz (figo19a). The L10de of 

formation of such a "boxworkll is probably the replacement of 

ankerite by the iron sulphides, supported by the rhombohedral 

outlines of inclusions of narcasite in pyrit:, and vice versa, 

follovled by the infil tra tion of quartz along the approxirua te 

position of the original ankerite cleavages. 

Quartz also infiltrates along cracks in chalcopyrite 

(fig.l9b), and replaces sphalerite. Pseudomorphs after galena 

are co~on, the quartz replacing the galena along the cleavage 

(fig.l9c). 

~uartz forms pseudomorphs after all the gangue uinerals 

excepting \'1i ther! teo Perfect pseudomorphs after ankerite occur 

on the High Pirn hine, and after calcite scalenohedra on the 

stayvoyage Vein. The most COLlIllon form of pseudomorph after 
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Fi gure 19 . The relat~onship s of qua r t z . 

a . Quartz filling crack in mtlrcasite . 
of fa ts Shaft, (P . S . 114) . 

b . Qua rtz fil l ing ~ra~k in fhalcopyrite . 
Wilsons Sho. f t:"", \1' . 8 . lU9 • 

c . Qua rtz infiltrated along the cleavage 
of ga lena . 

i gh Pirn Mine , (P . S . 131 / . 
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~ late XII . 

Calclte sca lenohedra , a Dd chalcopy r ite crystals , 
(black) , encrusting upon qua rtz . 

Scottish ineral Collection, 83 . 42 , xO . 5. 
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ankerite, calcite, and barytes, is an interlocking l:lQ.SS of quartz 

plates, often of a ri.lOmbohedra1 pattern, Hllich are abw1dant over 

most of the district. Perfect pseudomorphs of quartz after 

massive radiating aragoni te Here found 011 the dilllPS at '~vilsons 

Shafto 

i~uartz later than the gangue minerals viaS confirraed in 

microscopic exruuination, an ex~nple being the replaceuent of 

barytes along the junction vIi th chalcopyrite in the Del ton Grain 

Vein. 

Other pr~nary minerals encrusting on quartz have 

been observed, tvro examples of vlhich include the pseudomorph 

(83-42), described above (plate 12), crystals of chalcopyrite 

and calcite restinb on a quartz pseudomorph after calcite, and 

secondly small crystals of barytes encrusting on quartz which 

has partly replaced massive barytes. Such occurrences are, 

however, rare, and may be explained by assuming a later 

generation of the encrusting minerals, but the small quantity, 

and association of the minerals, favours the explanation that 

in both cases the mineral removed by replacement has re

crystallised on top of the quartz. 

i. puwmary and discussion of the paragenesis of the primary 

vein minerals. 

The paragenetical relationships of the primary vein 

minerals are diagrammatically illustrated below. 



rlate ~ll. (opposite). 

a. lnclusions of pyrite, (strong white), in galena, 
(light grey). Euhedral quartz partly replacing 
the galena. 
Bay Shaft, Wanlockhead, x30. 
Polished section 145. 

b. Chalcopyrite,(white), euhedral towards sphalerite, 
(light grey). The occurence of rhombohedral 
outlines indicates that both chalcopyrite and 
sphalerite partly replaced the ankerite, (dark 
grey on the right of the field). The euhedral 
outlines of sphalerite and chalcopyrite to calcite, 
(dark grey on the left of the field), demonstrates 
that calcite was the later mineral. 
~offats Shaft, Leadhills, x30. 
Polished section 114, 

c. Galena, {acratched grey mineral), in contact with 
niccolite on the upper and left hand sides of the 
field. Rammelsbergite,(white), partly replacing 
ankerite, and occuring in contact with galena and 
on the periphery of nicco1ite. The dark grey mineral 
near the upper limit of the field is quartz, 
replacing galena on and near the galena-niccolite 
junction. 
Glencrieff Mine, Wanlockhead, x30. 
Polished section 111. 

d. Pyrite crystals, (white), encrusting upon sphalerite. 
Gordons Vein, Lamb Knowes, Leadhills, x30. 
Polished section 99. 

e. Crystal of sphaleritl,'l~ht grey) encrusting on 
gal.na,(.hite). Calcit.,(dark gr.y~, was later than 
both sulphide .inerals. 
Gordon. Vein, Lamb Knowe., Leadhills, %,0. 
Polished section 126. 

f. Ma.sive intergro.th of galena, (white), and sphalerite, 
(light grey). The relationship between the two 
ainerals i8 indicated 10 the upper left hand corner 
of the field by the narrow vlinlet of galena 
cutting the sphalerite. 
Gllnerie!t Mine, Wanlockhead, x,O. 
Polt.hld section 141. 
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c. d. 

e. f. 
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------------

It l:lust be emphasised that whilst this paragenesis 

represents the relationships of the bulk of the minerals, minor 

discrepancies of small abundance, for example. calCite, barytes, 

and chalcopyrite later than quartz (described above};have been 

disregarded. 

The uncertainties indicated in the diagram are due to 

lack of specimens of the minerals concerned, narnely~ the Ni 

arsenides, a~agonite, and witherite, all of which are relatively 

rare minerals in the district. The sphalerite-galena relation

sbip is depicted as overlapping, but as galena is generally 

replacing sphalerite in the massive intergrowths, the sphalerite 

~aS probably formed at a slightly earlier date than the galena. 

A striking feature of the paragenesis is the occurrence 

ot two generations of sulphide minerals. The relative amounts of 

tbe generations of each mineral could not be ascertained with any 
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exactitude, but fron the evidence on the dw~ps it appears that 

chalcopyrite, sphalerite and galena are in approximately equal 

quantities in both generations, whilct the first generation of 

pyrite preponderates over the second generation. Because of the 

inacc~ssibility of the veins in depth, the vertical distribution 

of the two sulphide generations could not be observed. Jowever, 

a pointer is given by most of the material on the large dump at 

the Glencrieff lane, which probably originated fron the deeper 

parts of the mine, being of first generation SUlphide, whilst in 

the veins near the surface, galena and chalcopyrite \V'ere later 

than the calcite filling of the vein, that is, of second 

generation. 

The formation of the hlO generations of sulphide could 

be accoWlted for by assuming repeated Iaineralisation, but Edwards 

(1947, p.llS) has shown that such an interpretation should not be 

invoked unless the weight of evidence renders a simpler explanation 

imPossible, In the Leadhills-:lanlockhead area there is no 

~eight of evidence to suggest repeated mineralisation, as not a 

single case of the second generation sulphide in contact with the 

first generation of the same mineral was observed. Thus an 

alternative interpretation is required, and is provided by Edwards 

(1952), who renarks (po39), that "The paragenesis may be further 

complicated by the phenomena of replacement." The process 

envisaged is one where the elements of the replaced minerals were 

redissolved, and crystallised in a later second generation of 

the early formed m1neralo 
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Evidence for extensive replacement in the primary 

minerals of the district is abundant, and has been indicated in 

the preceding diagraL1S (figs.11-19) 0 Unless precipitated in an 

open space, each nineral has replaced earlier forned minerals, and 

the greatest replacement has beeL effected by the last mineral of 
• 

the paragenetic sequence, quartz. The late introduction of 

quartz is considered to have been the main factor in the formation 

of the second generation sUlphides. 

The paragenesis of the vein minerals may therefore be 

Suggested to have tal..:en place in the following nanner. Firstly, 

the formation of ankerite, followed by the sulphide minerals, 

calcite, and barytes, in paragenetical order. These minerals 

were followed by quartz, which, slowly moving upwards, effected 

replacement of all the mineralso The elements of the replaced 

minerals can be visualised as being mobilised and moving upwards 

with a greaterwlocity than the quartz, and on reaching a 

sufficiently high concentration being precipitated as a second 

generation of the original mineral. The slo'\>rly rising quartz, 

on reaching the site of the second generation mineral, would be 

later than that mineral. This mechanism would account for the 

observed relations of the second sulphide generation to quartz. 

The introduction of the quartz may have taken place at a 

slightlY later date than the earlier minerals, but the behaviour 

of the quartz makes it likely that all the minerals originated 

simultaneously from a common source, and that the quartz had a 

slower rate of mobility than the other minerals. If this inter-

pretation is correct it can be predicted that the quantity of 
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quartz may increase \-,i th depth, and iurthernore that with 

increasin~ proximity to the source, the position of quartz in the 

paragenesi S vlOuld nove progressively nearer the COElUenCerqen t of 

the mineralisation. T1.1US specimens of massive pyrite and 

marcasi te replacin,:; ankerite, frocl the Glencrieff l1ine, are 
• 

infiltrated by quartz, the relationships suggesting ti1at the 

quarts followed the iron sulphide in close continuity. 

Ii. partial analogy can be drawn with the Climax molyb

denum dpposit (Butler and Vanderwilt, 1933), where potash has 

been leached from a highly silicified core, and moved upwards, 

the zones of potash addition grading inward and downward to the 

highly silicified core (Schmedeman, 1933). 

A comparison of the primary paragenesis wi th exa~Jples 

described in the extensive literature reveals certain similarities. 

ThUS Edwards (1947, p.114) presented a SLUn:1ary of paragenesis 

in ore deposits, in which the sulphide minerals which occur in 

the Leadhills district were in the order, pyrite, Co and Ni 

arsenides, chalcopyrite, sphalerite, and galena. A discrepancy 

ill the position of the I~i arsenide is apparent, as in the 

Leadhills despoit niccolite is later than galena. However, 1;i 

arsenide is stated by Nlgg11 (1929, p.15), to occur atter 

sphalerite and galena, and has been noted in that position in the 

paraaenes1s of the Upper 14ississippi Valley district (Behre, 

etco 1950). 

The sequence of the gangue minerals summarised by 

Ed\rlards (1947, p.114) was "siderite (often manganiferous), 
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.fluorite, calcite, barytes ll
• This also corresponds to the 

paragenesis of the Leadhills district, ankerite representing the 

manganiferous siderite, and fluorite being absent. ~uartz was 

recorded as the first fJineral, and this is anomalous loTi th the 

Leaclhills paragenesis. Hovlever, Lindgrerl (1933, p.544) stated 

that quartz appears early in the vein fil1in;:;, but that the 

deposition may continue long. 

j. The distribution of elements. 

The distribution of elements through the paragenesis is 

tabulated below. 

disregardedo 

The second generation of sulphides has been 

The distribution of the elements in the minerals of the 

deposit is largely governed by the laws of crystal chemistryo 

However, the fact bf the actual presence of the elements recorded 

must be controlled either by the character of the source of the 

mineralising solution, or by the effect of contamination by the 

country rocks. EI~ents froe the two sources cannot be disting

uished with any certainty, although Certain speculation can be 

advanced 0 Thus the presence in trace amounts in every mineral 

of Al and Ti may be due to contamination by the country rocks. 

The position of Ca and CO2 in the paragenesis requires 

comment as both are concentrated in two distinct phases of the 

primary mineralisation, namely as ankerite and calcite. No 

analyses of country rock can be quoted from the district, but all 

tbe fresh greywackes efferyesce freely with aCid, and a greywacke 

trom Newmatds, Dumfriesshire (Kennedy and Read, 1936, p.122), 
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The distribution of elements in the primary minerals. 
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contained 9080;. CaO, and 606~. CO • 
2 

This concentration of Ca 

and CU2, conbined vii th the presence of Lg, Fe, and lIn, ii:ould allow 

the deri va tiOD of the consti tuen ts of arJkeri te fron the greyvlacke. 

Wager (1929, po105), S!:1ythe and DLUL'rJ.au (1947, p.72), have ascribed 

the ankerite of the I .• Pennine orefield to the con teJilina tion by 

the rock~ formed by the metasomatic effect of the ;'!hir:. Sill, and 

the uniforr;li ty in composition of the ankerite over a vlide area of 

similar rock type in the Southern Uplands is suggestive of a 

control on the ankerite formation by the composition of the 

country rock. Em"ever, in the absence of quantitative data, the 

role of the country rock cannot be fully ascertained, whether it 

merely contaninated solutions consisting of magmatic Ca, lig, and 

C02' or whether all the ankerite originated from the country rocks 

in response to the stimulus of the conditions preceding the 

introduction of the sulphide minerals. 

Likewise doubt exists on the origin of the main 

ganeration of calcite, the modes of formation envisaged being 

either an introduction of magmatic Ca and CO
2

, or the re

precipitation of CaC03 derived from the replacement of ankerite 

by the ore minerals and quartz, or a combination of both factors. 

The true interpretation is dependent on the quantitative 

relationships between ankerite and calcite, which are not avail-

able. 

As the mineralisation is visualised as having 

originated from a magmatic source, the elements concentrated 

would, given favourable conditions, separate from that source in 

a definite order. On this basis, and disregarding contamination 
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effects, the concentration of Co and CO 2 in two major positions 

in the paraGenesis, namely as ankerite and calcite, is anomalous, 

as in such a nagmatic separation en. and CO 2 would be expected to 

occur in one position only. T\'w possibili ties of a nagmatic 

separa..tion, and the distribution of the elelJents in the para

genesis are indicated opposite o 

This vie~ of the magmatic separation necessitates 

the derivation of one, or both, concentrations of Ca and CO2 
from a source other than the magmatic source. Both ankerite 

and calci te may vTel1 have been entirely derived from the country 

rock, but if some Ca and CO
2 

did originate from a magmatic source, 

then no definite evidence can be invoked to sUbstantiate the 

claim of either ankerite or calcite. Thus ankerite may be 

regarded as partly of magmatic origin because of the variety of 

elements incorporated in the mineral, whilst calcite may be 

similarly regarded because of the definite cross-cutting relation

ships of calcite to ankerite in material presumably from the 

deepest parts of the Glencrieff Hine, and because of the provision 

of an ordered sequence of separation from the magmatic source 

6f sulphide, carbonate, and sulphate. 

The small quantity of second generation calcite and 

aragonite are considered to have formed by reprecitation of the 

Ca and C02 derived from the replacement of the main calcite, in 

a manner analogous to that envisaged for the ore minerals. 

'i 
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From this discussion it is apparent that no definite 

distinction can be made bet\ofeen the elements of magmatic origin, 

and those incorporated by con tanlina tion. For this reason the 

geochemical character of the mineralisation can best be judged 

on the elements vlhic11 are not present, rather than on the elements 

which ate present in the mineralso 

k. Zoning of the primary minerals. 

Conclusive evidence of the presence, and distribution 

of mineral zones in the district has not been obtainable, owing 

to the mines not being opened in depth. 

Hmofever, certain suggestions of a vertical zoning can 

be obtained from the limited literature on the deposits. Thus 

Brown (1918, Po132), in describing the New Glencrieff Vein, states 

t il tba ••• the finding of specimens from adit level to the 240 

level has almost been continuous, but the varieties fotmd have 

gradually changed as the mine gets deeper". He further points 

out Cp.133), that the upper workings of the New Glencrieff Vein 

were rich in barytes, but in the lovler workings the mineral is 

Itseldom if ever, seen". Wilson (1921, p.23) described a further 

vertical change in the hew Glencrieff Vein, at the south end of 

the vein the top levels were rich in galena, whilst from the 120 

fathom level downwards the galena gradually gave out, until at the 

200 fathom level the vein consisted almost entirely of sphalerite. 

A similar zonal sequence is present in Brow Vein (p.31), the ores 

at the high levels consisting mainly of galena, whilst at the 187 

fathom level an intergrowth of galena and sphalerite occurredo 
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The only indication of lateral zonine given in the 

literature is by \'!ilson (1921, p.23), who stated, in the 

description of the New Glencrieff Vein, at the 120 fathom level, 

that " ••• a peculiar fact in connection with the blende is that 

it is restricted to the south end of the vein, and ends abruptly 

to the no~th, though quite recently specimens of blende have been 

obtained in the 240 fathom level at the ~~. H. end of the I~ ew Glen-

crieff Vein". Evidence of a lateral zoning is given by a com-

parison of the mineral contents of the old dumps to the east of a 

line connecting the foot of Glen Franka, to the confluence of 

Risping Cleuch and El van '''a ter, and further continued to the 

confluence of Bellgill Burn with Glengonnar Water. The dumps are 

both old shaft and adit workings, generally of small extent, and 

it is considered that the minerals on the dumps can be taken as 

representative of the parts of the veins worked. All the dumps 

to the east of the line mentioned above, are characterised by the 

absence of sphalerite and barytes, the principal minerals being 

galena, calcite, and quartz. Immediately to the west, the 

straight Brae, Risping Cleuch, Broad Law, and Wool Gill Veins all 

bear barytes. 

If the lateral and vertical zones are regarded as having 

equivalence, as has been demonstrated in the case of the North 

pennine orefield (Dunham, 1934, p.703), then, from the foregoing 

evidence, the mineral zones depicted below can be recognised in 

the Leadhills-Wanlockhead area. 
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Galena. Barytes. Sphalerite. Ankerite. Calcite. Quartzo 
I 
I 
I 

The zonal distribution of ores was first publicly 

recognised early in the 20th century by various well-kno~m 

authorities such as Spurr, Emmons, and Lindgren, and has been 

discussed since that time by many geologists, both in general, and 

as applied to specific districts or mines. Emmons (1924), 

summarised the whole zonal sequence, and the Leadhills-Wanlockhead 

minerals fall into his zone seven, viz., galena veins, sphalerite 

increasing with depth. The uppermost gangue zone of barytes 

conforms with the zoning described from the North Pennine orefield· 

(Dubham, 1934 , p.705). 

1. Relationship of the mineral zones to the paragenesis. 

Falling temperature is generally accepted as the prime 

oause of zonal distribution (cfo Dunham, 1934, p.705). On this 

ooncept the primary minerals would be precipitated within 

appropriate temperature ranges in the paragenetical order described 
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namely, ankerite, pyrite, chalcopyrite, sphalerite, galena, 

calcite, and barytes. Thus the first stage in the mineralisation 

would result in the formation of zones according to theoretical 

principles. Eowever, the later phenomena of replacement, mainly 

due to the introduction of quartz, was accompanied by the 

formation of second generation minerals. If either a rise or 

fall in temperature accompanied the introduction of quartz, the 

zonal sequence would tend to be partly obliterated, each mineral 

retaining either the.~upper or Im-ler limit of precipitation, but 

the opposite limit moving either upwards in response to increased 

temperature, or downwards in response to a decrease in temperatur~ 

As has been emphasised, the zonal relationships could not be 

determined accurately, but the fact that some zonal sequence is 

recognizable would indicate that the late introduction of quartz 

took place at a similar temperature to that of the first stage 

of the mineralisation. 

m. Stress conditions during the main mineralisation. 

The structural evolution of the veins prior to the 

emplacement of the minerals has been discussed in earlier sections. 

and may be briefly summarised as the delineation of the veins, 

and formation of open spaces, during the Caledonian Orogeny, 

followed by further deformation, including the offsetting of the 

veins along rejuvenated strike faults. During the evolution of 

the veins system, quartz of the early-stage mineralisation 

suffered deformation, as evidence by slickensiding and brecciation. 

Some conception of the stress conditions at the 
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COLwencement of the main miner~lisation may be ascertained by a 

study of one specimen (plate 14), froJJ the Glencrieff l"iine, 

\'lanlockhead. This specimen illustrates adnirably the netasomatic 

effects of the mineralising solutions, the rock becoming 

progressively "bleached ll with increasing proximity to the vein. 

The gradations of the bleached rock are controlled by small 

veinlets, parallel to the main vein, filled vTi th ankerite and 

quartzo ~ese veinlets originated by tension at an angle to the 

vein, as in one case a detrital plagioclase viaS broken through. 

A striking confirmation of the tension, and complementary pressure 

paralla to the vein, is provided by the abWldant pyrite crystals 

developed in the altered rock o Every pyrite crystal is orient-

ated with a long diagonal axis at right angles to the vein, and 

furthermore, elongation of this axis by distortion of the crystal 

has been instigated (plate 15), together ivith the formation of 

pressure fringes (cfo Hills, 1953, p.169), filled by later chlori~ 

ankerite, and quartz. 

The demonstration of tension at an angle to the vein in 

one specimen, does not, unfortunately, alloy! the postulation of 

tension throughout the district, but it does indicate that some 

force was being exerted on the rocks at the commencement of the 

main mineralisation. 

Evidence of deformation during the course of the main 

mineralisation is very slendero Small cracks occur in pyrite, 

sphalerite, and niccolite, filled by later minerals, and the 

calcite filling of the Belton Grain Vein is cut by lenticles of 

In the minerals the opposite walls of the cracks are 
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Specimen s howing the metasomatic effects in proxim l ty 
to a mineral vein , Glencrieff Mine, Wanlockhead , xl . 

The crosv cutting relationships of the ankerite vein, 
\top of the specimen) , to the quartz veins, (white ), 
clearly demonstrate the earlier forIIltl.tion of the 

latter . 

In proximity to the ankerite vein the greywacke is 
blea ched to a grey colour , due to a l a rge deve lop
ment of pyrite , (black) , and ankerite . Away from the 
vei the colour beco. es i ncreas i ngly darker , with 
decreasing pyrite and a'Ker~te . The boundaries of 
t ne colour changes are small quartz veins , wfl ich 
sl~ghtly displace the l a r ge quartz veins . A detrita l 
plagioclas e wa s broken in the fo rmation of the 
small quartz veins . 

he ab o¥e f cts , t aken in conjunction with the 
deformation of the pyrite c rystals, (p late XV ), 
allow the interpretation that the ankerite vein was 
formed by s trong tenSion , approximately normal to the 
vein , before the introduction of the minera-lising 

solutions . 



Pyrite crysta l elongated a nd showing well 
developed pres sure fringes , f il ~ed with 

qua rtz , x90 . 

The examp le is t a ken from the hand specimen , 
pl~te I , a nd is orienta ted in tha t specimen 
s o tha t t he long diagonal of the ~yrite 
is nor al t o the ankerite vein . 
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generally coincident, ~1ich, together with the form of the 

barytes lenticles in the Belton Grain Vein, would suggest a 

tensional force, actinG approxi::1a tely at rightangles to the 

veins. 

These small cracles and veins are indicative of a very 

slight stress, nost probably tension, during the actual mineral

isation, but no evidence of any movement after the completion of 

the mineralisation exists. Thus of all the specimens examined 

in the field and museum, only one (45817), of queried locality 

Leadhills, '\-TaS observed which showed slickensides, and slicken

sides in galena can easily be produced by the breaking during 

mining operations. 

From the foregoing flimsy evidence it may be tentativelY I 

deduced that the commencement of the mineralisation was attended 

bY fairly strong tension, 1,o,hich decreased through the rnineral-

isation to become almost negligible, and that no evidence of a 

further recurrence of deformation is present. 

c. PARAGENESIS OF' THE SECONDARY l·fINERALS. -
The secondary minerals in the veins are products of the 

oxidation of the primary minerals, and can generally be related 

to the primary source mineral. The most common secondary 

I 
Ii 
" 

minerals are derivatives of the sulphide minerals, and will be 

described under the metal of the primary mineral, namely lead,1 

copper, and zinc 01 
r 
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~he relationships of the secondary ci~ernls were 

chiefly deter:-!lined in hand specimen, the main criterion used 

being that of encrustation. This study was supplemented by 

polished sections o 

Althou~l no rigid paragenesis is present, owing to 

variations in the composition of the solutions, several general 

sequences have 1.'lidespread occurrence in the district. 

a. The Lead secondary minerals. 

The only primary lead nineral in the veins is galena, 

PbS, and previous writers (Anderson, A.L., 1930; Lindgren, 1933, 

p0854; Swartzlm'l, 1933), on the oxidation of galena concluded 

that the general sequence is the formation of anelesite, PbS04, 

followed by cerussite, PbC0
3

. This sequence was confirmed in 

the galena ores of the Laadhills-:'lanlockhead district. Em.rever, 

in ores vlhere the galena is associated with chalcopyrite, CuFeS2 , 

the first formed mineral was generally covelli te, CuS, pseudomorphs: i 

of covellite after galena having been recorded (a.go, 10010218). 

The covellite is followed br sulphate, thus reverting 

to the normal sequence. The sulphate is largely anglesite (fig. 

20a, b), though one case of lanarkite, Pb2(S04)0, replacing galena 

from '~ytes Cleuch, was noted (fig.20c). Anglesite occurs as a 

pseudomorphous rim to the ox1dised galena, replacing it along the 

cleavages, and may be black 1n colour due to disseminated galena, 

~ith a gradation outwards to a white colour. Recrystal11sation 

of the anglesite gives the beautiful crystals common on specimens 

~rom the Susanna Vein • 

, ~ 
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In chalcopyrite bearine galena ores, such as the Cove, 

and East stayvoyage, anglesi te l-:1ay be encrusted upon by caledoni te, 

Pb5CU2(S04)3(C03)(OH)6' and linarite, PbCu(S04)(OH)2. 

morphs of both these minenals after Ullelesite occur. 

Pseudo-

Cerussite, PbCO , replaces the anglesite rowld cores of 
3 

oxidised galena, all gradations of replacement existing. The 

carbonate may occasionally replace galena without any intermediate 

sulphate stage, and in a specimen from Glencrieff lane, hydro

cerussite, Pb
3

(OH)(C0
3

)2' has replaced galena along its vleavages. 

The massive carbonate resulting from the replacement is often 

black in colour, analogous to anglesite. 

Cerussite is the starting point of many of the further 

mineral sequences present in the district. In the exclusively lead 

ores, the most common replacement of cerussite is by members of 

the pyromorphite group, Pb5(P04)3Cl, which occur both in a massive 

form pseudomorphous after cerussite, or as hexagonal ~ystalso 

In one specimen fron Hhytes C leuch, the in termedia te replacement 

of cerussite by apatite, Ca5(P04)3Cl, was followed by pyromorphite. 

Hydrocerussite may replace cerussite and pyromorphite (270.609). 

vanadinite, Pb5(V04)3Cl, with the descloizite group, 

(cu-Zn)Pb(V04)(OH), occasionally represent the end stages of this 

pa.ragenesis. 

The second sequence after cerussite in exclusively 

lead ores is rather uncommon in the district, and consists of 

leadhillite, Pb4(OH)2(S04)(C03)2' and lanarkite, Pb2(S04)O. 

Leadhillite is only genetically associated with massive, as opposed:: 

~to crystals of, cerussite, as on Mine Hill. Material from the 
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Susanna Vein and Cove Vein illustrated the relationship between 

leailllillite and lanarkite, the lanarkite invariably resting upon 

the leadhillite. Leadhillite and lanarkite fomed on pyromorphi~ 

in the Hopeful Vein. 

Hhen the copper ion was present in appreciable 

quantities, the mineral sequence after cerussite becoues more 

complicated, and ShOH'S little uniformi tyo Several of the para-

geneses include, cerussite-malachite-linarite, cerussite-linarite 

and caledonite-anglesite, cerussite-Ieadhillite-caledonite, and 

cerussite-hydrocerussite-malachite. 

The rare uinerals of the district, crocoite, PbCr04, 

and phoenicochroite, Pb30(Cr04)2' from the Hopeful Vein, are 

both embedded in massive white cerussite. The chromium bearing 

pyromorphite has similar paragenetical relationships to the 

other pyromorphite. 

It must be emphasized that the relationships described 

above do not inclwde all the sequsnces present in the area, which 

sho'lll considerable variation, as indicated in the mixed lead-copper 

minerals. This variation can be expected from solutions of 

varying composition. However, a certain definite paragenesis 

is widespread over the district, namely, anglesite-cerassite, 

!ollO\ved either by pyromorphite, or by leadhilli te-lanarki te. 

The formation of anglesite has been ascribed to the 

direct oxidation of galena (references quoted above), and if 

carbonic acid were present, cerussite, which is less soluble than 

anglesite, would replace that mineral. The formation of pyro-
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Susanna Vein , lP . S . 118) . 
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morphite can be tentatively attributed to the action of ortho

phosphoric acid, whilst the leadhillite and lanarkite may be 

regarded as due to a progressive change in the solutions from 

carbonic to sUlphuric. Similar changes in both anion and cation 

can be invoked to explain the other sequences mentioned. 

bo The secondary minerals of Copper. 

The oxidation of copper ores has been extensively 

described in the literature on ore deposits. A general study 

was made by Schwartz (1934), who arrived at a paragenesis of 

sulphide, followed by cuprite, and malachite, whilst Lindgren 

(1933, p.832), describes the formation ruld occurrence of the 

secondary sulphides of copper. 

The only primary copper mineral in the Leadhills-

Wanlocldlead district is chalcopyrite, CuFeS2. The secondary 

alteration of the mineral is well illustrated on material from 

the dumps by the side of the road near Glencrieff l·fine, vlhere 

massive chalcopyrite is replaced along cracks by chalcocite, 

CU2S, and goethite, EeQPH, as depicted in Fig o 2l. It is 

noticeable that the chalcopyrite is replaced with greater rapidity 

than inclusions of pyrite, confirminG experimental work of Koch 

and Grassely (1951). Halachite, Cu2C03(OH)2' crystallised after 

the goethite, as radiating crystal aggregates, followed by 

numerous small crystals of brochantite, CU4(OH)6(S04), which in 

turn were followed by small amounts of linarite, PbCu(S04)(OH)2' 

and white platy cerussite, PbC03• 
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Explanations have been advanced for the formation of 

chalcoci te by the action of sulphuric solutions on chalcoPJrri te, 

and of goethite by oxidation of ferric sulphate (eo~o Linggren, 

1933, p.8~9). The formation of malachite indicates the presence 

of carbonic acid in the solutions, ruld the succeeding minerals 

suggest a compositional change in the solutions through sulphuric 

to carbonic, together with a progressive increase of lead. 

The majority of the remaining copper mineral parageneses 

have been covered in the preceding section, and are complex, 

showing little uniformity. It is of interest, however, to note 

that brochantite, Cu4 (OH)6(S04)' and caledonite, Pb5CU2(S04)3 

(C03)(OH)6' do not occur together in the district. Brochantite 

occurs in oxidised copper ores, whilst both caledonite and 

brochantite are present in oxidised lead-copper ores, both 

associated with linarite, PbCn(S04)(OH)2' and both oftmpseudo-

morphous after galena. Because of this relationship, and the 

chemical composition of the minerals, it would appear that 

linarite and caledonite are formed from solutions in which lead 

predominates over copper, but, of the two minerals, only linarite 

is formed from solutions in which copper exceeds lead. Brochant-

ite is formed under the latter conditions, and is the only mineral 

formed from solutions deficient in lead. The exact ratio of 

PbSCu to give the requisite conditions is not known. Thus in 

the sulphates a sequence is present, depending on increase of 

copper with re~pect to lead, through anglesite, caledonite, linari_ 

~- ~~~chantite, the conditions allowing the formation of caledonite 

ting the formation of brochantite, and vice versa. 
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c. The secondary uinerals of Zinc. 

The only specimen carrying all the zinc secondary 

rii,ineral S \las an Wll1wnbered specimen froEl the 3ra...Yl t Insti tu te. 

'_'he locality was nerely "Leadhills". The paragenesis of the 

minerals is straightforward, each successive oineral encrusting 

upon the preceding one, and comprises he']ir.lOrphi te, Zn4 (OR) 2 

(Si207)H20, followed by aurichalcite (ZnCu)5(OH)3(C0
3

)2' and 

hydrozincite, Zn5(OH)3(C03)2. 

Other secondary minerals present in the district include 

The latter mineral can 

be accoWlted for bJ' the interaction of sulphuric 'ofi th calcium 

bearing solutions, given the correct concentration conditions. 

Barytes occurs in thin, colourless, hexagonal plates, encrusting 

upon malachite. It has been sugGested (Palraqvist, 1939), :that 

as barium sulphate is only slightly soluble, barimil is transported 

as BaH
2

(C03)2' which is more soluble that CaH2(C03)2. Pre-

cipi tation of barytes from such a solution ""ould be facili ta ted 

by inter~ion with a sulphuric solution. 

d. The depth of oxidation o 

No observations of the depth of the oxidation zone in 

the district could be madeo However, Wilson (1921, p.19) noted 

the presence of hecimorphite between the 80 and 100 fathom levels 

in the south end of the New Glencrieff Vein, and stated (p.20), 

that the base of the oxidised zone in that part of the vein was 

200 fathoms below the surface. Brown (1918, p.132), described 

tbe occurrence of hemimorph1te, cerussite, hydrocerussite, and 
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pyroLlorphi te, from betv1ee~1 the 80 and 120 fa tho[:l levels in the 

New Glencrieff Vein. '.rhe minera1s occur either in vugs or in 

the Dass of the vein, and in the latter case \vere pseudoLlOrphous 

after the primary rJinerals, fine pseudomorphs of hel:limorphi te 

after calcite being recorded o 

The occurrence of such a deep oxidation zone is not 

characteristic of the "lhole district, as Lro J. Black\'lood of 

Leadhills pointed out that the veins of the Leadhills Dod, i.e. 

Brow, Sarrov1cole, Hopeful, Uarchbanl';:, Scar, and East Stayvoyage, 

had an oxidation zone 60 fathons in depth (oral cornmWlication). 

According to Hilson (1921, p.20), at the south end of 

the l;ew illencrieff Vein, the 120 fatholJ level was driven through 

a wide, open, vlell watered fis sure, and he suggested that vra ter 

was finding its way into the south of the vein, and was flowing 

northvrards, the flow of wa ter presumabl~' effecting the deep 

oxidation. 

As the present day conditions of the water table are 

only little known, and nothing is known about the flow of the 

water through the veins, no constructive critieisDl of Wilson's 

suppositions will be offered. 
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IV. GENERAL DISCUSSION OF 'i'HE i:n:ERALIGATION. 

TIm CLASSIFICATlm: OF TH~ OIill DEPOSIT. 

The Y_lajori ty of tho lead-zinc veins are reGarded as 

having be::;n deposi ted fro~1 solutions of deep --s~a ted origin, 

(cf. Dunham, 1950, poI3), and, according to Eiggli (1941), a 

genetic classification should tal{e into account the terJpera ture 

of the nineralisation, the place of separation of the ore bearing 

solutions, the physico-chenical state of the solutions, and the 

distance frof.l the source, and froEl the surface of the earth. 

The approximate temperature of the mineralising 

solutiorls is generally indicated by the mineral assemblage, and 

on this basis, the absence of high temperature silicates and of 

textures such as the solid solution of chalcopyrite and sphalerite, 

point to the temperature not being high. This deduction is 

supported by the character of the minor elements incorporated 

in the sphalerite, and by the application of the work of Kullerud 

(1953), by which the actual temperatures of the mineralisation 

can be ascertained. The maximum and minimum temperatures 

calculated were 2810 C and l430 C. As the specimens on which 

the determlRations were made cannot be localised accurately, the 

figures given cannot be regarded as the true maxima and minima 

of the depOSition, but serve to indicate the order of the 

temperature. 

The place of separation of the ore bearing solutions 

will be commented upon more fully in a later section, but, adher~ 

to the terminology of Nigg11, the deposits may be classified as 

plutonic. The physico-chemical state of the solutions may, by 
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analogy with other deposits, be regarded as hydrotherr:1al. Frorll 

the marcasite-pyrite relationship the solutions may tentativelY 

be considered to have been acid in the early stages of the 

mineralisation, changing fairly rapidly to alkaline, and therefore 

supporting the conclusions of Schlledeman (1938). 

A quantitative approach to the problen of the depth of 

formation of the deposits can be made. Thus if a gradual upwards 

decrease in temperature took place in the mineralisation, as is 

Suggested by mineral zones, then an approximate figure for the 

depth of the deposition can be calculated from the determined 

temperatures to represent the conditions at the top and bottom of s 

the range of workings in the veins. By this method, the surface 

height above sea level was approximately 3000', and the minerals 

deposited between 1800' and 3600' below the surfaceo As will be 

appreciated, owing to the absence of localised specimens these 

figures can be claimed only to give the order of the depth of 

deposition. An alternative method of calculating the height of 

the area in the post Carboniferous period is provided by the 

outlier of Permian rocks to the north of Leadhills. These rocks 

dip to the north with an average inclination of 150
, and in the 

absence of faulted margins, and assuming no regional tilting, 

this dip can be considered depositional. By further assuming a 

constant slope upwards to the Leadhills area, the height of that 

area was approximately 4000', a figure of similar order of 

magnitude to that derived from the temperature. 

The Leadhills-Wanlockhead mineralisation can therefore 

be summarised as of a low to intermediate temperature, without 
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direct evidence of igneous affiliation, hydrothermal, probably 

deposited at less than 5000 1 below the surface, and with a 

vertical component of at least 1800'. 

The deposits are of a similar mineral assemblage to 

the Hesothermal group of Lindgren (1933), though the temperature 

and deptl1 are rather smaller than the ranges given (p.529)o 

However, in the Lindgren-Graton classification adopted by Dunham 

(1950, p.14), the deposits form an admirable example of the 

deep mesothermal veins and replacements o 

THE AGE OF THE DEPOSIT. -
a. Local Evidence. 

The mineralisation of the Southern Uplands was assigned, 

by Finlayson (1910), j;o the Hercynian Orogeny, chiefly on 

comparison with other areas, and the fact that the mineral veins 

strike transversely across the Caledonian fold axes o However, 

£rom a study of the structural relations it has been shown that 

the main vein directions in the Le~ills-Wanlockhead area could 

bave originated under late Caledonian stress, and so invalidates 

the structural argument of Finlayson. 

A statistical analysis of the structural trends of the 

Leadhills-Wanlockhead veins (fig.4), reveals the presence of a 

minority of veins trending N.W. to W.N.W., including Brow, 

susanna, and Glen Eas Veins. This trend is predominant in the 

remainder of the Southern Uplands (fig o 4, encl.2). The formation 

of W.N.W. veins of considerable length such as the Brow Vein, 
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cannot be easily accounted for by the stress conditions of the 

Caledonian Orogeny, and it is of significance that the trend of 

these veins is parallel to both Permian and ~ertiary dykes in 

the Southern Uplands. Evidence of a relationship between the 

W.N.H. veins and the dyke intrusion is provided by the Black Craig 

Vein, near Newton Stewart (Wilson, 1921, Po50), where the 

minerals occur in lenticular shaped spaces between the vein walls 

and the margins of a dyke of sinuous course. The dyke was 

classified "basalt" by Wilson (p.5l), though dykes similarly 

c~sified at Strontian (p.84), proved to be monchiquites (oral 

communication by Professor Kennedy). 

It would appear, therefore, that the W.N.W. veins can 

be regarded as post Caledonian. As the mineral veins over the 

whole of the Southern Uplands have great geochemical and areal 

similarities they are most probably of a similar age and origin, 

and the vein to dyke relationship in the Black Craig Vein suggests 

that the mineralisation was post monchiquite dyke phase, and 

therefore pDobably post-~er.m1an in age. 

Some measure of support is given to this conclusion by 

the fact that negligible post mineralisation movement was 

evidenced in the Leadhills-Wanlockhead district, though such 

support must be treated with caution, particularly as direct 

observation of the veins below the zone of oxidation could not be 

JIlade. 

». Regional Evidence. 

Finlayson (1910) advanced the view that all the lead-zinc 



deposi ts in the British Isles \-.;ere of an Hercynian age, and since 

that comnunication opinion has beer.. divided, the general tendency 

being to regard the deposits in the Lovler Palaeozoic rocks as 

genetically connected to the Caledonian, rather than to the 

Hercynian Orogeny (cf. Jones, 1922, p.179). 

If all the lead-zinc deposits vlere regarded as of a 

similar age and origin, it would be expected that all 'olOuld show 

similarities in geochemical assemblage, within the limits imposed 

by the character of the country rock. A comparison between the 

elements reoorded fron a definite post Carboniferous deposit, the 

N. Pennine orefield (Durillam, 1948), listed below, and the elements 

detected in the Leadhills-Hanlockhead district, reveals the 

presence of fluorine, in fluorite, CaF2 , in the N. Pennine 
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orefield, whilst no quantity of fluorite has been recorded from 

the Leadhills area. As tilis was the only discrepancy in the 

elenents present in both deposits, a review of the distribution 

of fluorite was made, and the startlinG fact revealed that, not 

only in the 13ritis:i1 Isles, but over the whole world,. fluorite, 

although present in small anounts in other roc:~s, is concentrated 

in ILlestones. Examples of this concentration include the 

I';. Pennine orefield (cf. the Lake District); Derbyshire; 1'1. 1Jales 

(cr. Central Wales); Kentucky-Southern Illinois; E. Tennessee; 

Parl{ City, Utah; Coso, California; Lexico, etc. (cf. Dunhar.l, 1950, 

pp.24-35). Such concentrations of fluorite cannot be merely 

fortuitous, a~d could be due to either an absence of fluorine in 

the source of the lead-zinc deposits in roclw other than limestonB: 

to derivation of the fluorine from the l~estone, or, finally, to 

concentration of the introduced fluorine by some characteristic 

of the limestone. 

As the validity of the first of these factors in under 

question, the possibilities of the remaining suggestions will be 

discussed. Figures for the abundance of fluorine in sediments 

include 250 g/ton in Ordovician limestone, 510 g/ton in 

Ordovician and Cambrian shales (Rankama and Sahama, 1950, po764), 

and 210-550 g/ton in limestone (Goldschmidt, 1954, p.579)o 

Whether the concentration is sufficient to account for the 

fluorite deposits in limestone is not germane to this speculation, 

as if the distribution of fluorine was controlled solely by the 

amount of the element in the country rock, the equally high 
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fluorine content of other sediments ,,,,"ould allow the formation of 

fluori to in rock types other than li,:lestone. Although no 

experimental evidence can be quoted, the fixation of fluorine in 

such a highly co-ordinated structure as fluorite, at low to 

intermediate temperatures probably demands a special environment, 

and the abundance of fluorite in liLlestones suggests that a high 

concentration of Ca is required. The fact that calcite is not 

an abundant mineral in the l~. Pennine orefield (Dunham, 1948, 

p.93), would indicate that much of the calcium combined with 

fl uorine, and vlOuld explain the q uan ti ty of 'vi theri te, BaCO 3 ' 

dependent on carbonic acid liberated from lLnestone during the 

reaction with fluorine, and a high concentration of Ba. 

From this discussion it may be concluded that although 

the fluorite rich lead-zinc deposits in limestone are probably 

derived from a magroetic source in which fluorine was present, the 

absence of fluorite in deposits in other rock types does not 

~ecessarily indicate that fluorine was not present in the magmatic 

source of such depOSits, but that any f~~~rine was 'not fixed. The 
l . ./ 

disappearance of fluorine from wuch deposits cannot be related to 

the incorporation of the element in other vein minerals, as 

tlourine was not detected in any of the Leadhills-Wanlockhead 

vein minerals. The disappearance may possibly be related to the 

bydrofluoric acid present in natural water and fumaroles. 

The remaining marked geochemical similarities between 

all the British lead-zinc deposits in Carboniferous and pre

Carboniferous rocks, together with the fact that no definite 

Caledonian date could be assigned to any of the latter deposits, 
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suggests the strong possibility that all originated from a similar 

source in post Carboniferous times. The age of the H. Pennine 

mineralisation was considered to be post LO\'ler Perr.dan (Dunhar.1, 

1948, p.119), and a Tertiary age was not discounted. Support 

for a post Permian dyke phase age is given in the Strontian 

district, where the nineralisation was effected along shattered 

monchiquite dykes (oral coa~unication by Professor Kennedy). 

THE GENESIS OF' TH:2; OnE DEPOSIT. 

The majority of lead-zinc deposits are regarded as 

having been deposited from solutions of deep-seated origin, and 

the geochemical assemblage, large scale replacement, and mineral 

zoning, serve to indicate such an origin for the Leadhills-

wanlockhead deposit. The fundamental problem of the genesis is, 

then, the source of the vein solutions. 

The two main sources of the mineralising solutions can 

be regarded as having been either acidic or basic, and the problem 

of the origin of the solutions can be attacked from two angles, 

namely the character, and the igneous associations of theunineral

isation. Of these, the former is provided by a comparison of the 

geochemical character of the deposit with the geochemical character 

of the magma types, and the latter from the character of the 

igneous activity during the periods in which the mineralisation 

could have taken place. 
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do The geochemical character of the deposit. 

The distribution of elements tabulated below \vas 

compiled from Rankama and Sahama (1950). The rock types 

selected, granite, gabbro, and peridotite, are regarded as 

AbUIidance of some elements in Igneous rocks. 

Element. Granite. Gabbro. Peridotiteo 

F 500 300 
Hg Enriched 
Ti Enriched 
V 30 320 
Cr 2 340 3400 
Mn o. 05~~ O.l~~ Fe 2.48% 8.8 % 
Co 8 79 2i7 Ni 2.4 1~8 31 0 
Cu 16 1 9 
Zn 150 90 
Ge 3 2 
Sr 120 140 
Ho 12 3 
Ag Enriched 
Sn 80 8 0 
Ba 4rl~ 60 3 w 24 
Pt Enriched 
Au Enriched 
Pb 9-27 9 
Bi Enriched 

Unless otherwise stated, figures in g/ton. 

providing a general indication of the distribution of. elements in 

the aVid, basic, and ultrabasic magmas. Of the elements detecteo 

in the Leadhills-Wanlockhead district, Ti, V, Cr, Co, Ni, and Cu, 

are enriched in basic and ultrabaeic magmas, whilst Ba, Ag, Sn, 

Sb, Au, and Bi, are enriched in acidic rocks. It has previously 

remarked that great difficulty is experienced in distinguishing 

between elements introduced from a magmatic source, and elements 

1ntroduced by contamination during the upward passage of the 
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solutions o Evidence from the elements present must, therefore, 

be treated vIi th caution. Em-lever, for the pre sen t purpo se, if 

all the elements are regarded as originating from a maGmatic 

source, the only conclusion to be drmoffi is that elements of both 

basic and acidic magmas are present. Significant elements not 

detected in the deposit include Mo and W, and as both are highly 

typical of granitic rocks and of are deposits associated with 

grani tic rocks, their absence would favour deri va tion from a basic, 
I 

source. Some measure of support is given to this suggestion by 

the absence of Au, although the element is widespread in the 

district associated with the early stage mineralisation. Gold i:: 

enriched in granitic rocks, from which it may be tentatively 

deduced that the early stage xpineralisation vIas genetically 

associated vIi th the Caledonian granites, whilst the absence of Au 

in the lead-zinc mineralisation can be attributed either to a lack 

of Au in the granitic crust due to depletion in the Caledonian 

Orogeny, or to derivation of the lead-zinc minerals from a basic 

source. It should be noted that the typical basic element 

platinum is not present in the deposito 

Niggli (1929) identified ore deposits with processes of 

igneous d1fferentiation, and concluded that Fe, gn, pt, Pd, Cr, 

Ti, Ni, Co, P, Cu,(Ag, Pb, Zn, and B1), can be enriched in 

connection with basic igneous rocks, whilst missing from the 

deposits where differentiation has not advanced beyond the opening 

stages are Sn, Ge, Mo, W, and Au. Of these elements, Pb, Zn, and 

eu, are stated to be of frequent connection w1th the differentiatboi 



leading to granitic and granodioritic Dagmas, and only the Pi; 

metals, Cr, Ni, and Co, are, as a rule , separated so early that 

they do not reappear in the later stages of the differentiation 

process. On this basis, lead-zinc deposits of the lIississippi 

Valley type, which include the E. Pennine orefield and the 

Leadhills deposit, were regarded as being derivatives of a little 

differentiated basic magma, principally due to the presence of 

Ni, Co, eu, and absence of Au, Ag, Sn, Ho, and ~·l. 

b. The association "lith igneous activity. 

The conception of igneous activity and the derivation 

of magmas employed in the following discussion is that of Kennedy 

(1938). Thus the igneous rocks are divided into Plutonic and 

Volcanic Associations, the former derived from a granitic crustal 

layer and characterised by granodiorites and granites emplaced 

in orogenic regions, and the latter derived from the intermediate 

layer, subdivided into an upper Tholeiitic layer, which gives ri~e 

to the calc-alkaline suite, and a lower Olivine-basalt layer, 

which gives rise to the alkaline suite. 

The derivation of ore deposits from the three crustal 

layers was discussed by Kennedy (1948). The general absence of 

metallic ores in .true alkaline provinces was pointed out, together 

with the predominant relationshi~ of ore deposits to rocks of the 

plutonic association, and it was concluded that the ultimate 

source of the metallic ores lies in the granitic layer, and 

possibly in the immediately underlying tholeiitic layer. 

With this association in mind, the igneous activity 
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during the probable time of the lilineralisation "".rill be discussed. 

As it has been shown that the age of the uineralisa.tion is post

Caledonian, the Caledonian igneous activity, of a predominantly 

plutonic nature, will be disregarded. 

The Hercynian igneous activity in Britain is divisible 

into the Plutonic association of the orogenic area in the south 

west of the country, Devon and Cornwall, with which are 

associated mineral deposits bearing typical granitic elements 

such as Sn, "1, and ao, and the Volcanic associations of the non

orogenic remainder of the country. The members of the Volcanic 

association represented are both alkaline, e.g. monchiquites, 

and calc alkaline, e.G. quartz dolerites, and by the process of 

formation envisaged by Kennedy, namely the rise of the geo

isotherms in response to orogeny, would, given suitable structural 

conditions, theoretically allow the intrusion of rocks of the 

alkaline suite followed by rocks of the calc alkaline suite. 

continued rise of the geoisotherms would effect the melting of 

the base of the granitic crust, and although no acid dykes are 

observable, a derivation of the minerals from such a position 

is a possibility. 

At this point the field relationships of the mineral 

veins to igneous activity can be reillarked upon. In Scotland 

the mineralisation is later than the alkaline monchiquite suite, 

and in the north of England is later than the typically tholeiitic 

Whin Sill. The relationships to the Tertiaiy intrusives are not 

so well defined. In the Leadhills district the effect of the 
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Tertiary tholeiite cannot be ascertained, but in the L. Penn.ine 

orefield : Dunharn , 1948, p.119), no lead-zinc L:inerals Here intro

duced along the vralls of the Tertiary dykes, v/11ich favours a pre-

Tertiary dyke age for the fllineralisa tion. The sericitisation of 

a member of the Cleveland dyl~e echelon in Coldberry Gutter vIas 

stated to be possibly formed by injection into carbonaceous strat~ 

The deposi.ts can therefore be regarded as having been emplaced 

between the ~Jermian and Tertiary igneous acti vi ty. Any 

suggestion of the origin of the mineralisation must account for 

the pauci ty of mineral deposits connected loTi th the Tertiary 

igneous centres. 

If the deposits are regarded as genetically connected to 

the Hercynian Orogeny the sequence of intrusion in response to 

rising geoisotherms would have been, alkaline suite, calc-aHcaline 

suite, and mineralisation, in which case the deposits would 

necessarily have been derived either from a high level in the 

tholeiitic layer, or from the granitic crust. The geochemical 

assemblage support a derivation from both sources, i.e. the top 

of the tholeiitic and th~ base of ,the granitic layers. However, 

if the deposits are regarded as genetically connected to the 

Tertiary Orogeny, then the introduction of the tholeite dykes 

after the mineralisation would mean that the minerals were derived 

from either the base of, or below, the tholeiitic layer. 

views are summarised in the Table below. 

These 

Hercynian Tertiary 
Granitic 

(3) Minerals 
Tholeiitic (2) Calc:"alk. (2) Calc-alk. 1 Rising 

Olivine basalt (I) Alkaline (1) J(1nerals 
Geoisotherms 
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Novl, as ore deposits are generally absent in alkaline 

provinces, it may be concluded that a theoretical approach to the 

origin of the deposits favours a genetic connection with the 

Hercynian Orogeny, 'tmich necessi ta tes deri va tion from the top of 

. the tholeiitic and base of the granitic crustal layers. Support 

is given to this conclusion by the fact that such a geochemical 

assemblage did exist in Hercynian times, as evidenced by the 

mineralisation of south west England in the Hercynian Plutonic 

Associa tion. Furthermore, this assumption of the genesis of the 

minerals provides as explanation of the lack of deposits genetic

ally associated with the Tertiary igneous centres of the country, 

as the crust had been devoided of metallic elements during the 

Hercynian Orogeny, and therefore no elements remained to be 

mobilised by the Tertiary igneous activity_ 

On carrying these speculations a step further, it will 

be apparent that if the deposits were derived from the melting of 

a certain crustal layer in response to the rise of geoisotherms 

initiated by the Hercynian Orogeny, theIl, as the focus of the 

orogeny was in the south west of the country, the rise in the 

geoisotherms would, in the non-orogenic area, take place later 

moving away from the orogenic region. The logical conclusions 

of this mechanism is that the actual age of the mineralisation in 

the country may be expected to become progressively ,ounger with 

increasing distance from the Hercynian Orogenic region. 

c. Localisation of the deposits. 

All the evidence available on the lead-zinc deposits 

of the country would indicate that the deposits originated from 
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magmatic centres, giving rise to both lateral and vertical zoning, 

so well illustrated in the No fennine orefield. Although the 

concentration of the deposits appears random, some order can be 

introduced. Thus in the Southern Uplands a concentration is 

apparent round the Cc:irnsmore of Fleet Granite, near the Criffel 

Granite, in the Hare Hill Granite, and, further north, round the 

strontian Granite. Trotter (1944) pointed out that both the 

Lake district and the Alston Block are up domed areas, and all 

the localities mentioned are probably domed up areas of the 

granitic crust. It may be argued that other deposits, such as 

the Leadhills-H'anlockhead example, do not occur in up domed areas, 

and that the whole argument falls down, but only geophysical 

evidence can prove the configuration of the crust in such distri~ 

The minerals are therefore visualised as having been 

concentrated in local up-domings of the granitic crust, and the 

passage to the surface effected by deep fissures, in some cases 

those employed by rocks of the volcanic association. In the 

Southern Uplands such fissures trend W.N.W. and examples are 

provided by the Brow Vein, and by Black Craig Vein. The 

distribution from these major channels of ore bearing solutions 

would be governed by the structural conditions of the country 

rock. 
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l!lJUHE BCOI~OlHC Pn08P:GCTS OF TH~ DISTRICT. 

In the light of the interpretation of the ore deposits 

presented in the foregoing pages, certain generalisations and 

inferences on the prospects of the Leadhills-1:~c?nlockhead district 

can be put forward. 

The ore deposits are visualised as having been intro

duced along channels striking north north west in the area and 

therefore such veins should be rich in ore. From these channels 

the mineralising solutions would be introduced into favourable 

structural positions in the crust. It was shown, in the 

discussion of the geology of the district, that north-south 

stress acting on the intersecting joint system of the district 

would effect the formation of open spaces on the more north 

\'Iesterly trending portions of the veins. On this conception, 

therefore, ore may be expected to be generally concentrated in 

such north vTesterly trending structures. 

The precipitation of the minerals from solutions of a 

deep-seated origin would be controlled by temperature, the 

control effecting the formation of mineral zones in which every 

mineral should theoretically be limited to a certain depth range, 

depen4ent on the precipitation conditions or that mineral. The 

limits of the mineral zones can often be determined in mining 

operations, but in the absence of accurate data rrom that source, 

only general speculations are permitted. Thus the indication of 

dec.ease of galena at depth in both the Brow and Glencrieff Veins 

would suggest that in these workings the base of the galena zone 

of deposition was reached, and consequently that with fUrther 
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depth sphalerite may be dominant, and according to classical 

theory, should give place at greater depth to a dominantly 

pyritic assemblage. 

From the lateral variations of the mineral zones, in 

which it vIas pointed out that the east of the district lies in 

the uppermost zones recorded, it may be deduced that this area is 

a potential high producer of both lead and zinc, as in depth the 

lower mineral zones would theoretically be tapped o 

The paragenetical relationships of the minerals indica~ 

that the last stage in the mineralisation was the introduction of 

quartz, \-1hich, having a considerable zonal range elsewhere, may 

be expected to increase in deptho 

The future of the district appears, therefore, to lie 

not in greater depth than that attained in the hew Glencrieff 

Vein, but in working the other knOvffi veins dovm to a corresponding 

level, and in developing the area to the east of Leadhills in 

deptho 

Specific occurrences of minerals which may warrant 

further examination include the vein of galena discovered by the 

Marr brothers on the north slopes of Glen Eats Hill, a probable 

continuation of the Bulmer Vein, the occurrence of brecciated 

greywacke and calcite in Glen Eats Burn, and the occurrence of 

small quantities of galena along the joints of the microdiorite 

dykes outcropping in the Shortcleuch lJater, and in Melli Graino 
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APPE[DIX I. 

DESCIUP~'ICt OF T}E': LEADHILL2 At;:) vlANLOCI,JI2AD V'.t:INS. 

The nineral veins of the Lendhills-~'!anlockhead area were 

descri bed by 1Jilson (1921), and the follovling descriptions are 

intended largely to supplement that work. 

The veins are arranged alphabetically. 

Bay Vein o 

The vein was worked fr0l:1 the Bay Shaft. From the 

evidence of material on the dumps the vein was rich in sphalerite. 

Belton Grain Vein. -
The vein has been exten~d vely vlOrked from the surface 

an~ the position of outcrop is marked by the old workings, 

particularly over, and to the north of, Wanlock Dod. The chief 

sulphide minerals are galena and chalcopyrite, and the vein is 

rich in supergene minerals. The general strike is 250 W. of N., 

and the vein hades to the east. 

The top level of the vein was worked from Taits Adit in 

t1hytes Cleuch, and where Taits Adit cuts the Belton Grain Vein, 

the vein is 4' wide, consisting mainly of brecciated greywacke in 

a matrix of calcite, with pods of barytes, quartz replacing both 

minerals. 25' to the south the vein widens to 7' and carries a 

persistent 3" veinlet of galena and chalcopyrite in the centre 

of the vein. In the stope above Taits Adit the vein dies out to 

the north, and is reduced to a 4" zone of crushed rock with a ~II 

barytes ve1nlet on the foot wall, whilst 30' to the south the 
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vein is 2' 6" 'ivide and carries 9" l_arytes on the foot wall and 

1" -1~~11 galena and chalcopyrite on the hangin;; vTaII. The pinching 

out of the vein is probably due to the effect of the shear zone 

which strikes along Hhytes Cleuch. 

Broad La'i'l Vein. 

The" Broad La'i·r Vein vlaS vlorked from levels and old shafts 

on the S. \'1. flanks of the Broad Law and near Big ~'lool Gill. All 

the old working dumps are rich in galena, the lm·lest dump (Loc.149) 

also carrying zinc minerals. Barytes is a common gangue mineral, 

with subsidiary quartz, calcite, and ankerite. 

The vein continues to the north as the Hool Gill Vein, 

both veins having a similar mineral content, and both hading to 

the S.H. Southwards the vein has its continuation as Haddingtons 

Vein. 

Brow Vein. -
The Brown Vein was the principal vein worked at 

Leadhills. The position of outcrop is indicated by a line of old 

~orkings extending from south-east of Glengonnar Shaft over to 

Snar Head, the vein trending 500 w. of N., and hading to the south· 
• 

~est. In 1929 the Harr brothers of Leadhills exposed the outcrop 

of what was probably the Brow. Vein in the south bank of the gully 

~est of Wet Bush. The vein appeared 18" thick and was mainly 

quarts, with pockets of goethite. 
o 

It dipped S.\'1. at approximately! 
I 

60 (MacGregor~ 1929)~ 

The vein was worked principally from Lady Anne Shaft 

(Loc.106), and Glengonnar Shaft. The latter was closed in 
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February 1929, "owing to failure of ore in veins wrought" 

(HacGregor, 1929 L The last workings on the vein included 

stoping on levels down to the 232 fathom level. 

The sulphide minerals of the vein are galena and 

sphalerite, with chalcopyrite, calcite, barytes, and aragonite. 

Bro\'m's Vein. -
Brown's Vein was one of the principal veins worked at 

Leadhills, mainly fron 1Ulsons Shaft (Loc. 51), and Glengonnar 

Shafto The vein llas worked down to 160 fa thorns 0 

The position of outcrop of the vein can be followed 

only with difficulty, and is indicated by several grassed over 

workings 0 

Bulmer Vein. -
The vein runs from the S.E. slopes of ivellgrain Dod, 

where it was worked by a shaft and two levels, due south across 

Bulmer 1-1oss, swinging approximately 120 E. of S. before reaching 

the shaft on Bulmer Moss.(fj.~.:2~:. Tais part of the vein is cut 

by the dolerite dyke on Bulmer 1',10ss and was worked by a level 

driven along the side of the dyke from Wellgrain, the approximate 

length of the drive., calculated from the dump dimenSions, was 

4000' • North of the dyke the vein appears to have been almost 

barren, dying out south-east of Wellgrain Dod, where numerous 

trials have failed to locate the vein. South of the dolerite 

dyke the vein was quite rich in lead, both dumps 202 and 38 

carrying appreciable amounts of galena • 
• 
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To the south of the shaft on Bulmer 110ss the vein 

swings south, parallel to the jointine in Overcleuch, and was 

worked by a shaft and a small level near the head of Overcleuch. 

Both dumps carry abundant gangue, particularly calcite. 

is present in very small quantityo 

Galena 

In the late 1920s, J. and R. ,.!. Barr discovered a new 

vein on the north slopes of Glen Ea's Hill (HacGregor, 1929). 

The vein was worked from a small shaft and carried galena and 

pyromorphite. The strike is aligned with Bulmer Vein; and the 

vein is probably a southward continuation of Bulmer Vein. 

Carses Vein. -
A line of old grassed over workings marks the position 

of the vein. No mineral specimens were obtained from the veino 

Carses Vein probably continues southward as Portoto Vein o 

Claystring Vein. -
The vein trends 350 E. of N., parallel to the strike of 

the country rock, and, as is suggested by its name, is probably 

a barren strike fault. However, the evidence of a small shaft 

on the vein indicates the presence of gangue minerals, quartz, 
• 

ankerite, and barytes, together with small quantities of galena 

and chalcopyri te • 

The Sarrowcole Vein appears from the published maps to 

, end on the Claystring Vein, which suggests that the C laystring 

bas acted as a local structural control, the minerals being 

concentrated on the foot wall wide of the Itclaystring". 
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Cog Burn Veins..!'. 

Several potential veins outcrop in COG Burn and its 

tributaries. The most pm-;erful of these outcrops is in Cog Burn 

40 yards east of the junction with Glenlosk Burn o This vein 

consists of a band of brecciated rock in a matrix of calcite, 
o 

with a clay gouge on the foot wall, and trends 40 W. of N., 

hading to the east. The other veins in Cog Burn are all bands 

of brecciated greywacke cemented by calcite. 

In the east tributary of Glenlosk Burn, the vein marked 

by Wilson outcrops as a narrow zone of brecciated greywacke in 

a barytes matrixo 

cove Vein. -
The Cove Vein was mainly worked at the north end. Two 

large shaft dumps in Whytes Cleuch, and a grassed over level north 

of Wanlockhead school are the only surface indications of the vein. 

In Taits Level the vein is wide and diffuse, with no 

well defined foot or hanging walls. The vein filling is 

brecciated country rock with quartz and calcite, barytes occurring 

near the foot wall. The whole vein is stained with hematite and 

chrysocolla. 

CrawfUrds Vein. -
The vein was worked by a shaft near the head of Whytes 

Cleuch and its course cannot be traced at the surface. It is 

probably the vein cut by Taits Adit 90 yards to the west of Belton 

Grain Vein, where a small stope has been driven along a 1'6 t1 vein 

of calcite with stringers of barytes. 
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From the material on the shaft dwnp the vein carried 

galena and chalcopyrite. Secondary oinerals are abundant. 

East Stayvoyage Vein. -
The outcrop of the vein is marked by a line of \wrkin[;s 

extending from the side of the road on the county boundary, 

northvlards over the north flank of T;J.:mlock Dod. The workings are 

all old shafts, two of which Here of large dimensions. 'lhe 

material is mostly from the gossan zone, and is hematite stained 

and carries a wealth of secondary mineralso Primary minerals 

include quartz, ankerite, calcite, and barytes, with galena, 

chalcopyrite, and pyrite. 

A small vein runs at a slight angle to the J:::ast Stay-

voyage Vein, crossing it hear 10c.1560 This vein ,..ras vlOrk-ed 

from the surface by two small shafts, and was knovln as Stay the 

voyage Vein. 

Georges Roust Vein. -
The vein trends 560 

\>1. of N., and hades to the S.\l1. It 

can be traced on the surface by a line of grassed over dumps. A 

large shaft dump (173) shows the vein to have carried galena, 

chalcopyrite, pyrite and marcasite, with a gangue of quartz, 

ankerite, calcite, barytes, and aragonite. 

To the north west the vein joins with Sarrowcole Vein 

and continues as the Laverock Hall Vein, whilst to the south east 

it terminates against Browns Veino 



Glasgovl Vein. 

The vein was cut by Ul~ eastward drive frau Dorlase 

Shaft. It carried sphalerite and galena. 

Glen Ea's Voin. 

The vein trends 550 \'1. of I';., and hades to the south 

west. It was vlOrked by a series of levels driven on the north 

\-lest flanks of Glen Ea's Hill. A cross uut '-/as driven from the 

north easto -'loll the dumps carry abundant galenao 

Glennery Scar Vein. 

The vein vlaS vlOrked frOl~ Gripps Level, and from the 

evidence of the three surface dumps ~ITaS made up of a quartz-calcite 

gangue, with a small quantity of galena. 

The vein strikes as a continuation of Labour in Vain 

Vein, though Labour in Vain hades south 'vest, whereas Glennery 

Scar hades to the east. ~'lilson attributed the abrupt change in 

direction at the north end of the vein from IL1._. ,'r. to slightly 

E. of No, to the joining with the continuation of the Laverock 

Hall Vein. 

~oldscaurs Veine 

This vein is in Dumfriesshire and is the southward 

continuation of New Vein, the line of outcrop following Camsheugho 

A line of trials was made in Camsheugh and the absence of any 

minerals on the dumps indicates that the Goldscaurs Vein was of 

small dimensions. 
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Gordons V:::in. 

The position of the vein is marked by three old shafts 

and a level on the north side of Lanb i\l1OVles. The vein carried 

sphaleri te and galena, vli th a gangue of quartz, ankerite, calci te, 

and barytes. l,vilson suggested that this vein was the continua-

tion of BrovI Vein, as it is aligned in strike with Brow Vein, and 

has a sir.lilar mineral content. If this is so, the part of the 

vein between Gordons and Broy, has not been ''lorked, the last 

visible workings on the Brovl Vein being at the head of Snar '.1atero 

Gordons Vein appears to ter::linate to the north against 

a chert anticline. 

Haddingtons and Road Vein. -
The name Haddingtons Vein was only applied to the vein 

south of the junction with Broad Lm'l Vein. This portion of the 

vein was worked from several small shafts along the course of the 

vein on the north side of Shiel Gair Rig. The minerals on the 

dumps show the vein to have carried galena and barytes, with some 

calcite and ankerite. In contrast to Haddingtons Vein, the 

north end, or Road Vein, from the evidence of the two dumps, did 

not carry barytes, although galena was plentifUl. 

As barytes is a characteristic mineral of the Broad 

Law Vein, occurring on all the dumps, Haddingtons Vein, on mineral 

content evidence, could be regarded as the southward continuation 

of the Broad Law Vein, whilst Road Vein is a subsidiary branch of 

the Broad Law-Haddingtons Vein. 



Hopeful Vein. 
o 

The vein trends 44 1'7. of N. and hades to the south 

'Illest, s11m·ling a similarity vii th Brm'l Vein which it crosses near 

Lady iillne Shaft (Loc 0 106 ) • :1 part from Lady Anne, which Has 

worked miruy on the Bro,.; Vein, the Ilopeful Vein was worked from 

two small shafts. The minerals on these dumps shO\v the vein 

content to include galena, chalcopyrite, quartz, calcite, barytes, 

and ankerite. Secondary chromium minerals have been recorded 

from locality 45. 

Horners, Jeffreys, or Portoto Vein. -
This vein is a continuation of Carses Vein, Portoto or 

Jeffreys Vein running south eastwards from Browns Vein to Raik 

Vein, whilst the continuation to Noffats Shaft is known as 

Horners Vein. 

The vein was worked from Gripps Level, Herners Vein 

from Moffats Shaft and a shaft between 110ffats and the Raik Vein. 

The chief sulphide mineral on the dumps is sphalerite, with 

subordinate galena and chalcopyrite, and the main gangue is 

calcite, with quartz, ankerite, and barytes. 

From the evidence of a line of old workings, Horners 

Vein continues south eastwards from HOffats Shaft, though there 

is no evidence of it reaching Shortcleuch Hater. 

Highlandmans Vein. 

The vein is only indicated on the surface by a grassed 

over level north of the Wanlockhead Church. 
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Katystaklin Vein. 

Katystaklin Vein is a small vein which trends 250 w. 
of II., and hades ea'st. The outcrop is marked by a line of old 

grassed over dumps. A small level dump on Shortcleuch ~1a ter 

showS the vein to have carried chalcopyrite, barytes, quartz, 

and calcite. The north end of the vein was worked by a level 

from Hoffats Shaft. 

The vein was classified by HIlson as belonging to the 

Copper veins of Scotland (Hilson, 1921), on the evidence of the 

Shortcleuch dump, though he states (p.38) that the probable 

northward continuation of the Katystaklin Vein has yielded galena 

between the Katystaklin and Poutshiel Levels. 

Labour in Vain Vein. -
The vein was worked by two shafts (145 and 175), and 

from Gripps Level. It trends 350 1'1. of N., and hades to the 

south west. The vein content is ankerite, calcite, quartz, and 

bar3tes, with small amounts of galena, chalcopyrite, and 

sphalerite. 

Lammingtons Vein. -
Slightly to the north of the junction with Carses Vein, 

Raik Vein splits into a S.S.E. and a south trending branch. The 

former is known as the continuation of Baik Vein, whilst the 

latter is known as Lammingtons Vein. The vein is similar to 

Baik Vein in that it carries sphalerite, and was found to carry 

good zinc blende where it was cut in the 154 fathom level in the 

~ork1ngs on Brow Vein (Wilson, 1921). 
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A small vein connecting TIaik and Lat,mingtons Veins is 

known as <~lester Vein. There is no distinct surface evidence of 

this vein. 

Laverock Hall Vein. 

The vein trends in a northward direction, and hades to 

the east. It was worked fron three shafts on Laverock Hall, 

the mineral content of the vein including galena, chalcopyrite, 

and pyrite, with a gangue of quartz, ankerite, calcite, barytes 

and aragonite. 

Wilson sug~ested that the vein continued northwards to 

join Glennery Scar Vein, and caused the latter to make an abrupt 

change in direction. There is no surface evidence to support 

this suggestion. 

To the south the vein splits into the Sarrowcole and 

Georges Roust Veins, the latter having a similar mineral 

association to that of the Laverock Hall Vein. 

Lees Vein. 

The position of Lees Vein is marked by a small shaft 

(188) to the north of the railway cutting between Leadhills and 

Wanlockhead, and two shafts and a level south of Peter's Sike. 

Galena was not recorded from any of the workings; quartz and 

calcite are the only gangue minerals, with occasional pyrite 

and chalcopyriteo Hematite is common. 
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Lochnell Vein. 

The vein is probably a continuation of ~:lilsons Vein, 

and is marked at the surface by t,.[o dwnps high on the side of 

Wanlock Dod, and further down in Hanloclmead by the Dod Adi t 

(Loco196), and Williamsons ;~dit (Loc.208). To the south of 

Wanlock Water the vein joins Straitstep Vein. 

1'1illiamsons Adi t vI as driven north along the vein follow

ing the foot wall, mostly a thin clay band, the vein occasionally 

widening out into impersistent lenses of brecciated greywacke in 

a matrix of quartz or calcite, with a thin vein of galena on the 

foot wall. A sharp bend in a' north westerly direction alters 

the character of the vein, a persistent I" veinlet of galena 

appearing on the footwall of the 2·,6It wide vein, which is largely 

filled with brecciated greywacke cemented by calcite. Occasional 

lenses of barytes are to be observed. The foot and hanging walls 

are well defined, both marked by a thin clay band. 

Hr. Borthwick, the Company Geologist, recognized a 

westerly loop on Lochnell Vein, the wall between the loop and the 

main vein being brecciated. A small strike fault with a maximum 

displacement of 10' cuts the north end of the loop before it 

rejoins Lochnell o 

barytes. 

The shatter belt of the fault is veined with 

The foot wall of the Lochnell Vein shO\oJ's well marked 

mullion structure dipping 300 north. 
i 

The ore from William sons Adit is a mixed galena-sphalerite 

ore. Galena is predominant in the vein above the adit. 
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Long Cleuch Iein, 

The vein trends 330 H. of I'I. and was \forked from three 

small shafts, which 'IJere drained by t\'lO levels. The only 

sulphide mineral is chalcopyri te, vii th a gangue of quartz, 

calcite, and ankerite o 

Harch Vein. 

The surface evidence for this vein is slender, and 

consists of two small levels and twO ~nall shaft dumps, the 

minerals on the ~ps are small quantities of qUartz and calcite 

with hematite staining. No galena or lead secondary minerals 

Ivere observed o The vein probably passes through the head of 

Hoss Burn where there is an outcrop of hematite stained brecciated 

greywacke. To the north the vein was suggested by \-lilson to 

spli t into the East and 11est Stayvoyage Veins. 

Narchbank Vein. -
The vein was worked from small opencast workings. The 

gangue mi~erals included quartz, calcite, and barytes, with galena 

as the principal sulphide mineral. The vein is noteworthy for 

the abundant secondary minerals, particularly those of copper. 

Meadowhead Vein. -
The vein trends 350 W. of N., hading to the south west, 

and was reached by a cross cut from. Borlase Shaft in 1928 

(MacGregor, 1929). From the evidence of the two surface shafts 

(128, 144), the main sulphide ,minerals were galena, and chalco-

pyrite, with subordinate amounts of sphalerite. The gangue was 
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quartz, calcite, ankerite, and barytes o 

A shaft near the foot of Susanna scar has a similar 

mineral assemblage to the tv:o dlli.'lPS on Headowhead and suggests 

a continuation of Ueadovlhead as the vein marked b~~ ~!ilson 

parallel to the Portobello Vein. 

Hiddle Grain Veins. 

The iUddle Grain Veins are two veins ''lhich have been 

worked along their courses by small shafts, particularly aD the 

head of I·Iiddle Grain. The dumps carry abundant galena, and the 

chief gangue is calcite o 

In ~Iiddle Grain both veins occupy faults which displace 

a N.E. striking microdiorite dykeo The fault lines have been 

eroded and make distinct features in the small .gully as this area 

is one of the better. exposed parts of the mining field. 

Both veins swing westwards through lhddle Grain, the 

eastern vein then swinging in a northerly direction on crossing 

the r-Iiddle Grain gully. A small shaft, barren of ore minerals, 

was sunk on to the vein. The vein probably dies out slightly 

to the north of Uell Grain, a level and numerous trials on the 

S.W. flanks of Hell Grain Dod having failed to locate the vein. 

The lvIiddla Grain Veins were also worked from Li thams 

Shaft, on Bulmer Moss, the dumps carrying abundant galena and 

lead secondary minerals. 

Hill Vein. -
A small shaft on Hill Vein shows the vein to have been 

rich 1h blende. The vein was chiefly worked trom Borlasa Shaft. 
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l~ ew Vein. 

'Ehis vein Has described by 131'0'\'!rl (15-le) ,""8 :1 stringer 

that intersects 0118 ~3elton Grain Vein at the head of C;~' . .Lisheui1h. 

The vein Has further describcc as being ricJ.1 in vanadinite, a 

description fully confirmed by the findinG of nWilerous vanadinite 

specimens on the dUl!lps. 

New Cove Vein. 

The position of the vein cannot be traced from the 

workinbs in Hhytes C leuch. The vein was \'lorked from the surface 

by a shaft and a level. In Tai ts ".di t a drive vlaS made along 

the vein, which is only a clay stringer, with a tendency to swing 

round towards the Cove Veino 

Hew Glencrieff Vein. -
The hew Glencrieff Vein is reputed to be the richest 

vein in the area o It viaS mainly vlorked froLl the Glencrieff Eine 

and the large dumps show a profusion of mineral specimens. The 

south end of the vein was worked from the Glencrieff Horse Levelo 

To the north the vein splits into two branches, the East 

and the :'Test Branches. The Glencrieff Shaft was sunk on to the 

West Glencrieff Vein, which, at the adit level varies in width 

from 31 to 6 1 , the bulk of the vein being brecciated greywacke in 

clay, veined with calcite, and bearing vugs filled with calcite 

and galena. The foot and hanging walls are veIl marked, both 

coated with clay, and carrying galena associated With barytes on 

the foot wall, and galena alone, or with calcite, on the nanging 

\\fall. Replacement of both gangue and ore minerals bJ quartz 1s 
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extensive. 

In the Glencrieff Horse Level the walls show slicken

siding dipping to the north, and the vein varies from a ),.1, clay 

band to a 41-51 wide mass of brecciated rock in clay, with 

calcite veining. Galena and barytes occur as inpersistent 

lenticles on the hanging wall. 

A nicrodiorite dyke is displaced 70' in a sinistral 

direction in the Glencrieff Horse Level. 

To the north both branches pinch out aGainst the 

northward dipping shatter belt in which the Glencrieff Shaft was 

sunk, and which strikes along Whytes Clouch. 

Old Glencrieff Vein. -
The vein is to the east of the New Glencrieff Vein. Ii 

was worked from~vels, and judging by the dumps the vein content 

was poor. 

By the side of the road to the east of the Glencrieff 

Shaft are several dumps extremely rich in copper secondary 

minerals (10c.2l0)0 These were probably worked fror.1 the north 

end of the Old Glencrieff Vein. 

Raik Vein. -
!he Raik Vein can be traced by old shaft workings from 

slightly north of the Leadhills Reservoir to the Dead Burn. 

Wilson continued the vein to join the Broad Law Vein, but whereas 

the rest of the Raik can be followed by old workings, there are 

no old surface workings between the Dead Burn and the Broad Law 

Vein. 
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The predominant minerals are sphalerite and galena 

with quartz, calcite, barytes, and ankerite. 

co~~on secondary mineral on the dlliups. 

Reids Vein. 

Hemimorphite is a 

Reids Vein trends parallel to the Broad Law Vein, and 

was worked from two shafts south of Big ~Jool Gill and a level 

driven from the centre of the plantation on the ~'..bington Hoad. 

j.s in the case of the Broad La\-l and 1,1001 Gill Veins, 

the shaft workings on the higher levels carry galena only, '''hilst 

the 10vIer level workings have both galena and sphalerite, with 

hemimorphite, on the dumpso 

Risping Cleuch Vein. 

The vein trends 430 
\'1. of N., and is marked by a line 

of shafts running along the east bank of Risping Cleuch. A small 

level was driven at the south end of the vein, and is the present 

source of the streamo The only minerals on the dumps are galena, 

with pyromorphite and cerussite, and quartz. 

ROanburn Vein. -
The vein can be traced on the surface by a line of old 

shaft workings from Hoffats Shaft (Loc.24) to the Deadburn. A 

level was driven northwards along the vein from Hoffats Shaft, 

the vein following a "brecciated felsite dyke" (Wilson, 1921, p.38l, 

The minerals on the small dumps are mainly gangue, quartz, calcite~ 

and ankerite, with minor amounts of galena and chalcopyrite. 
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Sarrowcole Vein. 

The outcrop position of the vein can be easily traced 

from the line of small shallmr pi ts which were \-1Or-ked in the 

gossan zone. The predominating minerals are quartz, pyromorphite 

and cerussiteo An indication of the character of the primary 

minerals is given by the assemblage of a shaft dwnp at the south 

end of the vein, the minerals includinG quartz, ankerite, calcite 

and barytes, together with galena and chalcopyrite. 

The Sarrowcole Vein joins with Georges Houst Vein at 

locality 52, and is probably continued as a small vein to the west 

of the Laverock Hall Vein, marked by a line of small pit workings 

in which quartz, ankerite, calcite and barytes vlere unearthed, 

with minor amounts of galena and chalcopyrite. 

,Scar Vein. 

The position of the outcrop of the vein is marked by a 

series of small barren shaft dwnps, to the west of Glengonnar S~ 

The vein was postulated by Wilson to continue south east: 

across the railway and the presence of two small levels aligned 

with the strike of the Scar Vein supports that contention. 

Sllieling Burn Vein. -
Two levels were driven on to the north end of the vein 

in Glenglass. The material on the dumps is largely crushed black 

shales veined with calcite, suggesting that both levels were driven 

on to the shatter belt which striked through the Glencrieff Hine 

and along Whytes Cleuch. Further to the south two small levels 

were driven on the spur between Glencrieff and Glenglass. 
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l\ear the head of Glenlach Burn a vein of brecciated 

greywacke in barytes outcrops, whilst to the south a level has 

been driven through a quartz porphry dyke, the dump indicating 

a vein rich in barytes and hematite. '£hese bw vein occurrences 

have tentativelY been linked as the southi'Tard continuation of the 

Shie1ing Burn Vein. 

Shortcleuch Vein. 

The vein trends approximately 450 ~tl. of N., and was 

worked from t,,:o levels. The vein carried galena with subsidiary 

chalcopyrite, in a gangue of quartz, ankerite, and calcite. 

straight Brae Vein. 

The vein was worked in Ri sping C leuch from three shafts, 

the mineral content including galena, barytes, calcite and quartz. 

A level was driven from the foot of the viaduct to drain the 

workings, the level mouth giving rise to a pO'Vlerful springo 

Wilson (1921, Po 41) states that the vein is visible in Risping 

Cleuch and "consists mainly of greywacke breccia strung with quartz 

and a thin seam of yellowish brown clay". Tilis is not at present 

exposed, as the valley floor is covered with grass. 

straitstep Vein. -

east. 

The vein has a general N.N.W. trend and hades to the 

In the southern part of its course the vein is joined by 

Lochnell Vein, and worked by shafts, the mineral content of the 

dumps indicating the vein to be rich in sphalerite. 

The north end of the vein was worked from .the Bay Shaft 
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and from a level slightly north \'lest of the Hanlockhead Church. 

Both localities support the concept of a high zinc content of 

the vein. 

Susanna Vein. 
o The vein trends 73 W. of N., and hades to the north. 

It is marked by a large open cast working to the north of 

Leadhills village. 

The dominant sulphide minerals are galena, sphalerite 

and chalcopyrite, whilst the vein is famous for the abundant 

secondary minerals formerly obtained from the open cast workings. 

In 1928 the Harr brothers of Leadhills drove a level at 

the top of Lady Manners Scar on the north side of the small centr~ 

ridge, and after driving in 30' struck the Susanna Vein. This 

signifies that the outcrop on the published Survey maps should be 

moved south about 60' (HacGregor, 1929). 

The vein can be traced towards Glenkip Head by the old 

sur£ace workings, but there is no evidence of it reaching Glenkip 

Head o Several small hematite occurrences were recorded on the 

scars of Glenkip Head, but could not be linked with certainty 

to the Susanna Vein. Furthermore, three trial levels were driven 

to the east of the Glenkip Head scars, all failing to cut the 

vein, which suggests the possibility that the vein failed against 

a chert anticlinal somewhere to the east of the Glenkip Head scars. 

West Stayyoyage Vein. 

The only surface evidence for this vein is a small level 

on the north side of Wanlock Dod. The level is grassed over, and I 
l 
f. 
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the minerals present are quartz, calcite and galena, with 

secondaries. The dump .is hematite stained. 

't'lilsons Vein. 

Hilsons Vein is the possible north\vard continuation of 

Lochnell Vein. There is no surface indication of the outcrop, 

and the vein was only worked from one shaft in V1hytes Cleuch. 

The vein was cut in Taits Adit, and a drive was made 

along the vein. A compass survey along the d ri ve from Tai ts Adi t 

to the winze (fig.5) shows the vein to deviate in direction. A 

small lense of galena occurs on the foot wall 69 1 from Taits Adit, 

but for most of the drive the vein is brecciated greywacke in 

calcite, with clay·on both the hanging and foot walls. Barytes 

predominates on the foot wall and occasionally occurs on the 

hanging wall, or veining the vein filling, either parallclto the 

vein, or at an acute angle across the vein parallel to the strike 

of the greywackeo At the winze the vein bears galena, and 

increases in thickness towards the south, from 18" to 38" in the 

space of 14', with the galena, associated with barytes and quartz, 

widening from a ~II veinlet to a 2"-4" veinlet. The bulk of the 

vein is brecciated greywacke in calcite. 

Wool Gill Vein. -
The vein is probably a northward continuation of the 

Broad Law Vein and was worked by a level in Big Wool Gill and two 

shafts to the south. As in the case of the Broad Law and Reids 

~eins, the upper shaft dumps carry galena only, whilst the lower 

leve~ dumps have abundant sphalerite and hemimorphite with galena. ! 
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The presence of tl;IO barren trial levels on the vles t 

slopes of ~lool La\'/ suggests that the vein di.es out slightly to 

the north of Big \1;001 Gill. The pinching out would coincide with 

the first outcrop of the chert belt to the north of Leadhills. 

LOCALITIES TO THE IWtlTH OF THE LEADHILLS-1,'lANLOCKHEAD AREA. 

The Drake Law ~tlorl(ings. -
Veins of lead were said to have been discovered on the 

lands of Gilkersc1euch, Glendouran, and Glendorch (Wilson, 1921, 

The latter two localities could not be recognised. The 

former is situated on the east side of Drake Law, l8, miles N.N.Eo 

of Leadhills. 

The workings consist of several old levels and shafts, 

with evidence of a N.N.'i1. trending veino Barytes and quartz are 

the only vein minerals on the duups, and the country rock is grey

\ .. acke, with the exception of a level on a dolerite dyke, on which 

the rock is mainly dolerite but includes some chert o 

Craighead Quarry. -

Abington. 

Craighead ~uarry is situated to the north west of 

Formerly the quarry was worked for Essexite, but in 

latter years the greywacke to the north end of the Essexite has 

been quarried, chiefly for roads tone. 

Galena occurs in the greywacke in small pockets along 

the two main joint directions, 150 W. of N., and 650 
Wo of N. 

.. , .-
The galena is aot worked because of the small extent of the bearing 
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areas, though the galena nay attain a veinlet 1"-2" in l1idtD. 

'_'he gangue is barytes and is coumonly associated either "lith the 

galena, or occurs in Dono mineralic joint fillinGs. Calcite 

and pseudoElorphs of goethi ce after o.nkcri te arc prcsento A 

small al:lOunt of cllalcopyri te is associated Hi th the calci te 

veinlets. 

Other minor occurrences of chalcopyrite and calcite 

Here observed along the joints of greywacke at Redscar Heugh on 

the Spango ~:Jater, one mile to the south east of the Spango 

II Grani tell, and in the Southern Upland Fault on the north side 

of the Spango IIGranite li • 
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